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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the results of research undertaken in the south Cotswolds.
Enphasis is placed on the engineering geological aspects of planning and
construction on hi1ls1opes, many of which have been superficially disturbed by
cambering and landslipping. Speclal attention is paid to the geotechnical
properties of the mudstone,/c1ay horizons of the Fu1ler's Earth and the Rhaetic,
with emphasis on a study of the residual shear strength parameters.
During the examination of numerous gulls in the Blue Lias at Radstock, a
sinple classification scheme was devised for the various extenslon styles
produced in the interbedded limestone and clay sequence. The engineering
significance of these phenomena is discussed. At Radstock cambering has taken
place over the Rhaetic, especially the highly plastic Cotham Beds; these
horizons have been investigated at this and other localities.
Superficial structures are not well depicted on conventional geological maps.
An attempt is nade to determine to what extent they nay be identified by
engineering geomorphological napping. Only disturbances which rupture the
ground surface are clearly discernible and hence reliably depicted by this
type of napping; moreover it is shown that land use can obscure evidence of
past instabillty.
Engineering geomorphological napping has been used as a preliminhry study in
the realignment of the 446 north of Bath. The proposed routes are discussed
and some of the potential problems hlghlighted.
It is demonstrated that false colour infra-red photography can be of consj.der-
able use in helping to identify areas of ground disturbance.
A study of the geotechnical properties of the Fuller's Earth shows an increase
in "clay fracti-on", expandi.ng lattice clay minerals, plasticity and oxidation
as weathering proceeds, wlth a corresponding drop in shear strength, bulk unit
weight and calcite percentage. The presence of thin limestoue bands modifies
this profile. Calcite is found to have a significant effect on the plasticity
of the Fu11er's Earth.
The use of the Bronhead ring shear apparatus to determine residual strength
has enabled many samples to be tested at normal loads up to 600 kPa; a number
of advantages over the conventional shear box are discussed" The parameter frr
is found to be stress dependent and as a result previously published correlations
with other data are critically assessed and the choice of /," in engineering
practice is considered.
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1CHAPTER 1
BACKGROI]ND GEOLOGY AND INTRODUCTION
1.1 LOCATION AND GENERAL REMARKS
This thesis is a study of engineering geological aspects
that have suffered superficial disturbances resulting in
of cambers, gu1ls and Iandslides. Selected sites around
Bath in the south Cotswolds area have been investigated.
of Mesozoic strata which form a sequence of interbedded,
silts, clays and limestones.
L.2
of hillslopes
the productlon
the City of
A11 are areas
sub-horizontal
GEOLOGY
Figure 1.1 shows the stratigraphic sequence in the south Cotswolds as
depicted on the small scale (1:63360 and 1:50000) geological maps
published by the Institute of Geological Sciences. The regional dips
are low, commonly )-ess than 50 southerly or easterly. Higher dips are
present only where superficial movements have tilted the beds. There
are some faults in the region but the predominant brittle structures are
joints, which are well developed in the l-imestone horizons (see for example
Hancock, 1969, referring to the Stroud-Gloucester area).
It is not the aim of this thesis to summarise the volurninous literature
dealing with the stratigraphy of the region. A general description can
be found in Kellaway and Welch (1948). Recent stratigraphic correlation
has placed the Triassic/Jurassic boundary within the BIue Lias and has
renamed several of the Triassic formations (Warrington et al, 1980) . In
this thesis the previously established terminology has been followed but
for future reference the Triasslc is now divided as follows:
New name OId nane
PENARTH
GROI]P
TIERCIA
MUDSTONE
GROIJP
Lilstock Formation Langport Member
Cotham Member
Westbury Formation
Blue Anchor Fornoation
l4rhite Lias
Cotham Beds
Westbury Beds
Tea Green Marls
Keuper Marl
FIGI]RE 1.1: General stratigraphic sequences as depicted by the
four Geological Maps of the south Cotswolds.
The base of the Inferior Oolite is taken as a datum
line as it was considered by Arkell (1933) to mark
a major transgressiou.
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JA description of the various lithostratigraphic units is considered
useful to emphasise some of the engineerlng geological aspects of the
Mesozoic strata in the Bath area.
The following divisions are discussed, adopting the practi.ce of Green
and Welch (1965, p.87) who classified the l{hite Lias within the Lias:
Great Oolite
Fuller's Earth Upper Fuller's Earth Clay
Fullerts Earth Rock
Lower Fuller's Earth Clay
Inferior Oolite Anabacia Limestone
Doulting Stone
Upper Coral Bed
Upper Trigonia Grit
Midford Sands
Junction Bed
Lower and Middle Lias Dyrham Silts
Lower Lias CIay
Blue Lias
lVhite Lias
Rhaetic Cotham Beds
Westbury Beds
Tea Green Marl
Keuper Marl
oHa(a
tr
h
oHa(t)
t-{tr
H
L.2.1 Rhaetic
a) lVestbury Beds
Predominantly nedium to thickly bedded, overconsolidated, very weak, jointed,
fissured mudstones, Brey to black in colour, that weather to silty clays
which near the surface sometimes contain snall sand-sized calcareous
concretions. Interbedded with the nudstones (clays) are very thin beds
4of siltstone or fine sandstone. The lVestbury Beds vary in thickness
up to 4 m. In many places the "b1ack shales'r have a secondary
mineralisation consisting of powdery sulphur-yellow jarosite. Gypsuur
(selenite variety) may also be present.
b) Cotham Beds
A non-sequence separates the Westbury Beds from the Cotham Beds. These
are an interbedded sequence of thin to medium impure (mar1y) limestones
and grey green calcareous overconsolidated, very lreak, jointed, fissured
mudstones. The Cotham Beds reach a thickness of 2 m in the study area.
The nudstones weather to soft silty clays and have long been known to be
hazardous to engineering construction (Kellaway and l4lelch, 1948, p.45).
The mudstones (clays), which often contain crean coloured calcareous
concretions up to 10 mm in diameter, are sometimes referred to as the
Cothan Marls. The top of the Cothan Beds is often marked by a discontinuous
micritic limestone known as the Cothan Marble. It is up to 2O0 nm thick
wi.th a flat base and an irregular top and occurs as a series of isolated
aIgal mounds (Hanilton, 1961).
L.2.2 Lower and Middle Lia
a) Vlhite Lias
The White Lias is a shallow basinal deposit consisting of thin to medium
bedded, moderately strong to strong fine grained micritic linestones and
very thin interbeds of overconsolidated mudstones that have frequently
weathered to silty clays. The deposit varies in thickness up to 6 n.
b) Blue Lias
Shallow seas persisted in the Radstock area (the Radstock Shelf) whereas
in other places littoral facles are found around islands in the Liassic
sea. There is therefore much variation laterally and vertically in the
Blue Lias which reaches a maximum of L2 m thick.
Commonly the Blue Lias comprises thlnly to medium bedded, moderately strong
to strong bioclastic limestones, sometimes with a high percentage of cIay.
These are interbedded with very thin overconsolidated mudstones that
weather to engineering soils often containing a high percentage of broken
5shell fragments of sand size. These two Lithologies have permeabitities
differing by several orders of magnitude resulting in a series of confined
aquifers which, in certain topographic conditions, may produce high piezo-
metrlc (sonetimes artesian) heads. Towards the top the nuddy facies
becomes more dominant and the BIue Lias passes into the Lower Lias C1ays.
c) Lower Lias Cl and rham Silts
Often in excess of lOO m in thickness, the lower beds consist of over-
consolidated, jointed, randomly fissured mudstones which near the surface
have weathered to clays. Some thin to medium bedded argillaceous Iimestone
bands and segregation nodules of gravel to small boulder size occur in the
sequence. The mudstonesrwhere the ground water level is high,may be
oxidised to 2 - 3 m. lThere limestone bands occur within 10 m of the
surface, the adjacent mudstones may be softened by the water flowing through
the more permeable beds. The softened mudstones are not necessary oxidised.
Slips have frequently occurred associated with these softened bands.
Within the Lower Lias Clay there are horizons of varying thickness contain-
ing a large number of silt partings such that the sedlment can be 30% sil-t
grade. Towards the top these silty horizons are more pronounced and are
referred to as the Dyrhan Silts. These silty bands will have permeabilities
greater than those of the mudstones and will also be more frost susceptible.
L.2.3 Junction Bed
The Junction Bed is Upper Liassic in age and forms a marker band 1 - 3 n
thick. It is a bioclastic, oolitic limestone, commonly iron stained, with
some thin mudstone (clay) bands.
L.2.4 Midford Sands
These fine silty sands, known as the Yeovil Sands further to the south
and the Cotteswold Sands to the north, vary ln thickness to a maxj-mum of
65 n. They are cemented by calcite along selective horizons to form uneven,
thin to medium beds of silty sandstone to sandy siltstone. When fresh they
are grey, but their permeability allows \ryeathering agents to penetrate
deeply hence oxidising them to a light yellow,/buff eolour.
6In places the Midford Sands contain argillaceous material and are highly
frost susceptible; this has aided the formation of solifluction sheets
that now veneer the hiLlslopes on, and below, the outcrop levet.
They are in hydraulis continuity with the overlying Inferlor Oolite which
has resulted in some leaching of fine material. This has partly contributed
to the cambering of the Inferior Oolite and may still result in toppling of
joint bounded blocks which have lost support from below.
L.2.5 Inferior Oolite
The Inferior Oolite is about 15 n thick in the undisturbed state but has
been highly cambered in may localities to produce a thinned rubbly deposit.
a) Upper Tr ia Grit
An interbedded sequence of highly fossiliferous, slightly sandy, medium
bedded limestone with thinly to medium bedded, sandy, pellet rich linestone
bands. The basal half netre frequently contains exotic cobbles and gravel
and comprises a transgressional conglomerate.
b) Upper Coral Bgd
Frequently consists of 30% fsatv'ea coral col-onies 75 x 200-400 mn in size.
They are in a rubbly, impure limestone with closely spaced discontinuities.
IVhen disturbed this material occurs as a gravel to boulder sized "brash",
often with a silty clay matrix.
c) Doulting Stone and Anabacia Limestone
They are both medium to thickly bedded, oolitic limestones which,when
disturbed, form boulders of joint-bounded blocks.
The permeability of the Inferior Oolite has been greatly enhanced where
the discontinuities have been opened during cambering. The horizon is an
important aquifer.
7L .2 .6 Ful1er' s Earth
a) Lower Fuller's Earth CIay
A 10 m thick, blue Brey, calcareous, silty overconsolidated mudstone with
some poorly developed very thin bedding. It is jointed and contains
closely to very closely spaced stress release fissures. Occasional thin
to medium beds of argillaceous (often oolitic) linestone occur.
Within 3 
- 
6 m of the ground surface the blue grey nudstone has weathered
to a light brown clay. The presence of limestone bands increases the
effects of softening and weathering.
b) Fuller's Earth Rock
3 - 5 n of nedium bedded, shelly and oolitic limestone. To the north of
Bath it splits into a number of bands (Cave , L977>. The permeability has
been increased locally by cambering which allows degradation of the
mudstones above and below.
c) Upper Fuller's Earth CIay
25 
- 30 m of blue Brey, calcareous, overconsolidated mudstone with
occasional argillaceous limestone bands similar to the Lower Fuller's
Earth Clay. In the upper 5 m there are an increasing number of limestone
bands containing ooliths and shells and representing a gradual lithological
change into the Great Oolite.
The Upper Fuller's Earth is often weathered to a greater depth than the
Lower Fuller's Earth because of slight differences in Iithology, discontinuity
spacing and hence perneability. Also the ground water regime is more
extreme because of the higher topographic position.
The Fuller's Earth can be considered an aquiclude in that it produces a
line of springs at the base of the Great Oolite. As springs also issue
from the limestone bands within it, so there must be some leakage through
the nudstones to recharge them. These springs are a major contributing
factor to the instability of the Fuller's Earth, especially where
pi,ezouetric heads can develop beneath a mantle of solifluction material.
BThe Great Oolite within the area of study forms flat-topped hills and
only the lower horizons are preserved. It consists of medium bedded
oobiosparites with some cross-bedded horizons. Near the surface stress
relief and weathering have generally produced a very thin to thinly
bedded horizon. I{hen disturbed the linestone forms joint bounded cobble
to boulder sized blocks from the upper weathered levels and larger
boulders from the medium bedded layers below. The Great Oolite is an
inportant aquifer.
1.2.8 Head
"Head" is a term that is used to describe the colIuvial material that
covers the hillslopes to a depth of up to 6 m. This is a solifluction
deposit produced in periglacial climates and in places rests on a basal
shear surface. As each successive formation is crossed the Head becomes
more complex, incorporating naterial from those beds. It is for this reason,
together with the cambering of the strata, that the exact boundary of each
bed is unknown. Consequently it was decided during the mapplng of the Bath
area to refer to the slope material as "Foundered Strata" (Hawkins and
Kellaway, 1971).
The Head overlying the Fuller's Earth is doninantly a silty clay with
occasional to some gravel, cobble and small boulders of limestone rubble
which originates both from within the FulIer's Earth and from the overlying
Great Oolite. Where the Head is clay rich there is generally a basal shear
that acts as an obstruction to u/ater flow from any permeable bands below.
The Inferior Oolits is usually cambered and so is rarely in situ when
exposed on the valley sides. It occurs more as a Head consisting of cobble
to small boulder sized clasts with sand sized ooliths. It is overlain by,
and nixed with, the Fuller's Earth rich Head from above. The rubbly nature
of the limestone rich Head allows some underdrainage to take pLace.
The Head over the Midford Sands is fnferior Oolite rubble in a matrix of
disturbed, fine sandy silt. When linestone debris is absent it is very
difficult to distinguish disturbed from in situ Midford Sands as
indications of bedding are rare.
L.2.7 Great Oolite
I1.3
L.4
Over the upper portion of the Lower Liassic deposits, a Iayer of
hillwash type Head exists, containing much silt from the Midford Sands
and Dyrhan Silts. It is thought that this deposit was laid down from a
suspension and hence is unlikely to contain shear planes. Over the main
mudstones a Head similar to that over the Fuller's Earth has formed, and
frequently displays a basal shear surface.
The Head over the Rhaetic is similar, containing rubbly Iimestone from
the overlying Blue Lias in a silty clay matrix.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
The southern part of the Cotswold cuesta extends to Bath; the Great Oolite
forms the crest with the Fuller's Earth and Inferior Ootite cropping out
along the westerly scarp slope. Coumonly the Inferior OoLite produces a
distinct topographic feature. The dio slope is plateau-Like at around
200 n OD and has been described by Trueman (1938) and Ylooldridge (1960) as
a marine-cut platforn. The plateau has been deeply disected by river
systeus producing isolated limestone capped hilLs with the valley slopes
composed of interbedded mudstones, s1lts and limestones.
The Cotswold escarpment continues south of Bath at a reduced elevation.
To the west is a lowland region, of mainly Triassic rocks, with isolated
hi11s often capped by Jurassic beds.
SUPERFICIAL STRUCTURES
The south Cotswolds has suffered the effects of a periglacial cLimate
several times within the last 100,000 years. The geology and physiography
are ideal for the formation of superficial structures, namely cambers,
valley bulges and landslides. A good account of the engineering aspects
of the various periglacial and glacial features in Britain can be found
in Higginbottom and Fookes (1970).
The effects of cambering on an interbedded sequence include the thinning
of some beds; the draping and valleyward Lowering of other, more competent
beds; and the disturbance of large joint-bounded blocks of competent rocks
with the formation of gulls and dip-and-fau1t structures. The mlxing of
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the geology during the production of a veneer of solifluction Head, whilst
not being a direct consequence of cambering, is an associated phenomenon.
Large rotational land slides are not known to have occurred since the
Late Devensian glaciation. Slope fallures are restricted to snaller scale
rotational slips and shallow translational flow,/slides as the valley sides
become nodified towards a state of equilibriun.
1.4.1 A review of llterature considering the origins of cambers
Formation of superflcial structures has been widespread in areas of near-
horizontal, alternating sequences of conpetent rocks such as sandstone
and limestone, and incompetent strata such as mudstones (clays) aad silty
sands. For examf'le large areas of the Cotswolds and East Midlands have
been affected. The production of cambers and vaIley bulges are intimately
associated; although they need not necessarily be present together.
Gulls form as a consequence of cambering, where extension has been sufficient
to cause cracks to open in the competent material of the camber drape.
These features have long been known and described and tentative explanations
put forward for their formation (Thompson, L897I Preston, 1905, I9L0).
The first important paper was by Hollingworth et al (1944) when superficial
structures in Northamptonshire were described and terminology defined.
Since then, numerous workers have described superficial structures but
theories of their origin have evolved slowly. In the words of Hollingworth
et al "The reconstruction of amount of cover, angle of slope and depth of
valley at the time of the formation of these structures is a necessary
preliminary to a study of their origin. As these are mostly matters of
conjecture such studies present considerable difficuLties. In the case of
gu1ls, for example, there is little evidence to decide whether a down hill
sliding of the gulled bed causes the widening of joints, or whether the
outflow of clay below has resulted in the opening of fissures in the
overlying bed. "
These authors decided that spreading of the main mass of clay by sone kind
of plastlc flow uight be the dominant factor with some contributory
leaching of the top of the clay aided by water passing through the permeable
limestones and issuing as springs on the valley sides. Slipping on "wet
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lubricated clays" (as postulated by Thornpson, 1897) would be an accessory
factor only important locally.
Plastic flow was said to be caused by differential unloading between the
valleys and the interfLuves but all the factors were unknowns such as the
form of the valleys at the time when deformation occurred, the degree of
saturation, the nature of the plastic flow and the time element involved.
In 1951 Hollingworth and Taylor introduced the idea of periglacial activity
by stating that "The plasticity of the clay was probably at a maximum
folJ.owing a period when deep freezing had broken down its internal structure."
Gulls were said to form by the more competent strata being carried along on
top of the creeping clay below, being aided by percolating ground water
"producing a moist clay lubricant" which facilitates further outflow and
the production of marked structural sags.
Kellaway and Taylor (1952) took the concept of frozen ground tectonics
further, establishing a broad connection between these structures and the
Pleistocene, when much of Great Britain was experiencing permafrost conditions
(their p.361). They ruled out plastic flow by differential unloading as a
major mechanism for a nunber of reasons:-
1. Some valleys with Iow relief have significant bulges.
Bulging and cambering is not continuing now even though relief is
greater.
3. They found no evidence for distortion in post glacial drift anywhere.
4. Similar structures are known in non-plastic rocks.
There is no relation between the intensity of deformation and factors
such as the nature of the rocks, depth and shape of the valley.
They observed that all the sites of valley bulges were in ground 1ike1y to
be saturated and concluded that valley bulging would be at a maximum where
the growth of ground iee would be concentrated and for an extended period.
Sags in the vaIley floor are often seen adjacent to bulges and are presumed
to have been produced by the thawing of ground ice and subsequent col1apse.
This sagging promoted cambering by loss of support at the botton of the
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vaIley. The valleyward extension widened the limestone joints which
often became filled with clay from the sequence beneath, resulting in
a thlnning of this sequence. Further extension was caused by the fteeze-
thaw action of ice 1n the joint and bedding pLanes.
In the spring and summer rivers removed the debris from the valley floor
and lower slopes allowing a cyclic process to continue winter after
winter, with the eventual development of linear guJ.Is. This theory was
adopted by Worssan (1963) in the Maidstone area.
In their 1968 paper Kellaway and Taylor deal more specifically with the
area around Bath. They refer to slight cambering of the Great Oolite
over the Upper Fuller's Earth and stronger cambering of the Inferior
Oolite over the Midford Sands and the Middle,/Lower Llas. The outflow of
silts from the Midford Sands and Lias were gaid to be important, a process
referred to by Arkell and Donovan (1952) as being operative around North
Stoke. Indeed these silty beds are highly frost susceptible and will
heave strongly in a periglacial climate, frequently initiating
solif luction movements.
If it is assumed that these struetures were f,ormed in times of perenially
frozen ground then evidence of their age has to be found to assess if it
correlates with known periods of periglacial cllnate in this country. In
this respect Kellaway and Taylor (1968) draw attention to high level drift
deposits in gulls on Bathampton Down, Bath. This drift has been correlated
with the Northerrr Drift of the Cotswolds of Elsterian (Anglian) age. The
reltion between valley bulges and river terraces in this area supported
the earlier work in Northamptonshire where the cambers were believed to
date from the Great (Holstein) interglaciaL or Cha1ky Boulder CLay (Saalian)
gIacial.
A more detailed account of the glacial deposits ln the area can be found in
Kellaway et al (1971) and Hawkins and Kellaway (1971). Following work in
Gloucestershire, in the Vale of Moreton and the Evenlode Valley, Kellaway
et aI (1971) and Kellaway (L972) concluded that much of southern Britaln
had been glaciated in the Pleistocene and that bulges could be the result
of subglacial neltu,ater; and that cambers were of both glacial and periglacial
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origin. The occurrance of fault-bounded valley bu1ges points to differential
unloading,but high stresses are needed which the existing relief does not
supply.
Kellaway <L972> discusses an j.ce sheet 23O - 300 m thick in the Midlands
in Chalky Boulder CIay tiures. Sub-glaciaI metlwater streans will cut
valleys below the ice; these valleys may even penetrate to the upper
surface of the ice sheet itself providing steep sided ice walls that will
load the interfluves considerably. Bebound after the ice retreated may
also have played a part resulting in the dilation of the clay, facilitating
the development of ground ice and the migration of water in the subsequent
periglacial period.
Kellaway (L972) concludes:
"... it is now considered that the valley bulges in the Chew Va1ley and
other tributaries of the Bristol Avon between Bristol and Bath are due
primarily to glaciatlon and to the effect of unloading and rebound rather
than to the growth and decay of ground ice under periglacial conditions.
There is, however, evidence of cryoturbation, solifluction and creeping
movements on the valley sides showing that periglacial effects were
present. Most of these post date the older river terraces of the Avon
whereas the valley bulges and major ca^urbers are certainly older than any
of the terrace deposits as shown by the fact that the terrace gravels rest
on benches incised in the highl-y disturbed Jurassic rocks.rr
Kellaway et at (197I) give evidence of two phases of cambering in the
Cotswolds and East Midlands, one from the deglaclation of the Northern
Drift (Angtian, Elsterian) ice-sheet and the other from the Chalky Boulder
Clay (Saalian, lVolstonian) ice-sheet.
At this juncture it would be useful to summarise the modeL that had
evolved so far. In glacial times an ice-sheet up to 300 m thick covered
the area which at that time was a near-continuous high leve1 plateau.
During deglaciation, down cutting by sub-glacial meltwater streams was
extensive, producing over-steepened valleys in strata that nay have been
frozen. Valley bulging occurred because of the differential unloading of
the ground as the ice-sheet meLted, aided by rebound, resulting in an
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increase in the water content. Bulging was enhanced by the seasonal
development of ground ice during periglacial conditions. In many instances
cambers were initiated as a response to bulging removing the inherent
support at the base of the valley sides. The cambering process continued
after the retreat of the glacial ice aided by the freeze/thaw action of
ground ice, especially between the joints. Internal erosion of the silts
and sands by percolating meltwaters may also have played a role in the
continuing development of cambers. The formation of these features is
thought to have taken place after the Anglian and Wolstonian glaciations,
subsequent solifluction and cryoturbation taking place during the Ilevensian.
However, Kellaway (L972) cites Simmons (1966) who described valley bulges
taking place in modern times, and he suggests that care is needed in
drawing general conclusions. I'Any factor such as the presence of swelllng
c1ay, the growth of ground ice or the changes of volume due to chemical
changes or crystallisation taking place under condltions of reduced 1oad,
could conceivably give rise to structures simulating the Pleistocene
valley bulges".
Vaughan (1976) estimated the stralns and likeIy displacernents that have
produced vaIley bulging and cambering at Enpinghan, Leicestershire
(appendix ln HorswlLl and Horton, 1976). He reaches a number of
conclusions for this particular valley section (but not necessarily every
case) . These can be summarj.sed thus:
Strains in the slope approach unity;
The Upper Lias has moved up to 200 m valleywards from under the
Inferior Colite;
The strains and valleyward displacement decrease with depth implying
a valleyward tilting of uP to 600;
There must have been substantial shearing on a discontinuity near
the base of the UPPer Lias.
He investigated three like1y mechanisms that might produce these effects,
they are the reli.ef of stress by valley excavation, dlfferentiaL vertical
loading by a continental ice-sheet and thirdly, the effects of ground
freezing with some undermelting of the permafrost producing high pore
pressures for short periods. The sub-glacial neltwater tunnel hypothesis
1.5
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of Kellaway (L972) is not favoured in the Empingham locality because it
would need to have been about 10O n wlde. It wouLd onLy produce a feature
in the centre of the valley with inward dipping shears, not a thinning of
the Upper Lias for up to 600 n from the valley centre. Vaughan shows
that valley erosion could easily produce a smal1 valJ.ey bulge and would
almost certainly result in the formation of a deep basal shear;but this
could only account for a 1% thinning, not the 100$ seen. The development
of such a shear plane has been observed as a result of deep excavation in
the Oxford Clay near Peterborough by Burland et aI (L977>.
Vaughan's model combined the above effects with subsequent periglacial
action based on freezing up to a depth of 30 m and removal of debris from
the valley by meltwater streams. The gradual removal of material from the
Upper Lias was a result of alternating expansion by freezing, erosion by
streams and solifluction of unsupported valley sides. Recent movements
are eonfined to shallow rotational slips occuring in local1y over-steepened
sections of the vaIley coupled with the existence of shear surfaces at
residual strength, A sinilar situatlon has been recorded for a pump house
site by Chandler, 1979.
Since evidence for the formation of cambers ls not common it is necessary
to study a great number of affected areas to be able to produce a modeI.
It is for this reason that theories of their origin have evolved so slowly.
AIMS OT THE RESEARCH
This thesis is an investigation of some of the problems of engineerlng
construction on the cambered and landslipped slopes described above.
Studies of actual valley bulges have not been undertaken. Originally the
research was to have been concerned with the cambering and slipping of the
Fuller's Earth and its geotechnical properties but was widened to include
the Rhaetic, especially the Cotham Beds. The writer i.s aware of no
significant contributions in the engineering geological literature
concerni.ng the Rhaetic hori.zons, which in many respects are similar to
the Fuller's Earth, having played a major role 1n the cambering process
and being susceptible to landslipping.
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l4tith a view to investigating the engineering geological aspects of
superficially disturbed hillslopes a number of approaches $,ere proposed:
1. To investigate sites under construction where specific problems had
been encountered with superficial structures.
2. To investigate sites planned in areas where superficial structures
occur, in order to anticipate 1ikely future problems.
3. To study areas and localities where superficial structures \rere
known to occur, whether or not building was plannedrin order to gain
infornation that could be of use when planning construction in similar
areas.
4. To gain information on the geotechnical, especially shear strength,
properties of the unstable clay horizons.
lVith these aims in mind a nr:nber of chapters are presented in connection
with the following:-
Vlaterford Park is a building site in Radstock where cambering has produced
gulls in the l4thite and Blue Lias overlying the Rhaetic mudstones.
Observations of differing guII morphology, geotechnical considerations and
remedial foundation designs are discussed. Further information with
regard to the cambering and geotechnical properties of the Bhaetic was
gained from the sites, one at l4linford and the other at Willsbridge where
these beds were weIl exposed.
The Swainswick Valley is an area, predominantly of farm land, north of
Bath where canbering and slipping are well developed. Engineering geo-
morphological mapping has been employed here, and nearby, in an attempt
to identify superficial disturbances which are not depicted very well on
conventional geological maps. The different topographic expressions of
the various lithostratigraphic units can also be compared in this way.
The usefullness in engineering practice of this type of mapping to identify
areas of unstable ground for route planning purposes has been investigated
in connection with the proposed new 446 north of Bath.
l-7.
Various geotechnical parameters of the Upper Fuller's Earth Clays are
presented to demonstrate the effects of weathering of the mudstones to
residual clays.
The purchase of a Bronhead Ring Shear apparatus in L979 gave the
opportunity to undertake many residual shear strength determinations.
The results obtained have been critically assessed and compared to those
obtained using the conventional shear box.
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CHAPTER 2
LABORATORY TECHNIQUES
The main Laboratory techniques employed during the research work discussed
in this thesis are described. Besides Atterberg Iimits, X-ray diffraction,
particle size distribution, triaxial, shear box and ring shear testing, any
other techniques used are detailed in the appropriate chapter.
2.L ATTERBERG LIMITS
The index properties proposed by Atterberg (1911) are the liquid and plastic
limits. These have been determined according to British Standard 1377 (L975>.
The falling cone penetrometer method is considered superi.or to the Casagrande
apparatus. Although no actual test comparisons have been made durlng the
research, the writer supports the conclusion expressed by Sherwood and Ryley
(1968 and 1970) who report greater reliability and less operator susceptibility.
Further, IVroth and Wood (1978) conclude that the cone method is preferable in
that the liquid limit test is basically a measurement of the undrained shear
strength and that, in their opinion, the cone penetrometer is a more accurate
method for establishing this parameter.
2.2 CLAY MINERALOGY
The clay mineralogy of selected samples was investigated by X-ray diffraction.
The determinations were made on a Philips PW 1450 diffractometer. At the
beginnlng of 1980 the Department of Geology replaced the Philips DW 1010
generator with a PW L73O/L0 nodel. Using a nickel fj.lter all samples
analysed were exposed to CuKcr radiation at a scan rate of one degree 20
per minute. The theory of X-ray diffraction analysis of crystals is well
known and a discussion is inappropriate in this thesis; for further
information reference should be nade to such texts as Gillott (1968,
Chapter 1O).
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2.2.L Sanpfe preparation
In order to identify the mlneral groups present various pre-treatment methods
were used and the following X-ray traces were obtained:
Untreated, air-dried sanple
Acetlc acid treated, air-dried sample
Acetic acid treated sample heated to SOOoC
Acetic acid treated sample soaked in ethanediol fumes at 80oC
Hydrochloric acid treated sample, air-dried. (Heated in 6M HCl for
I hour).
To enhance the clay mineral reflections the calcite peaks were removed by the
action of the acid and the quartz peaks were reduced by centrifuging in the
following manner:
50 - l0o g of samples were stirred with 300 
"^3 zoTo v/v acetic(ethanoic) acid and left overnight until effervescence had finished.
Since the soil flocculated it was possible to decant off and discard
most of the acid then pour the soil sample into two 50 crn3 centrifuge
tubes. These were then centrifuged briefly to settle out most of the
coarser (mainly quartz) material, then the clay suspension was decanted
into two more tubes and centrifuged down (10 - 20 mlnutes at 2k vers/
min). The liquid was discarded and the clays washed in deionized
water and recentrifuged; this process was then repeated and the sample
left to dry at room temperature.
To examine the samples in the diffractometer they were prepared by grinding
to a fine powder and slurrying with deionized water; this was then smeared
onto a glass slide and allowed to dry at room temperature.
For convenience smaIl amounts of already decalcified and centrifuged samples
were taken for treatment with hydrochloric acid. These were again washed
and centrifuged in the above manner to remove traces of unreacted acid. In
a number of cases as the clay smear dried it cracked and peeled off the
slide, probably as a result of these samples having undergone most treatment
They will have a high proportion of fine particles, hence during drying,
surface tension forces will cause the curling of the clay smear.
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In order to combat the effect of surface tension on the smaller clay particles,
dispersants were added to the clay slurries. fn most cases cracking and
peeling were prevented by the use of soapy water (household washing-up liquid)
or Dispex (a sodium salt of a polycarboxylic acid). Neither of these
substances affected the X-ray signatures of the clay minerals; tests were
performed on pure montmorillonite and no changes were recorded in the d-spacings.
The effect on the X-ray peaks of this increased pre-treatment is to reduce
the size of the quartz and non-basal (i.e. (110) and (02O) at 4.54)
montmorillonite reflections and lncrease the size of the basal (O01) and (003)
reflections at L4.78, and 5f respectively. This indicates that sedimentation
on the glass slide is much better when the clays are uninhibited by larger
particJ-es and better dispersed by chemical means. Further, less scatter of
the X-rays result from the smooth surface of the slide, hence the intensities
reaching the detector are greater and the signal to noise ration is j.ncreased.
In general this gives better peaks.
The untreated air dried trace enables the identification of any non-clay
minerals and gives a first order indication of the clay minerals present
which allows a decision to be made as to the necessary pre-treatment to
identify them. The naln clay mineral types were deternined; a detailed
investigation however would be outside the scope of this research.
The removal of the calcite and most of the quartz means that the clay mineral
peaks are more clearly displayed.
Exposure to ethanediol funes at SOoC in a dessicator causes the lattice of
certain clay minerals, such as montmoriLlonite, to expand and give peaks on
the diffractometer trace to the right of the normal mineral peak position.
Heating to S00oC will drive out both the ethanediol and the water, resulting
in the lattice shrinking and causing the peaks to be displaced to the left
(i.e. decreasing the d-spacing). Heating will also enhance the 13.8[ peak
of chlorite and will destroy the TL peak of kaolinite.
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2.2.2 Identification
2L.
The application of hydrochloric acid will result in chlorite being dissolved,
hence any remaining 7A reflections will be kaolinite.
Figure 2.1 shows four X-ray diffractlon traces of the Sheared Clay from
Waterford Park (see Chapter 3), illustrating the effects of some of the
treatnents discussed above, i.e. hydrochloric acid, heat and ethanediol.
Examples of publications dealing ln detail with the X-ray identification of
clay rninerals are Brown (1961), Gillott (1968), Grim (1968) and Carroll (1970).
For several reasons no quantative work has been undertaken. The establishnent
of a system of standards is a time consuming task which was not a reallstic
proposition in this particular research. Added to this the X-ray machine
was planned to be replaced and considerable difficulty would have occurred
as the facility was used for a wlde range of other work.
2.3 PIPETTE ANALYSIS
A pipette sedinentation method slnilar to that of BS 1377 was used to
establish the particle size distrlbution, more specifically the percentage
of clay grade of materlal. For a more complete distribution the material
retained on the 63 pm sieve was later dry sieved. The theory behind
sedimentation techniques for particle size analysls is well known (Krunbein
and Pettijohn, 1938; Carver, 1971) and relies on partlcles settling through
a column of water. The assumptlons made are that the particles are spherlcal
and obey Stoke's Law, hence the particle diameter is related to settllng time
and depth by the following equatlon:
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where t is the tlme, t1 the viscoslty of water, h the depth, g the acceleratlon
due to gravity, gs and pw the densittes of the solids and water respectlvely
and d the diameter.
By periodically removing snal1 alliquots with a pipette from a settling clay/
silt colum in a 10O0 
"r3 ,"."rrring cylinder and welghing the amount of
sediment present after drying, it is possible to calculate the cumulative
percentages coarser than selected sizes. The analyses were carried out at 25oC
(in a water bath) using the depths and times of Carver (1971, p.8O).
FIGIIRE 2. 1 : X-ray diffraction traces for Sheared Clay,
Itraterford Park, illustrating the effects of
pretreatnent on the clay mineral peaks. Acetic
acid has removed calcite and the quartz peaks
are reduced by sedimentation.
M = montmorillonite
I = illite
K = kaolinite, and
Q = quartz
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The most important assumption in the case of clay minerals is their sphericity,
since nost clays are plates or needles. As this shape factor cErn seriously
affect the settllng velocities of particles the results are usually quoted as
being for particles with an "equivalent spherical diameter'r (esd) of a certain
size. Since pipette analysis is a well known method, its assumptions and
drawbacks are widely appreciated and it ls not considered necessary to discuss
them further.
2.3.L Dispersion of clays
It cannot be over-emphasized that in order to measure the grain size distribu-
tion it is neeessary to attain complete dispersion of the lndividual particles.
Anything less than this only measures the ineffectiveness of the dispersion
technique 
- or alternatively its destructiveness (1.e. the breaking down of
individual particles). It is not possible in practice to attain this ideal
condition because clay crystallites are $reak and cleave easi.ly during the
dispersion of the aggregates. The use of a standard dispersion technique at
least ensures that conparisons among samples will be much more valid (Purl
and Kenn, L925; Olmstead, 1931; Clark, 1933; Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938).
The dispersion technique employed in this thesis was as follows:-
Approximately 10 g of sample in its natural state were soaked overnight
ln about 400 cm3 of deionized water in a 10O0 cm3 beaker. The suspension
was stirred with a mechanical stirrer for no longer than 3O seconds and
the beaker transferred to a 40 kH, ultrasonic cleaning tank fuII of
water where it was suspended for 3O minutes, and stirred by hand
occasionally. When the beaker was removed the sample was given a fi.nal
mechani,cal stir for 30 seconds to entrain all the particles and
immediately enptied onto a 63 pm stainless steel sieve. If any undis-
persed lumps remained in the beaker a small quantity of deionized water
was added and the beaker returned to the ultrasonic bath and this time
swirled continuously by hand. Two or three minutes were usually
sufficient to disperse these remaining lumps. A11 the clay and silt
were carefully washed through the sieve into a large basin until only
the coarser material remained. This was carefully washed into a
smaller evaporating basin, oven dried and weighed. Itleanwhile the
remainder of the sample was transferred to a 100O cm3 measuring
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cylinder, any chemical dispersant necessary added, and the volume
made up to 1OOO cm3 ready for analysis.
a) Colloids
According to Gillott, 1968, "by definltion clays are composed of particles
less than 2 pn esd which places them within the linits of the colloid state".
It would be useful here, therefore, to consider some of the properties of
colloid suspensions in order to appreci.ate some of the difficulties in
obtaining fully dispersed samples for sedimentary analysis.
A colloidal suspension will behave differently from both a true solution and
a suspension of coarser particles. As particles are snall enough to be
affected by Brownian motion, as soon as sedimentation gives rise to a concen-
tration gradient, molecular diffusion and electrical repulsion will eliminate
it, and, as a result, the particles become unifor'nIy distributed and do not
settle out (Davis, L947>. It is known therefore that colloidal suspensions
will remain stable for very long periods of time. This has turo main effects
on the mechanical analysis. Firstly, the smallest grade will never settle
out, but this is only inportant if a detailed size distribution is required
below 2 Un. Secondly, and more importantly, the suspension of small particles
will behave like a viscous fluid and affect the setting velocities of the
larger particles as they fall through it.
It is generally considered that broken bonds, on the edges of the crystal
lattice when in suspension, result in clay particles being surrounded by a
double layer of charged ions. It is this double layer that supplies the
electric charges that cause repulsion between the particles. According to
Gillott (1968) in a dilute suspension this double layer extends to a greater
distance from the particle surface than the influence of the attractive, Van
der lYaals, forces, and hence a net repulsive force w111 keep the particles
apart. This i.s known as a stable hydrophobic sol. In a more concentrated
suspension the thinning of the double layer results in the Van der Waals
attractlon being the dominant force so that coagulation and flocculation occur.
An added complication possessed by clay minerals is that they may have a net
negative charge on the flat (00I) faces and a net positive charge on the
edges (Van Olphen, 1963). Consequently attraction due to oppositely charged
double Iayers has also to be considered.
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b) Flocculation
Flocculation is the precipitation of smalL particles into clumps which wl11
rapidly settle. This can be determined by observing a smalI amount of the
clay suspension under a microscope. A truLy dispersed sample will exhibit
Brownian motion with the larger particles being jostled by the smaller ones
and the water molecules, although these smaller elements are not visible
themselves. If flocculation occurs then clumps of clay minerals can be seen
forming under the microscope. During pipette analysis these flocs can often
be seen forming in the measuring cylinder, in which case the sample will
settle leaving a zone of clear water above it. In extreme cases the whole
system may set as a gel (gelation) and as time progresses the drawing
together of the colloid particles in the ge1 expels the water, a process
known as syneresJ-s. This is illustrated in Plate 2.1 where the gel is strong
enough to remai-n para11el to the bottom of the beaker even when it ls tilted.
There are two ways of combating flocculation; firstly by diluting the concen-
tration of clays so as to reduce the collisions and hence the tendency to
coagulate; and secondly the addition of a chemical dispersing agent which
will negate the effects of the electrostatic charges on the clay minerals and
stop them clumping together.
A good indication of a dispersed sample is a phenomenon referred to as swirling
or streaming birefingence. lThen the suspension is stirred the viscous shear
forces will align the platey clay minerals which will refLect the light
differently from the tabular faces and from the edges. This results in a
swirling, si.lvery irridescence visible in the suspension.
Numerous dispersing agents are known and used by various workers, since no
one standard technique is good for all clays. It is necessary to find a
type and concentration of dispersant that is appropriate for the particular
suite of samples being studied, see for example Wintermyer and Kinter (1955).
Pipette analysis should be performed with no added chemicaLs, since it can be
argued that the more a sample is pre-treated the less it is like its natural
state. Dispersants may also alter other parameters such as the density of
c) Dispersing agents
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the water (Chu and Davidson, l-955). If flocculation occurs, dilution should
be tried first but a concentration of about 5 g of soil in 1OOO cm3 of water
is probably the limit below which the accuracy of the analysis will suffer.
If no dispersant is used it is prudent to test the sample as soon as possible.
Simple experiments have shown that an untreated cIay, whilst dispersed
initially, ray flocculate after two or three days, whereas a similar suspension
with a chemical additive will remain dispersed.
If in order to obtain a reliable test result dispersion was found to be
necessary, the following chemicals were used:-
Nonidet P-40 is a surfactant available from British Drug Houses and
was used as a concentration of 0.1 cm3 per 1000 cm3 of suspension
containing l0 g of soil;
Dispex is a 10% solution of sodiun polyacrylate available from
Allied Colloids Ltd. and was used at a concentration of 0.2 cn3
per 1000 cm3 of suspension containing 10 g of soil (Winch, 1979).
These two chemicals are used in such low concentrations, hence will cause
only negligible inaccuracies in the test by introducing weighing errors or
viscocity changes. If these nethods were not successful it was found that
Calgon (sodiun hexametaphosphate) would often disperse the soils, but not at
a concentration greater than 1O g of soil in 1OO0 cn3 of water. In these
instances 1O cm3 of a i.OTo Calgon solution were used per 1OOO cm3 of
suspension (Carver, 1971) and the weight of Calgon in each dried alliquot had
to be taken into account during the calculations.
d) Erectron micrographs
The effects of flocculation were observed with the aid of a transmitting
electron microscope. Samples of the Cotham and Westbury Beds from Ventura
Farm (VFl, VFz - Chapter 4) flocculated when prepared for pipette analysis.
Material fron the gel and fron the settled layer were deposited onto a copper
grid both with and without a protein filn. Plate 2.2 shows non-clay particles
up to 1 pm across together with flocs of clay particles of a siurilar size.
These are caught in a cloud of very small clay particles (the gel) that have
flocculated leaving areas of open space in the picture. At a greater
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magnification (Plate 2.3) the snall lamellar plates of illite can be seen
forming the flocs and bridging between them. Once the gel is dispersed these
smaller flocs would not affect the grain size distribution, if they stil1
remained, since they are less than 2pm across, the lowest size range
measured. There $rere, however, silt sized flocs seen in the material that
had settled below the geI (P1ate 2.4) which would cause errors in the grading
curve if not dispersed.
2.3.2 Shortcomings of the method
It is conmon to refer to the "clay fraction" of a sanple as that proportion
with an esd of less than 2 micrometres. It should be emphasised that it is
wrong to assume that this figure is the same as the proportion of clay
minerals present. Rock flour nay give a high percentage of clay grade
materiat yet it may not be composed of clay minerals. Alternatively clay
minerals are known to form aggregates larger than 2 pn which may be dlfficult
to break down; hence the sample preparation technique is very inportant in
deternining the "clay fractionr'.
When a "true" result is reached the question must be posed as to what
reli.ance can be placed on any correlations with other eriteria since by this
tine the sample has been altered so much from its natural, probably aggregated
state, that any deduced properties may bear little resemblance to those which
actually occur in the fieId. For exampLe, how relevant is it to cornpare the
plastic properties of a soil with its less than 2 ptm size fractlon, if the
sample contains nostly clay minerals but in nature these occur as silt-sized
aggregates? Martin and Lambe (1956), for example, cite a soll that had 85%
montmorillonite by composition but only 2% by weight of particles finer than
2 Um. They suggest that a "particle size analysis on soils which have been
given some standard ninimum or no particle disaggregation night be more mean-
lngful than the standard test (L377>".
Another problem when correlating a size fraction with shear strength, for
instance, is that if there is a high proportion of non-cohesive material such
as quartz in the less than 2 pm region, that will tend to lower plasticities
and increase shear strength. It has been stated, however, that when it occurs
in a very fine state even quartz may have colloida1 properties with a hydrated
monolayer (GiIlott, 1968, p.86).
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Despite these drawbacks the "cIay fraction" is a commonly used term. Many
authors, following the work by Skempton (1964) have related shear strength,
notably residual strength, to the clay fraction. Skempton (1953) introduced
the term'ractivity" which is defined as a ratio of the plasticity index to the
clay fraction. There is, however, some value in the use of this 2 ].lm
characteristic of a soil sample, in that it gives a general idea of its likely
properties. It would, however, be foolish to enploy this value, or Erny
correlation based on it, without consideration of the possible shortcomings
and errors.
2.4 TRIAXIAL TESTING
For an anlysis of the shear strength under effective stress conditions the
pore pressures either have to be measured or allowed to dissipate during
the course of the test. As this necessitates very long testing times and
because of the availability of equipnent only 38 mm diameter sanples could
be tested.
Volume changes during consolidati.on showed that because of the low permeability
of the samples very low strain rates would be required for drained tests. It
was therefore decided to use a consolidated undrained technique with pore
pressure measurement (Bishop and Henkel, L96Z) .
Three samples were set up such that drainage would occur through the ends via
porous plates and through the sides by the use of filter paper drains. A
back pressure vras applied to help dissolve pore air and each sanple was
consolidated under a different stress. When consolidation was complete the
drainage valve was closed and the sample loaded to failure at the same time
as the pore pressure was measured by a transducer. Mohr circles were drawn
for the effective stress at failure and the shear strength parameters
determined from the fallure envelope.
2.5 SHEAR BOX TESTING
Peak and residual shear strengths have been measured, nainly with a 60 mm
square direct shear box, but some comparisons have been made using a I00 mm
square box. Strain rates were slow enough to ensure fu1l drainage; O.Ol2 nn/
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minute and 0.0085 mrn/minute were employed with no difference in results
detected between them. Usually three saraples were tested at different
normal stresses to define the failure envelope.
2.5.L Peak strength
Each sanple was allowed to consolidate under a normal load in the flooded
shear box, then the two halves of the box were separated slightly by means
of the two jacking screws. In order to mininise friction these scre'ws were
turned a complete rotation to lift the upper section of the box, then
unscrewed a half-turn so as they were no longer in contact with the bottom
of the box. The lower half of the box was prevented from moving in the water
bath by two clamping bo1ts.
The stress-strain curve was recorded by an x-y plotter connected to two
transducers, one measurlng the dlsplacenent of the lower half of the box and
a second the deflection of the proving ring. Periodically the proving ring
dial gauge was read and the value transferred to the graph plot; this helped
to combat any drift in the electronics.
2.5.2 Residual strength
To measure the residual strength a multiple reversal technique was employed.
A switching circuit similar to that of Marsh (L972) enabled the test to be
run continuously. When the limit of travel in a forward direction was reached
the plotter u/as turned off and the shear box motor reversed automatically.
When the box reached the end of its travel in the reverse direction, it would
change direction and the plotter conmence recording of the next stress-strain
graph. Thus the stress-strain graph is always recorded in the same direction
of travel.
It is common practice to use this method, with continual shearing, until two
successive similar results are obtained. Many workers quote 3 or 4 reversals
as being sufficient to reach residual conditions but at least 10 were found to
be necessary for some samples tested during this research work. Note the work
by Hutchinson, 1969, who used up to 6 reversals. Often two successive p1-ots
would be similar but continued shearing would give lower resultsl hence it is
important not to finish the test run too quickly but to ensure that true
residual conditions have been reached.
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If no peak strength measurements were being Dade, in order to shorten the
tlme necessary to reach residual and to produce a more planar sbear surface,
the following method was used. After consolidatlon the sample was cut along
the joln of the box with a "cheese wiren and the box reassembled quickly to
prevent swelling. This surface was then polished with several quick hand
reversals of the box and left to al1ow pore pressures to dissipate before
cornmencing the test.
A major problen with the nultiple reversal nethod is that material is lost
as a slurry from between the halves of the box and the jacking screws will
coue into contact with the box, seriously affecting the results. They have
to be perlodically serewed down and loosened to return the upper half of the
box to its initial separattion.
If a single sample is tested over a number of normal loads then eventually
there nay be insufficient soil to continue the test. fn this situation it
is permissible to open the top of the box and repack it with more of the
material since the "undisturbedil and remoulded residual strengths are the same.
2.6 BROIIIIIEAD RING SHEAR APPARATUS
The Bromhead Ring Shear apparatus is a relatively new machine for measuring
the residual shear strength of soils and as yet it is not in very common use.
It is a much simpler and cheaper version of the apparatus used at Inperial
College by Bishop et al (1971) and despite being less sophisticated gives
comparable results (Brouhead, 1979; Hutchinson et al, 1980). It is probable
that this apparatus will come into more general use in the near future, so it
may prove useful to record some of the experience gained when using this
machine.
The details of this machine have been described by Bronhead (1979). Briefly,
an annulus of reuoulded soil is held in a water bath between two porous
platens. A normal load is applied to the upper platen. Two matched proving
rings are set up in contact with a torque arm on this platen to measure the
shear stresses in the sample as the lower platen is rotated sIowIy. Further
normal load increments are added enabling a failure envelope to be drawn by
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plotting normal stress against shear stress. The small- size of the sample
(5 mm thick with inner and outer diameters of 70 mm and 100 nn respectively)
makes drainage and consoLldation very quick so that more points can be plotted
on the failure envelope in less time than when using the shear box to measure
the residual strength.
2.6.L E ience d in the use of the ri shear
Since this is such a new machine there is very little literature concerning
its use. Consequently it has been necessary to evolve a working technique
as testing has progressed. It is a very sinple machine to use and, starting
with the instruction booklet and discussion with Mr E N Bromhead, experimenta-
tion has produced a satisfactory method.
a) Sample preparation
Untreated soil was kneaded into the annular container using the thunbs and
levelled off with a knife. This proved easy in the case of soft clays but
if they have dried out the harder lumps had to be broken down to avoid
erratic results. The most effective nethod was to soak the dried sample
overnight with a little water in a covered container which softened the
material allowing it to be nanipulated successfully. Before placing the top
platen and filling the water bath it is recomnended that a few drops of t-ight
oiI be sneared on the centralizing pin to reduce friction.
b) Initial shearing
To produce a failure surface a weight was applied to the loading hanger and
the sample sheared for 30 minutes at the fastest speed available. This was
600 per minute, equivalent to 44.52 mmr/min (average), which produced a total
travel of I.34 metres. With a soft sample it is only necessary to apply the
first load that the sample will be tested at, in this case 1 kg on the lever
(27.48 kPa). The use of a higher load (10 
- 
20 kg) for the initial shearing
of a stiffer sample help6 to break down any harder lumps and produce a good
shear surface. Material that has squeezed out from between the platens
should be removed with a spatula or a wash bottle.
Testing
The same sampLe is tested at a number of normal stresses. Between each load
increment (or reduction) consolidation (or swelling) will take place and
c)
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time shouLd be allowed for water pressures to stabilize. In practice, since
the sample is so small, it is not necessary to leave it to stand and pore
pressures will dissipate during shear.
The slowest shearing speed available (O.OZ4o/min>, equivalent to O.OL7a m/
min average) was used for testing the sanples. The machine was left until
the proving ring dial gauges had stabilized, during which time consolidation
and drainage had tahen place; the gauge readings were recorded and the weights
changed for the test to continue at the next stress IeveI.
It has been found that there is some degree of stick-slip motion to the
shearing and it is advisable to periodically tap the proving rings gently,
especially before a reading is recorded. This will frequently cause the dial
gauge readings to drop and then pick up slightly after a few minutes. If this
is not done there is a danger of recording an incorrect result.
An ascending loading sequence has been adopted, i.e. more weights being added
to the hanger after the proving ring readings have stabilized. During the
research each sample was tested at six normal stress values, these were 2'1.48,
5L.97, L25.44, 198.91 ,394.84 and 615.26 kPa. This produced good failure
envelopes that are usually gently curved towards the origin, see Chapter 8.
It is possible to test a sampl-e at six loading stages in three days. The
operator, however, should not be tempted to go to the next stage too quickly
even though the dial gauges appear to have stabilized. Frequently by leaving
the soil shearing for longer periods the torque will fa1l further, i.e. it
had not in fact reached residual. This can be indicated by re-testing a
sample at lower normal stresses after completion of the whole test run; when
Iower results have been obtained than for the first run. This has the effect
of decreasing the curvature of the failure envelope, amd may be a contributary
fact to that phenomenon.
This problem has been noted by Hutehinson et al (1980): "... after completing
a set of observations in ascending loading sequence it is, however, advisable
to measure again the residual strength at a low normal stress as the sanple
may have degraded during the course of the test. " It is difficult to see
why this occurs; it may be that the higher normal stresses break down any
larger particles in the sample. Another factor may be the form of the failure
surface which could alter with changing normal load. Since this occurs at the
top of the sample, close to the top platen, a small variation may be sufficient
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to alter the results. For exarnple the knurlings on the roughened upper
platen may be causing frictional effects. This, however, is not considered
to be a major problem and can be overcome by careful machine operation.
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CHAPTEB 3
A BUILDING SITE ON CAIIIBERED GROI]ND WATERFORD PAH( RADSTOCK
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Waterford Park is a housing development in south west Radstock, Avon
(ST 681539). ln L977 M P Kent (Hones) Ltd had begun to construct the
first of ninety two houses planned for this gently eastwards sloping
site (3-7o). Inmediately to the south-east of the site area the land
slopes at 15o (overaIl), descending to a small stream. In October L977
the foundation trenches of Plots 81 and 58 (Figure 3.37a) uncovered areas
of disturbed and infilled ground in the BIue Lias (P1ate 3.1); subsequently
numerous other gulls and extension induced cracks of varying size and
character were encountered over the seven acre site (Figure 3.1).
The Chapter gives a detailed description of the features of the different
types of gulls encountered. This is provided with the ain of giving the
reader characteristics that will be useful in the detection of gulls in
similar areas. The most appropriate methods of investigation, togethef
with the types of footings needed to provide adequate foundations for
the houses will be discussed. The Chapter also iucludes an appreciation
of the geotechnical test results and X-ray diffraction studies and their
application i.n the analysis of the overall site stability.
3.2 GEOLOGY
3.2.L Sql1q 
€egregy
The 1:10560 Geological Map (ST 65 SE, 1965) shows the l{aterford Park site
to be on Blue Lias. In the field to the north-east (5T632541) is indicated
a quarry (now infilled) in which a thickness of 5.1 n was recorded for the
BIue Lias, overlying 0.9 m of White Lias. A section of this Geological
Map has been reproduced in Figure 3.2. From the outcrop pattern it is
apparent that the strata have only gentle dlps.
To the south-east a snall river valIey disects the sequence, causing the
Rhaetic to crop out along the valley side just below the site boundary,
the Tea Green and Keuper Marls of Triassic age crop out in the valley
FIGURE 3.1: Location of trial excavations and known extension
features, IVaterford Park.
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bottom. It is not the intention in this thesis to discuss the detailed
stratigraphy of this region; refereuce can be made to Tutcher and Truenan
(1925), and Kellarvay and l[elcir (1948).
At least 5 m of Blue Lias has been proved during site excavations.
Typically it is an interbedded sequence of thinly to medium bedded, strong,
bioclastic linestone with very thin beds of mudstones /clays. The line-
stones have small to large tabular joints. Often these discontinuities
have becone widened and many are infilbd with silty clay from the inter-
beds. The interbedded, jointed nature of the BIue Lias is extremely
important in the development of the various gull types seen at Waterford
Park and is shown well in Plate 3.2.
In this area the White Lias is very similar to the BIue Lias, although
the linestone is more micritic in character.
The Rhaetic mudstones are here divided into the Upper Cotham Beds and the
Lower lYestbury Beds. These are overconsolidated, stiff, fissured, jointed,
calcareous mudstones that weather to clays near the surface. These have
been deseribed more fully in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.2 Head
Over much of the site and nantling the valleyside is a layer of solifluction
Ilead up to 1.5 n thick. This is not shown on the 1:10560 Geological Map.
This Head, seen in numerous excavations, is a very variable deposit
consi.sting of two main couponents; coarse sand to snall boulder size
limestone debris, mostly Blue Lias, and a matrix of red brown silty clay.
In places it is a grain supported deposit of limestone debris with little
matrix infilling the interstices, whereas elsewhere it is doninantly a
silty clay almost free of lirnestone clasts. The llead frequently occurs
as an infi11 material of the extensional features"
Near the base of the Head is a sequence of clay bands, uP to 600iln in
thickness. These clays are mainly yellow brown in cOlour, but have a
central grey band which is extensively sheared. These shears a11ow
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saturation by water which produces anoxic conditions resulting in the
grey colouration. These clay bands generally run parallel to the ground
slope. The name Sheared Clay has been adopted for this marker horizon
within the Head.
3.2.3 Trial trench
From the north-east corner of the site (95 n OD) a trench was dug downslope
towards the strean (85 n OD), see Figure 3.1. The purpose of the trench
was to investigate the nature of the geology beneath the Blue and White
Lias and to obtain samples for geotechnical testing. The descriptions
given below form a composite 1og of the geology with vertical thicknesses
measured at appropriate places along the length of the excavation. The
beds have been slightly canbered and thinned, partly by solifluction, and
hence dip IocalIy at 3 
- 70 into the valley. Measurements of bed thick-
nesses in some cases, notably where trench sides eollapsed, are therefore
only approximate. A trench cross-section is presented as Figure 3.3 and
a description of the lithologies seen is given below:
a) Solifluction Ilead
A 0.9O - 1.20 n Friable, red brown, silty CLAY or clayey SILT
with some cobbles and small boulders of Blue
aud White Lias llnestone.
b) Liassic
Blue Lias
up to 5.00 m
White Lias
B 0.60 n (seen)
Not seen in the trial trench but occurs
further upslope on the site. Consists of joint-
bounded blocks of strong, 8reY, bioclastic
LIMESTONE, interbedded with (and joints infilled
with) red brown silty CLAY or weathered MUDSTONE
Moderately strong to strong, white, thinly
bedded LIIIIESTONE generally occurring as joint-
bounded blocks, often with a silty clay matrix.
Some blocks were seen to be tilted L8 - 42o
north-westwards, in the opposite direction to
the general (canbered) dip of the strata
c) E!se!re
Cothau Beds
C O.25 m
D 0.45 n
E 0.13 m
Ilestbury Beds
F 0.8O m
d) Triassic
Tea Green MarI
c 0.10 - 0.15 n
H 0.70 n
I 0.2O m
Keuper MarI
J 2.10 n
39.
Very soft to soft, creamy yellow CLAY with
sand sized calcareous concretions. lTe11
marked sub-horizontal striated slip planes.
Cothau Marble (algal limestone) c 200 nm
occurs discontinuously.
Soft to firm, mottled browny orange to grey
CLAY with occasional gravel and cobble sized
siltstone clasts. Numerous extremely closely
spaced slip planes and occasional sma1l calcite
grains.
Soft, yellow brown to orange CLAY with gravel
sized clasts of non-cal-careous siltstone.
There are some deep red stained patches. The
lowest 40 ruu contains much fossil wood debris.
Soft to firm, grey CLAY with some light brown
stainlng. Extremely closely spaced slip planes.
Some fossil wood debris and occasional small
calcite grains.
Discontinuous, creamy green, highly calcareous
SILTSTONE. It is weak and can be cut with a
knife. Secondary dark brown dendrites can be
seen.
Soft to firm, grey green, fine sandy, clayey
SILT with light brown staining. Extreuely
closely spaced discontinuities.
Soft, grey green, silty CLAY.
Soft, nottled green/brownish red silty CLAY
with occasional calcite concretions and
closely spaced discontinuities. 350 mm from
the top is a band 100 mn wide of weakly
cemented, dark greY, silty clayey limestone.
Beneath this for 1 m are alternating bands of
about 50 nm wide of green and red colouration
FIGURE 3.3: Cross-section of the upper part of the final
trench to eximine the geology downslope of the
site. For suecession of beds A-E see text.
Locations of sanples removed for testing are
shown as numbered open circles.
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K 0.28 n Soft green, clayey SILT with a trace of
calcite concretions and small clayey
limestone boulders.
L O.80 m Soft, nottled greenish brown CLAY with
occasional smalI calcite concretions. The
lowest 300 nn is more silty.
M I.00 m (seen) Soft, red with greyish green patches, silty
CLAY to highLy weathered MUDSTONE. Llthorelicts
of firmer material and occasional small calcite
grains less than 10 mn ln size occupy 20 - 30%
of the deposit.
More accurate thicknesses would have been obtained if a borehole had been
drilled further back from the slope. In July 1972 the National Coal Board
drilled a borehole at Kilnersdon Watersite Tip on the east side of the
valley, opposite the site. The position of the borehole (their KT 2) at
ST 68315373 is shown on Figure 3.2. It penetrated to a depth of 20.4 m
and revealed the following geology:-
Thickness
L.24
3. 65
1.65
1. 10
3.43
3.52
3.95 (seen)
Solifluction deposits
Blue Lias limestone,/mudstone interbeds
White Lias limestone/nudstone interbeds
Cotham Beds
Westbury Beds
Tea Green Marl
Keuper Marl
The detailed log as obtained from the NCB ls given in Table 3.1.
fault through the va1ley separates the borehole position from the
development site.
A sma1l
CONTRACTOR:
METHOD:
GBOUND LEVEL:
DATE:
CONSTJLTAMI:
Depth (n)
L'
George lltinpey & Co Ltd
Air Flush
118.43 n OD
7-L5.7 .72
Slr William Halcrow & Partners
Core Descriptlon
MADE GROIIND: access road naterial
MANTLE: Ilght brown, slightly silty, stlff clay
containing cobbles of a creamy limestone
LIIIIESTONE: creamy, impure, well Jolnted wlth brown
clay ln Jolnts
}IARL: brown/cream, sbaley with some cracks and bored
surfaces. Fossiliferous
LIITtrSTONE: creamy, thin marly partlngs and bored
LIMESTONE: dolonitlsed, thinly lamlnated
LIMESTONE: flne-grained, porcelllneous
LIMESTONE: creamy, thinly lamlnated iu places,
marly partlngs
LIII{ESTONE: flne grained, no nuddy facles. Concholdal
fracture
LIIUESTONE: "Sur Bed" Top of White Lias. Hard with
fluted upper surfac€
LIMESTONE: creany, Lmpure. Interbedded marls end
clays. Penecontemporaneoug eroslon. Sun cracks,
bored surfaces.
LIMESTONE: fine grained, porcellanoous
STIFF: brown clay
BHAETIC: blackr/green marl
RIIAETIC: brown, Brey, thinly lamlnated, stllcifled
marl
RHAETIC: brown marl
BIIAETIC: creamy calcareous mudetone
BHAETIC: black shaley clay, bivalve Pseudomonotls
fallax ln an assenblage on a number of horizons
parallel to beddlng. lltater encountered at 12.93 m.
TEA GREEN Ir{ABL: green, soft, brittle lron stalned
down to 14.80 n. Piezometer installed
KEI,PER MARL: red, brlttle. Zones reduced to green
marl. Secondary calcite.
END OF BOREHOLE
0.00 -
1.86 -
1.86
3. 10
3.10 - 3.40
3.40 - 3.43
5.90 - 6.75
6.75 - 6.90
6.90 - 8.25
3.43 -
4.10 
-
4.20 
-
4.40 -
8.25 -
8.35 -
8.40 -
8.70 -
4. 10
4.20
4.40
5. 90
8. 35
8. 40
8. 70
8.80
8.80 - 9.10
9.10 - 9.50
9. 50 - L2 .93
t2.93 - 16.45
16.45 - 20.40
20.40
TABLE 3.1: Borehole Log of Kilmersdon Wateyside Tip 7LL, BH KIz
obtatned from th.e National CoaL Boatd
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3.3 SUPERFICIAL STRUCTURES
Foundation trenches and trial excavati.ons have shown the presence of many
extension cr,acks in the Blue Lias. These vary in size from a few nilIi-
metres to over 3 metres in width, the larger ones are referred to as guIls.
Figure 3.1 shows the position of the major gul1s found on the site, but
iir alnost every foundation trench there is some evidence of minor
extension cracks (Plates 3.9 - 3.11). It is the extension associated with
the cambering of the Blue Lias over the Rhaetic mudstones that has
produced the features which present problems for house construction. The
presence of clay interbeds between the highly jolnted limestones has
allowed differential bed-over-bed movement of joint bounded blocks; the
significance of this wilI be discussed later.
The valley sides where the Rhaetic mudstones crop out show hunmocky topo-
graphy typical of landslipping. When the Cothan and lYestbury Beds were
examined by trenching they were seen to contain nutrerous, extremely
closely spaced, randomly orientated, smaIl slip surfaces. There were also
at least two well marked shear planes within the Cotham Beds which indicated
a rotational style of slipping. It is Iikely that Quaternary downcutting
of the valIey caused rapid oversteepening that led to the development of
cambering. The landslipping that can sti1l be seen is a product of later
movements as the hillsides strive to attain equilibriun.
The theories of the formation of cambers have been reviewed in Chapter 1.
It is possible that the uajor shear surfaces in the Cotham Beds once
constituted part of a basal shear sinilar to that postulated by Vaughan
(1976) in the Empingham Valley. Unfortunately, however, it has not been
possible to add any information to substantiate or otherwise the theories
concerning their mode of origin. There is no evidence at lYaterford Park
that enables the superficial structures to be dated. Ilowever, there is
some indication that the gulls post-date the solifluction llead (see
Section 3.3.6 b).
3.3.1 Introduction
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3.3.2 Shrinkage and swelling
The Rlraetic mudstones contain montmorillonite (see Section 3.4.2>.
Consequently the clays beneath this site are liabIe to swe1l and shrink
with changes in moisture content. Linear shrinkage tests (BS 1377) were
carried out on samples of the Cothan and Westbury Beds:
Sauple
C - Cothan from sllp
D - Cothan
F - lYestbury
Linear Shrinkage ,7o Initial test w%
20
18
16
80
71
87
This test gives the material shrinkage percentage from a moisture content
close to the liquid linit to a dry state. fn situ, the noisture content
will vary little during present clinatic conditions, so 1t is unlikely that
the extension and gulling of the limestone was produced in recent times
merely by alternating shrinking and swelling of the Rhaetic beds. This
may, however, have been a contributory factor during the Pleistocene
when more water was available following the melting of ground ice. In
the writer's opinion the shrinkage and swell-ing of the underlying mudstones,/
clays with altering moisture content will not have played any great part in
the ca^mbering process and the formation of gulls in the sequence above.
3. 3. 3 Aerial 'ph otographs
Panchromatic aerial photographs taken on three occasions (10.6.68;6.9.7L
and 9,9.74> have been studied. In each case the limestone plateau can be
easily distinguished and the slips on the vaIley sides are prominent.
Even after the preparation of Figure 3.1 showing the positions of the
gulls on the site it was not possible to detect thelr presence on the
phot'ographs. The relevent part of one such photograph is reproduced in
plate 3.3. There were no existing infra-red photographs of this site taken
prior to house building.
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3.3.4 Gulls
a) The form of the extension features
Fie1d observations have shown that four types of extension phenomena
exist on this site.
i) Snall "pull-apart" cracks in the limestone beds up to about 20 mn
wide. These opened joint surfaces may be void or clay filled (Plates 3.9 -
3.11). A comruon feature of the Blue Lias is that the limestones have
undulose bedding surfaces. Consequently the excavator exposes limestone
ridges leaving between them clay fi1led depressions (P1ate 3.4). Typically
joints form wbere tbe rock is thinner and hence when the clay is removed
from the depressions, often cracks are visible. Narrow cracks will have
no great direct significance to building foundations, but larger cracks
may mark the position of a much bigger gulI at depth, as will be
demonstrated 1ater.
if) Secondly there are infilled gulls where downslope movement of
limestone has opened cavities and the llead material from above has sagged
and infilled then. The red brown silty clay Head can often be seen up to
5 m below ground level, when it hepenetrated a deep gulI. The Head infiIl
contains differing amounts of cobbles and smal1 limestone boulders, and
varies between nainly disturbed limestone blocks with a silty clay matrix
(Figure 3.15), to predominantly silty clay (Figures 3.8 and 3.14b). Blocks
of linestone conmonly tilt into the guII especially fron the upslope side.
The Sheared Clay marker band also dips into the guIl; on the upslope side
or both sides of the guII to angles i.n excess of 5Oo. Over smal1er gulls
the Sheared Clay band is often not broken but just sags across the gull.
In larger gulIs detach-ed pockets of it are often seen at depth, see for
example Figures 3.15 and 3.25.
iii) Thirdly there are exemples where numerous voids occur between the
large limestone blocks forming a jumble of boulders in the gull.
Individual voids between the displaced blocks have been proved tot be
continuous for up to 3 n into the sides of an excavation (Plate 3.5).
Typically these falten blocks dip into the gu1l from the upslope side at
increasing angles towards the centre. These constitute the largest type
of gulI and have been excavated up to and 1n excess of 5 n in depth
(Figure 3.L2, Plate 3.18).
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iv) The fourth type of extension feature is a variety of non-infilled
9u11. Some of the voids become progressively wider at depth, such that a
large "cavern", big enough to walk along (up to 1.5 n wide) may be
obscured by level, Iittle-disturbed, limestone within the upper 1.5 rn.
These are potentially the most dangerous for house construction, should
they not be recognised at an early stage; see Figures 3.13, 3.14a and
3.16, and Plates 3.19 - 3.27,3.32 and 3.33.
This type of guIl was not encountered during the early work on
this site. In retrospect it is possible that some of the small "pu11-
apart" cracks previously uncovered by foundation trenches may have been
related to larger roofed gulls at depth. Following the appreciation that
this type of guIl existed, it was concluded that the only definite method
of detection was an excavation to at least 2.5 m depth. The practicalities
of this type of investigation will be discussed under remedial measures.
b) Strain
The total extension produced in the Blue Lias by these gulIs cannot be
measured without good quality trenches across the whole site, normal to
the contours. A possible estinate can be made however from Plate 3.2.
It is estimated that in the intergull areas there has been about 5$ extension,
with the joints becoming clay filled. A typical section across a gulled
area gives an estimated extension of the major features of between 5 and
LO%o, so the total extension on this site could be 10 - L57o. This is a very
tentative estimate but agrees with more accurate measurements of strain
made in a gulled limestone quarry at Springfield in Batb (ST 748626). Here
a continuous section in the Great Oolite, in excess of 100 n, contains open
gulls but }ittle or no extension in the intergull areas. The strain has
been calculated to be 8.4%
c) lYater movement
The evidence suggests the site is very well drained, as would be expected
with so many void spaces. lfhen gulls have been opened during periods of
rain, water has been seen to flow rapidly into them from the discontinuities
in the limestone. The water drained quickly; standing water has never been
observed. Calcareous tufa ls often observed on limestone in the vicinity
of open gults and cracks (Plate 3.6). This nay take the form of a thin
coating and sometimes as parallel ridges. A few smaIl (10 mn) stalactites
have been seen (P1ate 3.7).
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More common is the development of parallel ridges of sirty clay on the
joint surfaces, for example Plates 3.8, 3.18, 3.28 and 3.3I. These are
horizontal and occur at about 1O nn intervals. Where the limestone face
overhangs smalI stalactitic structures also develop (Plate 3.8), which
do not exceed 5 - 10 mm long.
Although both mud and calcite features are formed by water, it 1s thought
extremely unlikely because of the drainage of the site that these represent
standing water levels either now or in the past. They are almost certainly
formed by water running over the Iimestone surfaces. Indeed similar ridges
nay be seen arourld the sides of large stalagmites in limestone caves,
(e.g. at Cheddar) where it has been established that water drlpping onto
and over the stalagmite has caused its gradual growth.
d) GuI1 classification
As a result of measurement, description and photography of a large number
of gulls on this site, it is possible to put forrvard a sinple classification
based mainly on the type of extensioual movement. These types of movement
are designated A, B and C types, Figure 3.4.
A-type movement - the limestone has separated along a dominant joiut,
producing a paraI1eI, stralght sided void;
B-type movement - extension has occurred over a broader zoue and the
limestone has separated at a number of joint surfaces in different
beds, bedding plane sliding has played an importaut roIe. The
result is a wide extension feature with numerous voids and often
tilted blocks, or J.f movement has not been great, a zone of
generally disturbed material in which no single, major crack or
void is apparent;
C-type movement - A-type movement at depth has produced a parallel sided
void but bedding plane sliding has occurred along a prominent
horizon above so as the near-surface beds remain almost undisturbed
forming a roofed over gu1I. B-type movement may have produced some
extension in the limestone roof.
FIGITRE 3.4: Three types of extensional movement in the Blue Lias.
Joint-bounded blocks of limesto[e have noved apart
to produce voids depicted by horizontal lines. The
interbedded clays have allowed bed-over-bed movement.
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A -TYPE
B -TYPE
)
)
C-TYPE
EXTENSIO NAL tt,lOVEMENTS IN
THE FORMATION OF GULLS
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The following elassificatlon ls summarlsed in Figure 3.i.
CLASSI - Infilledgulls
A-type movement produces a definite break in the llmestone and Head sags
down into the gull. If the Sheared CIay is present lt is seen to dip into
the gul1 and if there are any tabular cobbles wlthin the Head these too
dip inwards. These gulls are often small structures with few voids and
are the easiest to detect ln shallow trenches.
CLASS IIa 
- Open gulls
B-type movement witb snall dlsplacenent pulls the llmestone apart leavlng
voids between the blocks. Displacement is lnsufflclent to cause tllttng
of the blocks or sagging of the Head. This type of gull nay be overlooked
in shallow trenches because the volds are often filled with silty clay near
the surface.
CLASS IIb - Open gulls
B-type movement with larger dlsplacement than Class IIa, occumlng ln
areas where Head is absent. Sufflclent dlsplacement has taken place to
allow limestone blocks to ttlt into the guJ.l, often from only the upslope
side but this can also occur from both sides. In shallow trenches the
disturbed nature of the slde walls and frequently the presence of volds
in the trench floor are indicatorg of Class IIb gulIs.
CLASS III - Mixed gulIs
B-type movernent, often with large dlsplacement. Formed ln areas wlth
Head, they show similar features to C1ass IIb gulls at depth with volds
and dipping blocks, but near the surface are infilled wlth down-sagglug
Head, similar to Class I. The conblnation of down-sagging Head ln shallow
trench sides with volde in the trench floor are strongly lndlcatlve of
this type of gull.
CLASS IVa - Intact roofed gulls
C-type movement has produced a large parallel-sided cavlty at depth and
left an intact li-mestone roof above. Any Head ls undisturbed and the
existence of these gulls would not be noticed ln shal'1ow trenches'
FIGURE 3.5: Classification of guIls observed at lTaterford Park based
on type and amount of extenslon and subsequent infilling.
CLASS NAME TYPE, MOVEMENT CHARACTERISTICS SKETCH
I lnf illed A-Type movement,smoll to lorge
disp locement
Heod sogs into gull s#P
={?E
IIo Open B-Type 
movement,
smoll displocement
Heod not offecled. Medium to
lorge voids ot depth
trb Open
B-Type movement,
lorge d isplocement
No Heod. Mony tilted blocks.
Lorge voids ot depth
ru Mixed
B-Type movement,
lorge displocement
Heod sogs into gull.
Lorge voids ot depth
Eo Inl o ctRoof ed
C-Type movement,
medium to lorge
displocement
Level limestone roof. lf present,
Heod is undisturbed. Lorge
voids ond covity ot depth
-
Igb Collo psedRoofed
C-Type movement,
(+ B-Type ot top),
lorge displocement
Roof of follen blocks wedged in
the top of o lorge covity. lf
present, Heod moy sog o litlle
Sr
I
(,
o
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CLASS M - Collapsed roofed gulls
C-type moveuent has produced a large, parallel-sided cavity at depth but
some B-type movetuent near the surface, or simple lack of support, has
caused the roof to collapse and become wedged in the top of the gu11.
Any Head may sag a little depending on the degree of collapse. These
gu1Is are easier to detect in shallow trenches if there has been some
sagging, but their importance can be r-mderestimated if they are not fully
investigated.
e) Field descriptions of the extension features
Since a large number of gulls have been investigated on this site, it is
felt that only selected examples of the various Classes should be
described in detail. Exaurples will also be quoted illustrating the
variable nature of a single gull along 1ts length.
The locations of the trial excavations can be seen in Figure 3.1. The
large incidence of gull development on this site has twice resulted in the
changing of the original design of the site layout. In the subsequent
discussion the trial excavatj-ons and houses on the original Iayout are
unsuffixed; those for the second layout are suffixed "ail and those for
the third "b". To avoid confusion, no house has two numbers, if its
position has not altered on a new layout it has retained its original
number.
i) Cracks
The extension cracks observed over the whole site are commonly 2O mn wide,
occurring either open or clay filled, Plate 3.9 and Figure 3.6. Figure 3.7
shows the positions and azimuths of all the opened cracks of this nature in
the foundation trenches for Plots 45 - 49.
The distribution of the cracks is clearly seen when foundation trenches
are cleaned by hand methods at the Ievel of a'good' Iimestone band; e.g.
plots 79b - 8Ob (Plate 3.10). Sinple "pull-apart" joints like these have
little effect on house building; it is merely necessary to use a slightly
stronger foundation. If, however, a guII exists below, then it is a natter
of using different foundations. This problem is well illustrated by
Plate 3.1I which shows a 2OO mm wide crack with a void in the centre of
Field sketch showing detail of extension cracks in the
limestone of a foundation trench floor.
FIGURE 3.6:
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the picturerabove the scale. This gull in Plot 28b was only discovered
after the trenches had been cleaned using shovels.
ii) Class I
A good example of a Class I gult u/as exposed in Trial Pits 3 and 4
(Figure 3.7), where it crossed Plot 47. Figure 3.8 is a field sketch
depicti.ng the main features. Dilation within the limestone bands has
produced an opening of about a.metre into which the Head has sagged,
with tabular gravel and cobbles dipping into the gu1l, predominantly
from the upslope side. The thinning out of the Sheared Clay bands as
they dip into the gulI is also clearly visible; at one point this Clay
has sagged over a 2OO mm wide clay filIed crack in the limestone, seen
in the figure just upslope of the main gull. Plate 3.12 shows the guIl,
but unfortunately much of the detail is lost in monochrome. In Trial Pit 3
this guI1 was filIed predoninantly with linestoue debris and the Sheared
Clay dips into tlegull from the upslope side (Plate 3.13).
In order to make an engineering decision on the corner foundations of
Plot 48 a careful examination was made of Trial Pit 4. This revealed the
sharp sided crack, 7OO nm wide, shown in Figure 3.9. "Good" limestone
existed either side which was considered satisfactory for the founding of
a beau footing to span the gu1l.
iii) Class IIa
Typically gulls of this Class are not well defined features but zones
where the linestone has pulled apart slightly. TriaI Trench bI4 exposed
one such gul1 (Figure 3.10, Plate 3.14) which was seen as an area of
disturbed limestone with both open and clay fil1ed joints in the sides
and floor of the trench. Sufficient displacement has not occurred to allow
any sagging of the Head.
When opened by an excavator, these gu1ls offer less resistance to digging
than the adjacent limestone, but no proninent extension crack is seen.
FIGURE 3.8 Field sketch of Trial Pit 4 showing the features of an
infilled gull.
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Plan of Trial Pit 4 showing clay-filled crack with "good"
limestone each side capable of supporting a spanning beam
foundation.
FIGURE 3.9:
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FIGURE 3.1O: Class IIa guIl in Trial Trench b14 showing how the limestone
has pulled apart. The black shading represents silty clay
that fills most of the interstices. There has been insufficient
displacement to disturb the Head
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iv) Class Ifb
Figure 3.11 is a sketch of a foundatlon trench at the south east corrrer
of Plot 79b showing how the leveL llmestone blocks become tllted into
the guIl at increasing angles. Thtg is well iLlustrated by the use of
stereophotography (Plate 3.15) ; the maximun inclination 1s 28o although
there is some possibility that the linestone nay have been dlsturbed
slightly during excavation. The extension volds 1n thls example have
become clay filled at the level of the fourdatlon treneh but renain
unfilled at depth. As seen in Plete 3.10, hand cleanlng has removed much
of the clay infilltng of the gull whlch runs fron bottom left to top rlght
of the photograph. A small (250 nn square) vold ls seen towards the top
right into which a steel rod was puehed 3 n.
In this instance a decislon was nade not to disturb the ground further by
opening the gull, but rather to leave it lntact to be spanned wlth a bean
footing; hence no informatlon is available as to the extent of the
disturbance below.
v) Class III
A large Class IIIgull crosses the lower portlon of the slte, at least ln
the northern part. It has been exposed ln a number of exeavations, namely
Trial Pit 1 and Trial Trenches 2, 4, 5, b5, b6 and b7 (Flgure 3.1). llhen
this gul1 uas exposed between Plots 72 and 73 tn the Trial Trench 4, the
excavation was deepened to over 5 m. The gull was examlned and the detalls
recorded in Flgure 3.L2. Plate 3.16 ts a photomozalc of the south-west
face.
The downslope side of the gull appeara to have moved downhlll, the partlng
occurring along a major Jolnt, leavJ.ng a well-defined edge wlth very
little tilting of the beds. From the upslope eide of thls separatlon
surface the beds dip up to 28o, produclng a disturbance nearly 5 m wlde
which constitutes the gull. Between theee blocks a rod was pushed 1'6 m
into a void (Plate 3.17) along the length of the gull before stopplng at
an obstruction. In places tufa has developed on the joint surfaces, but
more conmon are parallel ridges of sllty clay. These rldges are always
horizontal, even on the tllted blocks (Plate 3.18), lndicating that no
movement has taken place since thelr formatlon'
FIGURE 3.11: Field sketch of a Class IIb gulI at the corner of Plot 79b.
The trench floor has been cleaned to reveal the extension
cracks. The limestone blocks dip into the gu1I which is
now partly lnfiIled with clay and rubble.
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EIGURE 3.L22 Field sketch of a deepened portion of TriaL Trench 4 showing
the features of a large Class III gull.
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The collapse of the limestone bLocks allowed the top of the gull to be
infilled with Head; tabular cobblee dtp lnto the gu1l. The Sheared CIay
is only seen on the upper part of the Blue Llas plateeu and has probably
been removed by near-surfece mov€ments in the past on this steeper part
of the site, hence it does not occur ln Trlal Trench 4.
vi) Class IVa
During the excavation of the rear wall foundatlon trench for Plots 12a and
13a, a hole was exposed at 1.3 m depth. The plan area of thls hole was
3OO mn x 4O0 nm but a tape lowered lnto the gull lndlcated a void up to
5.8 n beneath the trench floor. Both the slde weIle and floor of the
trench gave no indicatlou of the extent of the cavlty that exlsted below.
A decision was made to open this gull, the progress of the excavatlon
being recorded in a serles of photographs.
Lt 2.1 m , where the party waIl foundation trench net that of the rear
wall, a second void was uncovered (Plate 3.19). In Plate 3.20 the
original hole has been opened further. I{hen Plate 3.2L was taken the
disturbance had become more apparent but the true extent was stlll not
realised. Plate 3.22 ts a general vlew of the excavatlon showlng eone of
the llnestone rubble that had been renoved. Most of thle naterial sub-
sequently fel1 into the gull when the excavator broke through the roof.
The workman is clearing the hole to allow P1ate 3.23 to be taken, showlng
the horizontal llmestone of the gulI roof with the open cavlty below.
The excavator bucket later lifted thls roof and the trench floor collapsed
to leave a hole up to 1.5 m x 7.5 n by 6 n deep (Plate 3.24>. The true
nature of this gull can be appreclated in Plate 3.25 where tbe cavity can
be seen to close Just below the base of the orlglnal foundatlon trench.
This is shown dlagrammatlcally ln Flgure 3.13. There ls no f,ead on thls
area of the site and the trench walls are composed of lnterbedded Ilne-
stones (1OO - 2OO mn) and mudstones whlch dtp up to 18o. Thls general
cambering effect glves no lndlcatlon of a gull below. In the roof of
the gull the thlckness of the linestone beds is 300 nn; thls lncreases
where the cavity is wider.
FIGURE 3.13: Cross-section through a roofed guII occurring along the SE
wal1 foundation trench for Plots 12a and 13a. Note how the
roof is composed of thinner bedded limestone.
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At the east corner of Plot 13a 1t appeared from the foundation trenches
that the limestone would provide a good foundation for the house. This
was, hourever, only the intact roof of the guII, whlch was also exposed in
Trial Pit bl further to the north east but terminated before reaching
Trial Trench b3.
This guII was not seen in the foundation of Plot 11a, or in Trial Trench 9,
5n and 10n to the south west respectively.
vii) Class IVb
The best exauple of a Class I\Ib gul1 was discovered in the fouadation trenches
for Plots 34b - 39b (Plate 3.26r. It was possible to descend by wire rope
ladder into the gull, which was 5.5 n deep, and walk along it up to 17 m.
This provided an unique opportunity to inspect the various features in sltu.
The ground in this corner of the site appears generally to be much more
disturbed than elsewhere. The beds exposed in the initial foundation
trenches show no real indication of the gull below, the only evidence is
the snall void seen in Plate 3.26. Inside the gull the cavity is up to
1.5 m wide and it is floored by loose boulders. Little or no vertical
displacenent was observed between the two sides (Plates 3.28 and 3.29).
The roof of the gull is a jumble of falIen, wedged linestone boulders and
is well illustrated by stereoscopic photography (Plate 3.30). At each end,
the gul1 narronrs rapidly and is filled with fallen boulders. It was not
possible to see how far, if at all, the gull continues along the strike.
The gu1I was not seen 10 m away 1n Trial Trench b8. Calcareous tufa and
clay ridges are extensively developed on the linestone surfaces and in
places running water has deposited sllty clay on ledges within the guII.
An important observation rilas the discovery of hairline cracks in the in situ
walls of the gull; since these cut the silty clay ridges (Plate 3.31) they
are of recent origiu otherwise running water would have obliterated then.
Either the hillside is sti11 moving or they are settlement cracks caused
by heavy excavators working just above. This was not observed elsewhere
on the site and due to the tenporary nature of the exposure no measurement
gauges could be inserted to moni,tor any possible movement.
viii)
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Other aspects of gu1l norphology
The previous examples have demonstrated the usual diagnostics of the
various types of gull that occur at lVaterford Park. The following are
examples of further characteristics of these extension features.
I-rpJs--49!- -44b- in lateral character
Upslope of Plots 40b - 44b a 26 m length of a gull was investlgated in a
number of separate excavations. This gul1 varied in character between
infilled Class I and roofed Class IVa. Over a short length it split into
two small (1 m) infilled gul1s, 2 m apart, which then came together as a
single guI1.
Behind PLot 44b a number of smal1 cracks were visible in a trench floor.
Further along, in Trial Trench b17, 3 n behind Plot 42b, a void 800 nm
was uncovered which was spanned by both continuous, horizontal 3O0 msl
limestone bands and, at 1.15 m, the Sheared Clay. Plate 3.32 was taken
after some further excavation of the trench floor. Some sagging of the
Sheared Clay was visible in the south face of the excavation (Figure 3.14a).
Further to the south west the gull 1s a true Class I gull (Figure 3.8), it
then sptits and rejoins before it is seen in Trial Trench b10 (Figure 3.14b),
with parallel, straight sided walls 800 mm apart. llere it has become
filled with silty clay containirg only a few limestoue cobbles. In Trial
Pit 3 the extension has not produced a definite crack along a major joint
but has resulted in a zone of disturbed limestone blocks and silty clay
infill (Figure 3.15).
Trial Pit al
_-_l'l:_og_r_e j'_s_i_vg__o!g]_ir_c_y_il!_ggpl!
The first roofed gull encountered on the site demonstrates progressj.ve
opening of the limestones with depth as a result of bedding plane sliding
along a number of horizons. At 800 nn depth bedded limestone spans the
guII which, at 1.5 m increases to 45O nn wide. The disturbance at a depth
of 2.5 m is such that there is a 3 m wide zone betweenthe "good" limestone
i.e. that capable of providing a foundation for a beam footing (Figure 3.16,
Plates 3.33 and 3.7). This progressive opening is shown diagrammatically
in Figure 3.17 which also illustrates how in this case the gull is not
vertical but dips downslope. This could have serious inplications if what
was thought to be solid limestone was in fact an overhanging gulI wall.
FIGUBE 3.L4a: Field sketches of both sides of Trial Trench b17 showing
minimal disturbance over a Iarge, open void in the trench floor.
FIGURE 3.14b. Field sketch of a straight walled gulI in Trial Trench b10
which is a continuation of the one above. Here the roof has
not survived and the gull has become infilled.
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FIGURE 3.15: The continuation of the gu1l seen in Figures 14a and b showing
how a single gul1 can change in character along its length.
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FIGURE 3.16: Field sketch of a small roofed guIl showing an increase in
disturbance with depth. The large void extending for 3 m
into the pit side near the base has been partially obscured
by debris during digging.
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diagramnatically. There has been an increase in displacement
wlth depth. Horizontal line shading represents the voids.
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Plots 63a - 66a - en 6chelon features
During the excavation of tle foundation trenches two smaIl gu1ls were
exposed in Plots 64a and 65a. Fron their close proxlnity and general
alignnent it was concluded that a single guII had been discovered
traversing this area. Subsequent examination, which involved the digging
of Trial Pits al and a2 and Trial Trenches a3 and a4, revealed that there
were two separate gulls with an en 6chelon arrangement (Figure 3.18).
Plots 67a - 72a
A sinilar arrangement exists with two gulls under Plots 67a - 72a. One
gull runs along in front of Plots 67a - 69a and terminates at the corner
of Plot 70a, whilst a secoud starts along tbe gable waII trench of Plot 70a
and crosses 71a and 72a, (Figure 3.19). The effect of this is to produce a
disturbed area in excess of 6 n wide along the side walI of Plot 70a; this
could not be relied upon to give a firm foundation.
f) Orientation statistics
Literature concerning guIIs, such as Kellaway and Taylor (1952), states
that because of their formation they generally open parallel to the
contours. It was decided to test this hypothesis on this site. This was
carried out by measuring the azimuths of a number of gu1ls and smaller
extension cracks and applying a simple statistical test to the data. The
azimuths are averaged as a vector mean and using the Rayleigh test for
significance, it can be decided whether or not the gulls have a random
orientation (Curray, 1956). Further, by comparlng the rector mean of the
gul1s with that of the contours it is possible to see if any relationship
exists between them.
It{ethod
Since the azimut'hs are axial data, i.e. they can be measured in either
direction and hence can be neaningfully recorded in the range of 0 - t80o
then it i.s necessary to convert them into the range O - g600 for the
computation of the vecto, 
^ear, i,
The azinuths are doubled to bring them into the range of 0 
- 
3600. They
are nou/ a series of unit rzectors with vatues xl &2 ... ,ctx and the
FIGURE 3.18: Plan of Plots 63a - 66a with trial excavations that revealed
the en 6chelon arrangement of two gulls crossing the site.
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vector mean is calculated from the sums of the sines and cosines thus:-
s Sin xin5'
.L-J.
and
n
,l'- Cos u-.4=l u
then the vector mean i1) Tan- ,{ sc
Next the value of xrs is halved and corrected for the range of o - 1g0o
using the following rules:-
-+O
C
]
1)
u
U
1)
.>
->
1)1)
if S>O and C>O
+ 9oo if c>o
+ 18Oo lf C>O and S(O
There is no really satisfactory statistic available for describing the
varj.ation of vectorial data about the vector meErn (equivalent to the
standard deviatlon). Ilowever the "mean resultant length", E, may be
used as a measure of dispersion.
The mean resultant length is the length of the mean vector per
observation and is easily calculated by dividing the length of the vector
mean, 3 {= /1s2+ C2)} oy ttre number of observations, n, thus:
for n observations
The use of R and E as Beasures of disperslon is simple as R will vary
between zeto arrd n, for example if all observations have the sane azimuth
the resultant vector (found by adding all the observed unit vectors) will
have lengt}e n, and the same azimuth. If, however, the observed unit
vectors are randomly orientated they will sum to a point and hence the
length R will be zero. So that the less ra^ndom a set of z observations
the closer their resultant length is to n Dividing R by to give E
reduces the range from O to 1, O being random and t having a total preferred
orient at ion.
B
n
E
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Results
Measurements taken of 63 guIls and extension cracks over the site gave
the following results:-
o30o
o.67
The Rayleigh test for significance assumes a nuI1 hypothesis that the
observations are randomly distributed. Using published tables, calculated
values of E for a uniform distribution at differert probability
(significance) leve1s are compared. If the observed value exceeds the
tabulated value thsrthe hypothesis is rejected and there is a degree of
preferred orientation between the observations.
In the Yiaterford Park example the tables show that there is a preferred
orientation j.u the azimuths of the extension features even at the 0.1%
significance level. That is to say there is a 99.97o chartce that there
is some controlling factor on their orientations.
Having established that the gulls have a preferred orientation it was
decided to see if this orientation could be reLated to that of the contours.
The azimuths of the contours in the localities where the gulls were recorded
were measured from Figure 3.1 and analysed sinilarly. The vector 
^e^r, ir2
was found to be 0260 and an B ot 0.998 shows that the hillside is straight
in the area where the gulls were measured, i.e. the contours are very
nearly rectilinear.
As the mean of the contours is 0260 and that of the gulls is 0300 it is
apparent that the gulls run parallel to the hillside with a very high
degree of correlation.
The direction of jointing has not affeeted the orientations of the gulls.
This is because the gull width is larger than the joint spacing. The only
effect of varying joint directions is upon the form of tlcgull walls.
Where the gulls are parallel to the joints the walls will be straight if
a single joint surface opens. l4rhere the major joints are at a high angle
iu
R
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to the line of the gu1I they will pull apart obliquely to leave " saw-
tooth" waIIs. This oblique opening of joints is illustrated with
reference to Figure 3.2O which shows a crack in the linestone at the
corner of PLot 27b. Here origlnally a 2OO mm wide crack was seen at an
angle to the slope of the site but with further excavation more of the
crack became visible and it was clear that this extension bad been produced
by a 600 mm movement downslope
During the course of this study nany gulls have been excavated; as a
result of the observations made the writer has been able to put forward a
simple classification scheme. Since this i.s based on the various features
the gulls display, it is inevitable there may be some overlap of the
Classes proposed. It has been noted that individual gulls may change
their form lateraIly; this wiIl be influenced by local variations in bed
thickness, joint spacing and orientation, the amount of displacement and
the presence or absence of clay bands.
It is inportant to remember that this study was undertaken as the building
site was developed and that economic considerations meant that not all the
guIls encountered were completely opened. In certain instances it was
considered that further excavations would unduly add to the disturbance of
the ground, and it would be prudent to leave the guII intact and span it
with a reinforced beam. For this reason it is possible that some gul1s
may have been put into the lvrong class for the purposes of Figure 3.21
which shows the spatial distribution of the various classes over the site.
A line of large, deep guIls crosses the slte just below the 1O5 m contour
(Trial Pits 2,3,4, 83, bl, Plots 35b - 3&, 34b - 39b). At the northern
end of the site, i.e. at about 100 n OD (Tria1 Pit 1, Trial Trenches 4, 5
and b7). Towards the southern end of the site similar gulls were seen in
Tria1 Trenches 7 alrrd b2. The pattern that emerges is of two zones of
major gu1ls converging at the southern end of the site, a region where
the slope is steeper.
g) Conclusions on Gull Types
FIGURE 3.2O; Plan of the foundation trenches at the corrler of PLot 27b
showing how a crack in the treuch floor has opened obliquely"
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Upslope of each major zone there is an area of smaller, open gulls.
These have resulted because of a lack of support to tlre llmestone due to
the presence of prominent extension features imnedlately downslope. This
alternation of large and smaller structureg is shown dlagrqmmattcally ln
Figure 3.22.
Each zone is not a single continuous feature but ls composed of a number
of gulls that are seen to have an en 6chelon pattern. Thls is almost
certainly caused by the inhomogeueity of the llnestone Joint pattern.
Consider two orthogonal sets of jolnts wlth one aet orlentated peralleI
to the hillside. Some camberlng process nay begln to open a jolnt and
propagate a gull along the hillside. A naJor lntersecting Joint normal
to the hillside could result ln the terninatlon of the gull at this
discontlnuity. The continuatlon of the extension zone along the hl11slde
across the discontinuity surface need not follow the sane Joint it did
previously but may open another paraller one further up or down slope.
This would produce nn en 6chelon pattern of gulls sinllar to that wblch
has been observed on this slte.
From the evidence avallable 1t also appears that the type of gull movement
shows a pattern in lts dlstributlon (Figure 3.23). There is a band ecross
the site where the extension has oceurred along discrete surfaces (A-type
or C-type). To elther slde B-type openlngs have occurred over a broader
zolne. Factors controlllng thls distrlbutlon wl11 be:-
Origlnal dlfferences ln the character of the Blue Llas wlth
respect to the clay interbeds;
Subsequent differences arLsing from varlatlons ln the Joint
pattern and spacing;
Slope angle;
Subsequent movement modlfylng the pattern, such as voLd
migration up slope from an open, parallel-sided 9u11.
1
2
3
4
FIGURE 3.22: Diagrammatic representation of two zones of major gulls with
smaller gulls on each side, seen in cross-section.
FIGURE 3.23: The distribution of extension types seen at lTaterford Park,
see Figure 3.4 for the definitions of types A, B and C.
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It is difficult to rank these factors in any order of iurportance but it
1s likely that the presence of a major joint will have a dominating
effect in producing A- or C-type movement; the anount of subsequent
movement that has taken place (if any) is unknown.
Comparison with other gulls in the area
Unllke the BIue Lias, the Inferior Oolite as seen at Radstock is a
biogenic limestone with no clay interbeds. Excavations on a housing
development at MeII s Lane (ST 696545) exposed the Inferior Oolite; the
upper 1.5 n of thinly bedded limestone breaks into angular blocks of
cobble and coarse gravel. This overlies medium bedded, strong, limestone.
Here, on a 13o slope, the Inferior Oolite has cambered over the clays of
the underlying Lower Lias producing a number of smalI guIls. The form
of the gulls was open cracks between 20 and 20O nn wide i-n the medium
bedded linestone. These cracks did not reach the surface but "died out"
in the looser, thinly bedded material above (Plate 3.34).
Gulls of dimensions similar to those at Waterford Park have been examined
at Springfield Quarry, Bath (ST 748626). Here, on the slopes overlooking
Bath, the Great Oolite is cambered over the Fuller's Earth and a 100 n
section of an 8 n high face displays a number of gulls up to 1.5 ur wide.
The top 2 m of. the Great Oolite consists of a weathered zone of fragmented
limestone of cobble size through which the guIls do not propogate. Fron
the base of this zone the gulls reach their maximum width 3 - 4 m down in
the medium to thickly bedded limestone, and continue to the quarry floor
as paraIlel-sided cavities (Plate 3.35). Frequently there are disturbed
Iimestone blocks in the roof or courpletely blocking the guIl a few metres
in; these are often cemented with tufa.
The gulls at both }Iells Lane and Springfield Quarry, even though they are
of differing scales, are all of the same type, i.e. there is not the
variety of Classes that exists at Waterford Park. This is because at
Waterford Park the clay interbeds have allowed bedding plane sliding to
80.
take place which has produced differing gull types depending upon extent
and variation of the movement. Where no clay interbeds exist bed-over-
bed movement is restrlcted to the loose, fractured material of the
weathering zo\e, hence the cavities developed as discrete cracks that
terminate before they reach the surface.
3.3.5 Slips
a) Rhaetic beds
The 1:10560 Geological Map ST 65 SE (Figure 3.2) indicates both sides of
the lYaterside Val1ey to be affected by slipping and cambering. The typical
humnocky topography is well i-llustrated on the aerial photograph (Pl-ate 3.3)
and in Plate 3.36, taken a little way down the valley on the opposite side
to the site. There is evidence both of mesoscale slipping and of smaIl
scale movements, the latter producing terracettes. The Rhaetic, and in
particular the Cotham Beds, is well known IocaIIy as being susceptible to
inst abi lity.
The investigation of the geology at ST 682539, downslope of the site, as
already discussed, revealed White Lias back-tilted at angles between 15o
ana azo (ttW) (Plate 3.37), and at least two sub-paraIIel, well defined,
striated shear surfaces in the Cothan Beds beneath (Figure 3.2). These
shear surfaces dipped into the hillside at LT and 28o and when exposed
(Plate 3.38) were seen to be a zone of water seepage.
The engineering geomorphological map (Figure 3.24) of the hillside downslope
of the site indicates recent creep movements and a series of o1der, degraded
s1ips. From the surface evj.dence in conjunctlon with the geological
information it is evident that rotational sliding on tle valley sides has
taken place, the zone of shearing occurring near the top of the Cotham Beds.
A line of springs issues along the valIey side; some of the rain water
falling on the limestone plateau will reach the stream in the valley via
the permeable veneer of llead and may break out as sprlngs on the lower
slopes. During the excavations of the trial trench to examine the geology
FIGURE 3.24: Engineering geomorphological map of the val.ley slopes below
the site showing evidence of previous rotational slipping.
For key to symbols used see Figure 5.2.
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of the valIey sides the lower portion became flooded by water entering
from the sides of the excavation. The egress was from near the
top of the Keuper MarI silty c1ays, but unfortunately the trench had
collapsed obscuring the exact position.
The presence of water within the Cothan Beds and issuing from the top of
the Triassic deposits suggests that the Rhaetic beds must be permeable to
a certain extent. This permeability results from the joints and fissures;
many of these fissure surfaces have becone polished and striated in
response to movements caused by swelling and, nore probably, cambering.
The presence of water in the Rhaetic beds is an important factor when
considering landslipping. It is the writer's opinion that the rotational
slips were mainly produced following extenslve down-cutting by meltwater
streams and oversteepening of the valley sides in the Late Pleistoeene
at a time when pore water pressures would be higher.
b) Head
The Sheared Clay bands are cornmonly seen near the base of the Head and
contain closely to extremely closely spaced, discontinuous shear surfaces
that often occur at steep angles, see Plate 3.39. This has been observed
on slopes as low as 30. The Sheared Clay nay be the remnants of Lower Lias
Clay which has been mostly removed from above the Blue Lias. This layer
became sheared during the solifluction processes operating in periglacial
conditions that produced and transported the Head to its present position
during the Quaternary Period.
More continuous shears have been observed in the vicinity of some gulIs.
Figure 3.25 shows the downslope side of a large infilled guII at the end
of Trial Trench a3; towards the upslope side two shear surfaces were found
that dipped into the gull at 360 and 460. It appears that the Head with
its Sheared Clay bands was in existence when the gul1 formed. Extension
is indicated by the thinning of the Sheared Clay over the gull and the
production of small boudin-like structures; the Sheared Clay has also
sagged into the guII. The upslope edge of the gu1l was not uncovered but
excavation continued sufficiently to reveal the two shear planes which were
produced when the Head infilled the gull.
Field sketch of an infilled guII in Trial Trench a3 showing
pronounced shear surfaces within the Head dipping into the
guL1.
FIGUBE 3.25
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3.4 ENGINEERING GEOLOGY
lYhen considerlng the geologlcal aspects of the superficlaL structures
encountered on thls site the englneering signlflcance of the gulls has
been mentloned only briefly. In this sectlon tt is proposed to consider
the stability of the site wlth reference to the geotechnical test data
before elaborating on the englneerJ.ng impllcations of the gu1ls and then
discussing the remedlal measures nec€ssary to ensure the safe development
of the site.
In order to produce a good geophyslcal anonaly a burled feature must be
signlficantly dlfferent fron the surroundl.ng material. In thls example
it was consLdered that the presence of nu[erous opened Jotnt surfaces
and varying amounts of silty clay would make the lnterpretatlon of results
very difficult. It is unllkely that the gulls would have been detected
with sufflcient degree of rellabllity to warrant the use of geophysical
methods on thls site.
Another reason for not attempting a geophyslcal lnvestigatlon is that the
gulls were only discovered once slte construction work was underway.
Already, the top soil had been removed and there were many trenches, sewer
pipes, part conpleted butldlngs and other obstructions typlcal of an
active bullding site. Geophyslcs would have been nore appropriate 1f tt
could have been carrled out on the I'green field" slte prlor to constructlon
There is no geophyslcal method avallable that w111 predict the. posltlon of
buried features wlth a 1O0% reltabllity. The absence of an anomaly does
not rule out the possibility that a feature exists and conversely anomalles
may be recorded where no feature occurrs. On a slte of thle natur€ all the
plots would have to be excavated ln order to satlsfy the bulldlng lnspector;
consequently geophysics would have been both an unnecessary expense and
also would have alluded to possible problens whlch may have had llttIe fleld
signiflcance.
3.4. 1 Geophysics
B5
3.4.2 Geotecbnical testin
Samples have been tested to obtain their Atterberg Limits, particle size
distribution, mineralogy and shear strength parameters. The techniques
enployed were discussed in Chapter 2. Samples t 
- 
8 were taken from
the trial trench dug down the slope, shown in Figure 3.3, and Sanple 9
from the east corner of PLot 47b at 600 mm depth.
SampIe
L, 2
3, 4
5, 6, 7
Stratigraphy
Cotham Beds
Westbury Beds
Cothau Beds, samples from the main shear
surfaces
Head
Sheared CIay fron the flatter portion of
the site
8
9
a) Atterberg Linits
The test data are summarised in Table 3.2 and have been plotted on a
Casagrande plasticity chart, Figure 3.26.
Sanple
No Bed
Westbury (F)
Westbury (F)
Cothan (D)
Cotham (D)
Cothan (C)
Cotham (C)
Cotham (C)
Head (A)
Sheared Clay
w%wI(%) $i $l <Er I1(%) CasagrandeClassification
CV
CV
CH
CH
CE
CE
CE
CH
cv
3
4
1
2
5
6
7
8
9
53. 5
45.8
29.r
31. O
49.L
45.6
52.6
31.5
4r.5
79.9
75.9
66.0
68.0
95.7
90.0
95. 9
57.9
88.5
36.0
.36.4
26.5
26.L
38. 4
4l_. 8
36.0
31.0
34,6
43. I
39.5
39.5
4L.9
57. 3
48.2
59.9
26.9
53.9
0.40
o.24
o.07
o.L2
0. 19
o. 08
o.28
o.02
0. 13
TABLE 3.2: Plasticity data, Waterfond Park
FIGURE 3,26: Casagrande plot of sanples from \4raterford Park; ltrestbury Beds
3 and 4, Cotham Beds 1,2,5, 6 and 7, Head 8, Sheared Clay 9,
see Figure 3.3
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A11 the vaLues lie elose to the A-line and with high plasticity. The
samples obtained from the horizon containing the main shear planes (Bed C)
are group CE in the Casagrande classification. The Head is classed as CH
and contains a hlgher proportion of non-clay particles (1-imestone
fragments) that reduce the plasticity of the tested sample. X-ray
diffraction shows there is a high concentration of amorphous iron compounds
in the Head which may also reduce plasticity.
b) Particle size distribution
The partlcle size distributions of the Westbury Beds, Cotham Beds and
Sheared Clay were determined by the pipette method of sedimentation. The
percentage less than 2 pm esd, commonly known as the I'clay fraction" is a
useful geotechnical parameter; the values are recorded in Table 3.3.
Sanple No. Bed /o less than 2 pm esd
3
4
I
2
5
6
7
9
Yiestbury (F)
lVestbury (F)
Cotham (D)
Cotham (D)
Cothan (C)
Cothan (C)
Cotham (C)
Sheared Clay
62.3
69. 5
52.6
55.2
78.7
73.5
72.9
83.5
TABLE 3.3: Percentage grain size Less than 2 ym, Waterford Patk
c) Mineralogy
The mineralogy of samples from the Sheared Clay, the llead and the Westbury
and Cotham Beds was investigated by X-ray diffraction. The diffraction
traces of the air-dried, untreated sanples are reproduced in Figures 3.27a
and b. Various pretreatment methods detailed in Chapter 2 have enabled
the following identifications to be made:-
FIGUBE 3.27a: X-ray diffraction traces of air-dried sanples of lYestbury Beds,
Sheared Clay and Head.
M=montmorillonits; I = illite; K=kaolinite; Q= quartz;
F = feldspar.
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Head,be d
sompte 8
Westbury, bed F
Sheared Cta
sompte 9
15 10
Degrees 2g
FIGURE 3,27b X-ray diffraction traces of air-dried sanples of Cothan Beds.
M=nontmorillonite; I = illite; K=kaoLinite; Q= quartzl
F=feldspar; C=calcite
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Cotham,bed D
sompte 2
M/I
Cotham, bed t
7
30 15 10
Degrees 2g
25 20
90
( i) Sheared CIay:
Quartz
Feldspar, smal1 amounts
Il1ite
Kaolinite
Montmorillonite
( ii) Head (Bed A) - red brown silty clay matrix
Quartz - dominates
Fe1dspar, small amounts
Kaolinite, smaII amounts
A high background level was obtained for the Head; this
is indicative of amorphous material, such as iron compounds,
scattering the X-rays.
(iii.) Westbury Beds (Bed F)
Quartz
Feldspar
I 11 ite
Montmorillonite
( iv) Cotham Beds (Bed D)
Quartz
Feldspar
Calcite, smalI amounts in the upper part (Sample t)
I11i te
Montmorillonite, more prominent in the lower part (Sauple 2)
( v) Cotham Beds (Bed C)
Quartz
Feldspar
I l1ite
Montmorillonite, large amounts
91.
The illite is interlayered with the montmoriLlonite although
less distinct in Bed D. The -154 peak is not sharp but extends from a
shotr-lder on the low 20 angle side of the illite I0A peak. The irregular
nature of this shoulder is caused by other material, such as amorphous
organic compounds amongst the interlayers. Even the montmorillonite from
Bed C has broad based peaks due to contimination by other material.
The presence of montmorlllonite has two possible explanations; either it
was an original constituent of the bed or else it is a weatherlng product.
If montmorillonite was present in a particular horizon then the stress
field developed during the fornation of superficial structures could
reduce this zone to residual conditions by progressive failure. The
properties of that clay mineral mean that it is most likely that a shear
plane would develop along this horizon. Alternatively the montmorillonite
may be a secondary weathering product of illite and consequently the greater
concentration in the sanples from the main shear planes is because weathering
and the removal of potassiun is increased by water percolating along the
shear plane. Jackson (1963 and with others 1952) put forward this model for
the weathering of illite at "frayed edges" or along preferred cleavage
planes of the crystals. By the take-up of water and removal of interlayer
potassiumrvermiculite forms fron iIlite and montmorilLonite from the
vermiculite. Montmorillonite is said to be a more stable product in
alkaline soils and vermiculite in acid soils.
The occurrence of montmorillonite in the lVaterford Park sanples may, of
course, be a combination of both possible explanations; there is
insufficient evidence to decide one way or the other.
d) Shear strength
(i) Triaxial testing
Consolidated, undrained triaxial tests with pore pressure measurement were
carried out to determine the shear strength parameters in terms of the
effective stress as described in Chapter 2. The test data for U38 samples
samples of l4restbury Bed F and Cotham Bed C are given in Table 3.4. The
nohr failure envelopes drawn from these results are presented in Figure 3,28.
Mohr circles from consolidated, undrained triaxial tests with
pore pressure measurement. 38 mm dianeter sampJ.es.
FIGIIRE 3.28
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West bu ry ( F)
24 kN m-L
17'
[othqm (C )
=26kNm'
= 
16'6'
r 500O (xNm-2)
(t<Nrzn 3 ) 15.8
43. 1
43. 9
48.3
150.5
L5.7
45.3
43.7
186. I
384. 6
24 kPa
L70
L5,7
43.9
45.6
260.7
574.4
L5.7
44.3
44.5
37.2
L46.4
16.3
39.3
41.1
L75.9
380.1
93.
t6.7
38.9
39.6
242.8
519. O
Westbury Beds (F) Cotham Beds (C)
BuIk Unit Weight
w % inltial
w % final
o' (kPa)
a
o' (kPa)
I
ct
0'
TABLE 3.4: TrianiaL test data (effecti,tse stress)" Waterfotd Payk
(ii) Shear box
Testing of the Cotham and lYestbury Beds to determine the residual shear
strength utilised a nultiple reversal shear box technique, employing cut
planes to hasten the reaching of residual conditions. Block sanples of
the Westbury Bed (F) were tested in a 6O mm square shear box but the testing
of the Cothan Bed (C) was more exhaustive including undisturbed and remoulded
samples using both the 60 nn and 100 mm square boxes. These were carried out
to make a comparison with the results from the ring shear; they are discussed
more fully in Chapter 8. As well as the residual- value a "peak" value was
obtained for the Sheared Clay; however this may not be a true peak as the
sample already contained discontinuous shears.
In most cases the failure envelopes were found to be curved, especially
below 150 kPa effective normal stress. In Table 3.5 the best-fit straight
line approximations of fi' r are presented together with the resulting
cohesion intercept. The lmplications of curved failure envelopes, the
choice of parameters and the comparison of shear box with ring shear results
are considered in Chapter 8.
26 kPa
16 .60
Test
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c'"(kPa) 6'r(o') c'r(kPa) d'pP)Sampl-e
Sheared Clay
Westbury (F)
Cotham (C)
SanpIe
Sheared Clay
Yrrestbury Beds
Cotham Beds
Cotham Beds
undisturbed
undisturbed
undisturbed
remoulded
remoulded
remoulded
renoulded
60
60
60
60
60
100
100
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
4.O
3.3
7.9
4.0
13.5
LO.2
7.0
8.0
15.0
6.4
10.6
6.3
5.0
5.3
17. O11.0
0' r (o)
6.1
8.0
18. O
6.0
TABLE 3.5: Shear strengths deterrnined by sheat bo*es, t'laterford Patk
(iii) Ring Shear
The ultimate residual strengths in terms of the best-fit regression
straight line and cohesion intercept are given in Table 3.6. I{owever,
since the maximum normal stresses being considered on this site are
produced by 5 - 6 u of overburden (L00-120 kPa), then it is advisable to
use the failure envelopes and plots of. f/O' 3, against o'n to establish a
residual strength value for use in stability analysis, see Figure 3.29.
c ', (kPa)
4.6
6.9
3.1
5.5
(F)
(D)
(c)
TABLE 3.6: Shear stz,engths deterrnined by ring shear, Watenford Park
Comparison of results
The residual strengths of the Sheared Clay and Cotham Beds (C) as
determined by ring shear and direct shear box are in good agreement but
the varues of /t t for the westbury Beds (F) differ by a factor of two.
Residual shear strength of Sheared C1ay, Cotham and Vlestbury
Beds neasured using 60 and L00 mm shear boxes and ring shear
apparatus. The lower plots are the failure envelopes and the
upper plots show the variation of residual strength with
effective normal stress. See Chapter 8 for more details.
The "peak" shear strength of the Sheared Clay is also given.
FIGURE 3.29:
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The Bronhead Ring Shear gives a more reLlable and quicker indication of the
residual shear strength than does a shear box because of vari-ous probtems
inherent in the shear box teehniques. These problems are discussed in
Chapter 8. The residual strengths are the lowest possible that these
materials can exhibit. The triaxial results are probably more indicative
of the shear strength mobilised on the site throughout the bulk of the
material; although, of course, residuaL values would be expected across
the pronounced shear surfaces in the Cothan Beds.
e) Correlations of test data
Table 3.7 is a correlation coefficient matrix for the following propertles
of samples from this site: w, wL, wp, Ip, IL, activity, 1o 12 Un and 0'*
ReLationships, such as the wtr with In, that are spuriously correlated, have
been left out.
w wL ,p IL Activity t, 1.2 lm*p
wL
w
o.759
0.821
0. 551
0.801
0. 361
0.865
-0. 886
p
pI
IL
Activity 
-0.099
7o <2 lm 0.585
Q'r -0.876
o.749
-o.927
o.754
-0.663
o.L27
-o.4t4
0. 317
0.317
-0. 883
TABLE 3.7: Correlation coefficient matri& of geotechnical data, Waterford Park
As expected the liquid and plastic limits are highly correlated since a
cohesive soil with a high liquid linit commonly has a high plastic linit.
Fron this, the relationship of moisture content with w", w, and I, is evident,
as a correlation with one of these parameters will automatically result in
one with the other two. Since these sanples were obtained from sinilar
depths at Waterford Park the noisture content correlations will not be
affected by depth (as a result of desiccation and/or overburden consolidation)
but only by the properties of the soiI, i.e. the more plastic the soil the
more water it will hold in its natural state. As w, wL, wo and Io are alr
97.
inter-related then they are all highly correlated with the percentage of
clay-size materlal in the samples. This relationship between grain size
and Atterberg linits is a commonly noted phenomenon (see for example
Dumbleton and West, 1966 ) . These four parameters have each been plotted
against the percentage less than 2 Um in Figure 3.30, where it can be seen
that sanples from Bed D (Cothan away from the slip plane) are nearest to
the origin. Samples from Bed F (lTestbury) are further away whilst those
from the Sheared Clay and Bed C (slipped Cotham) plot furthest from the
origin, i.e. they have the higher "clay fractionil and the higher
pLasticities.
The residual shear strengths correlate hi.ghly with the Atterberg limits
and the grain size, the beds with the high plasticities and "clay fraction"
have the lower values of 0'r. These sa^mpIes plot as points on the lower
sections of the correlation graphs discussed in Chapter 8. These relation-
ships will vary slightly depending on the amount and type of clay minerals
in the less than 2 pm size fraction. For example, a high proportion of
cohesionless material will significantLy lower the Atterberg linits and
will raise the residual shear strength (Dunbleton and lYest, 1966; Kenney,
1957 and Voight, L973>.
3.4.3 Ground water
With numerous voids to take away the water, this site is very well drained,
e.g. during the re-excavation of trial pLt 2 on a rainy day, water issued
between several limestone bands especially from a prominent 500 nn thick
bed 1.5 m down. This egress was a fast, continuous dripping fron the
upslope side, but it was impossible to estimate the flow rate.
In april 1978 a piezometer was installed at the north end of the site just
above the 100 m OD contour ; the tip was set ln the Cotham Beds at 8.95 m
depth. The water level in the standpipe was recorded several times until
October 1978 when the piezometer installation was destroyed during
construction works. Unfortunately therefore, no winter water level data
are available. The head of water was not recorded as being more than 2.35 m
(Figure 3.31). It is felt that the nature of the Blue Lias is such that
no appreciable head of water couLd develop.
The relationships between "clay fraction" and the plasticity
parameters, the slipped material (Sheared Clay and Cothan
Bed C) has the highest clay fraction and is the nost plastic.
FIGURE 3.30:
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FIGURE 3.31: Piezometric leveLs recorded in the Cothan Beds at the northern
end of the site during 1978.
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3.4.4 Stability analysis
Figure 3.32 shows, in a diagrarnmtic manner, the mathematics for the
stability analysis of a wedge of hillslde per unit thickness sliding on
a plane AB. At Limiting equillbrium (that is a factor of safety of 1) the
forces that will produce a downslope movement are balanced by the shear
strength of the material along this plane. Considering a guI1 of depth g
it ls possible to plot the factor of safety against the hydrostatic head
of water on the site, Z*, with a range of different shear strength
paraueters.
Figure 3.33 is a section through the lower portion of the north-eastern
part of the site prepared using the I m contours surveyed for this purpose.
The line AB is the estimated top of the Cotham Beds and it has been assumed
that the prominent shear plane found in the long trial trench downslope
occurs at this Ieve1. Therefore the analysis has been undertaken using
resldual shear strength parameters. The lines L-Lr 2-2, and 3-3 mark the
positions of three gulls. The results of this analysis are presented in
Figure 3.34 for 5 m, 4 m and 3 m deep gulls at these locations with varying
water conditions from dry to completely filJ-ed, taking a range of 6' 
" 
values
from 60 - L7o. The south-west end of the site in the vicinity of Plots 34b-
39b has been similarly analysed (Fi.gure 3.35) uslng the cross-section in
Figure 3.36; the position of the top of the Cotham Beds (AB) is, however,
less certain as it has not been exposed by trenching. The lines 4-4 and 5-5
represent the two major gu11s seen at this end of the site.
The factors of safety have been calculated assuming c'r = O; however only a
small acount of cohesion will rai.se these values markedly. The ultimate
residual strength, il', = 60, as determlned by ring shear testing, is clearly
an trnderestimate of the field strength if cohesion is taken as zero. Taking
into account the piezometric data available for this site, from the graphs
in Figure 3.34 it is evident that the hillside would already have failed.
Using the plot of T/ot 
' 
against o'r, in the manner of Chapter 8, the value
of d', operating at the load applicable for this wedge analysis has been
used to calculate the factors of safety of the wedges in question.
Method for plane wedge failure analysis of a section of
hillside sliding along the plane AB. The vertical discontinuity
producing the wedge is a guII (AC) filled with water to a depth
Zw. F is the factor of safety against sliding.
FIGI'RE 3.32:
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,4
Ptane wedge f aitu re ana [ysis
gull
C woter f ill
ZwYw
For limiting equilibrium
c?L * lW CosF-U -Y Sinpl Ton 0.F=
WSints+ VCosp
where:-
W = Weight of moteriol in AB C
Z = Futt depth of gult
Zw = Depth of woter in gutl
/A = Slope of foilure plone AB
n'
'.: Residuot sheor strength porometers
O', --
K= Unit weight of woter
v = 1/zzutYw
U =VZZwYwL
Surveyed cross-section of the lower slopes of the site(north-eastern end) for analysis of stability by the plane
wedge failure nethod. The line AB is the estinated top of
the Cothan Beds (from exploratory trenching). The vertical
discontinuities L-L, 2-2 and 3-3 represent the positions of
large gulls seen on the site.
FIGUBE 3.33:
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FIGURE 3.34: The variation of the factor of safety with depth of water (Z*)
in the three gul1s at the northern end of the site as depicted
in Figure 3.33. The factors of safety have been calculated
for a range of values of d' 
" 
for the Cotham Beds along the
potential failure surface. The values of il'" of 10.50, 1l-.30
and 13.80 for the guIIs L-L, 2-2 and 3-3 respectively have
been determined from the ring shear plots of Tan d'y agaLnst o'n
using the average normal load inposed by the relevant wedge on
the shear surface AB.
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The variation of the factor of safety with depth of water (Z*)
in the two gulls at the southern end of the site as depicted
in Figure 3.36. The factors of safety have been calculated
for a range of values of 6', for the Cotham Beds along thepotential failure surface. The values of il' 1 of 8.8o and 9.4ofor the gulls 4-4 and 5-5 respectively have been determined
from the ring shear plots of Tan l', against O'r, using the
average normal load imposed by the relevant wedge on the shear
surface AB.
FIGURE 3.35:
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FIGUBE 3.36: Surveyed cross-section of the lower slopes of the site (south-
western end) for analysis of stability by the plane wedge
failure method. The line AB is the estimated top of the Cotham
Beds (from morphological mapping and 1:1O560 Geological Map).
The vertical discontinuities 4-4 and 5-5 represent the positions
of large gulIs seen on the site.
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3.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR HOUSE BUILDING AND REiIIEDIAL MEASURES
3.5.1 Investigation
Once the extent of the superficial movements on this site were fully
appreciated it became essential to investigate the position and nature
of any disturbed ground. The most satisfactory way was to dig trial
excavations and examine then for any signs of extension.
Where possible, foundation trenches were dug deep enough to see any
indication of extension. If any suspect areas were encountered the
trenches were deepened locally. Generally the foundation trenches normal
to the hil1s1ope were extended up and downslope from theactual house
position to establish if there were gulls within 5 n of the proposed
structure. If gulls existed with 5 m then some remedial work would be
necessary.
I4rhere it was not desirable to deepen the foundation excavations then
purpose dug trial trenches were positioned parallel to and about 3 m
away from, the proposed buildings to check for the presence of gulls.
Since it has been shown that gulls often terminate within a short distance
along the strike and re-open some distance away with an en 6chelon arrange-
ment (see for example Figure 3.19), adequate care must be taken in such
investigations. If these trenches were too close to the foundations to
inpair their stability it would be necessary for them to be beamed or
infilled with lean-mix concrete.
In some cases, in view of the nature of the limestone, it was not possible
to dig deep foundation trenches without blasting. In these instances to
avoid ground disturbance the foundation trenches were cleaned by hand to
reveal all the cracks. It was then possible to look for Class IV gulls
that nay have been originally obscured by debris. Steel rods were used in
an attempt to determine the size of the voids. The soundness of some lime-
stone blocks was tested by hanmering the trench floor with the bucket of an
excavator or with a pnetrmatic tooI. If any loose blocks or large voids
were detected further investigation was undertaken.
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When "digging out" a gull lt ls lnportant to go deep enough to ensure
its true nature is establtshed. Often a Class III gull will resenble
an infilled Class I gull untll large volds are seen below about 2.5 m
The implication of roofed gulls cannot be overstressed.
As knowledge about the ground condltions of the elte lncreased the
investigation policy was continually updated. Towards the beginnlng of the
development it was considered sufficient to examine the Sheared Clay for
changes in dip and breaks ln the band as evldence for gulls beneath. Later,
however, thls was found only to be appllcable ln certaln instances and tt
became established that there could be large gulls under alnost undlsturbed
Sheared Clay layers (Figure 3.15a). The dlscovery of the flret roofed
gull in Trlal Pit al led to the conclusion that sone of the small cracks
seen on previous occaglons may have had gul1s beneath them. Once thig was
realised it was clearty inpracticable to open every crack, so decLsions had
to be made whether to open partlcular cracks or to produee a foundation
with sufficient structural competence to beam a reasonably wlde zone should
one exist below. Indeed there can be much advantage ln not unduly disturb-
ing the ground by excavation.
The cost ls one of the most lnportant crlteria ln decldlng whether or uot
a building should be constructed. The followlng conslderattone will add
to the cost of the house and therefore lnfluence the declsion:-
1. If a unit ls to be butlt over prevlous trlal excavatlone, elther
they wiLl need to be backfllled wtth Lean-mlx concrete or the foundationg
have to be strengthened. Therefore lt was essential to keep an accurate
record of the posltlon and depth of trtal trenches and plts slnce tayout
modifications may repositlon houses over worked areas.
2. Over-deepening of foundatlons will add to the excavation costs and
consequently also the construction material costs. Plate 3.40 shows the
foundation trenches for a small detached house being infilled wlth lean-mlx
concrete to a convenient lever for practical construction.
3.5.2 qorX_gactor
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3. Every house foundation may be different and require a site visit by
a consulting engineer to design the necessary structures. To reduce these
visits to a minimum several standard forurdation types \ryere designed to
cover the majority of conditions; hence it was then possible to select the
most suitable one and proceed with the construction work without undue de1ay.
Site visits by the design engineer were considered necessary for the
"difficult cases".
4. Delays caused by the design of individual foundations and then in
getting them approved by the Local Authority mean that the site cannot
progress at a controlled rate, leaving men and machines not fulIy utilised.
It was therefore often considered cheaper to use a "stock" foundation and
to be able to proceed with the construction, even though this nay be too
conservative a solution and require a greater amount of steel and concrete.
The extra cost of the larger foundatlon wouLd be off-set against possible
design and labour costs, especially in the event of delays.
3.5. 3 Responsibility
Such a site, with the ground conditions described, presents all staff with
a high degree of responsibility. As the exact nature of the ground
conditions became more precisely appreciated as time went on, the question
was "how far does one look?" Obviously it was impractical to investigate
every crack, but since the potential of sma1l, near-surface cracks masking
larger cracks at depth become known the problem couLd not be ignored. It
was therefore necessary to accept a compromise and do what reasonably could
be done to ensure the safety of the site and the main structures.
The adjoining site was built by a different developer several years
previously and all the houses are constructed on normal strip footings. At
the time of construction no gulls $/ere recognised; this may inply that there
were none, but more probably there were no very large voids sufficiently
shallow to be seen while the snaller gulls were not recognised as such. A
walk-round survey of these houses revealed no exterior structural cracks.
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Initially this seven acre site had Local Authority approval for 92 houses
(Figure 3.37a). The first large gu1J.s were found after some of the
houses had been partially constructed. Subsequent investigations revealed
more large guJ.ls existed near the lower boundary of the site, hence the
layout was redrawn with more of the houses located up-slope and the garages
planned on the downslope gulled areas. This new site plan (Figure 3.37b)
involved only 87 houses. A third site J.ayout had to be planned after
further gulls were located on other parts of the site which involved only
78 houses; an overall reduction of J.5/o (Figure 3.37c).
Even so, it was not possible to conpletely avoid the gulIs, so the best
alternative was chosen, i.e. to position the houses such that any gulls
beneath the houses ran under the centre third, hence avoiding the corners.
Reinforced concrete beams with suspended floor slabs were used lnstead of
normal strip footings in these cases.
3. 5.6 Foundation design
The structural design was carri.ed out by the Cryer Lyddiard Partnership,
Consulting Engineers, while the decisions on which type to use were
undertaken by the engineering geologists, the wrlter and Dr A B Hawkins.
a) Standard foundation types
The nininum foundations required for any house on thls site were reinforced
concrete strips capable of spanning 2 m with non-suspended floor slabs
reinforced by 10O mm mesh. These foundations provide adequate strlp
footings in areas where undulations with small cracks at the top of the
limestone occur, provided they are not more than 2 m apart (Plate 3.4>.
This design 1s shown in plan and section (Figure 3.38) for a typical unit
consisting of the developer's Type A and Type C houses. The concrete strips
have mesh relnforcing at the top and bottom and three 10 nn high yield bars
at the botton (Plate 3.41).
When necessary to build over a gull it was filled with granular material and
the foundation for all the load bearing walls took the form of reinforced
concrete beams capable of spanning up to 6 m.
3.5.4 Site layout
TIGURE 3.37:a)
b)
Original layout planned for trTaterford Park with 92 houses
Revised layout avoiding large gulls on the lower slopes of
the site. The numbers of the new plots have been suffixed
"a". The total number of houses is 87.
Second revised layout drawn up as the site progressed and
further areas of disturbance were identified. The numbers
of the new plots created by this revision are suffixed "b".
The total number of houses is 78.
c)
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FIGURE 3.38: Details of the reinforced concrete strips designed by
the Cryer Liddiard Partnership, capable of spanning 2 m
undulations in the Limestone.
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Details of the use of reinforced concrete ground beams
designed by the Cryer Liddiard Partnership showing plan
of two types of house with cross-sections in both
directions.
FIGURE 3.39:
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FIGURE 3.40: Details of the steel reinforcing for the concrete beams
capable of spanning 4.5 m; the four types of beam are
shown on Figure 3.39. For clarity not all the stirrups
are shown.
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As with all foundations the actual depth is dependent on site conditions,
the reinforced concrete resting on a "good" Limestone horizon with a
minimum bearing length of 1,.5 m on each side of any guII.
OnIy in a few cases were beams specially designed for a particular housel
in general standard beams could be used (Figure 3.39). A11 houses
involving beam design have a suspended floor slab, reinforced with 10 and
16 nn steel bars, keyed into the house walls transferring load to the beams.
Four types of concrete beam were designed capable of spanning 4.5 m
(Figure 3.4O) or up to 6 m (Figure 3.41) with as many as twelve 32 ruu
diameter steel bars in the 600 mm square structure. The number and spacing
of the stirrups holding these bars together also depends on the size of the
beam. A type 1, 4.5 n beam is shown in position on the blinding concrete
as part of the foundations for PLot 24a in Plate 3.42, with a type 2, 4.5 m
beam behind, a close-up of which appears in Plate 3,42.
Most of the garages are detached from the houses and may were positioned on
poorer ground as they are lighter and snall settlement cracks are of less
concern. They are all built on reinforced beamed concrete rafts; these
comprise beams containing 20 nm steel bars and 150 nm floor slabs with
mesh and bar reinforcing (Figure 3.42>, capable of spanning a 3 m guII.
b) Non-standard foundation types
i) Beam extensi.ons
It has proved possible to construct houses where gul1s cross close
to the corners or paraller and close to a waLl, for example where two
gulIs meet or one crosses a plot diagonally. In such cases adequate support
is provided by extending the ground beams beyond the walls of the house
(i.e. up to 5 m) in order to span these guJ-ls. (Figures 3.20, 3.43,
Plate 3.44). This is espeeially inportant where adequate bearing is needed
in order to prevent excessive roading immediately upslope of a cavity.
ii) Plugs
with the rise of house prices between 1977 and 1g79 the deveroper was
able to increase his expenditure on the foundations and sti1l make a profit.
As a resuLt houses were built in late 1979 and early 1gg0 that would not
Details of the reinforced concrete rafts designed by
the Cryer Liddiard Partnership for the foundations of
garage blocks.
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have been economically viable earlier in the development of the slte.
The conbination of these extra funds with an increased knowledge of the
ground conditions meant that foundations could be designed to cope both
with larger gulls and those whlch ran along a proposed 1ocal bearing waI1,
providing no support for a ground beam.
The founding method adopted was essentiatly a concrete plug placed in the
gull over which the standard beams could be constructed.
Plots 34b - 39b have a large Class IVb gu1l, over 5.5 n deep and about 1.5 n
wide along the back waII, see Section 3.3.5(f). A second large guIl occurs
5 
- 
6 m downslope of these plots which ruLed out repositioning the houses
within the limits specified.
A plug was designed and approved by the Local Authority for the rear gul1;
this was to provide a stable foundation for the beams. The botton of the
gull was filled with coarse aggregate to such a depth as to allow for a 3 m
high concrete plug above. This aggregate layer would maintain free drainage
of the guI1. The sides of the gull were cleaned out and a stepped profile
created to provide a key to support the plug against settlement which would
result from compaction of the aggregate J.ayer. As a further aid to drainage
the gulI was not completely fi1Led along its length with concrete but fiIIed
intermittently with coarse aggregate between plugs.
It was decided to plug the gull downslope of the houses because the weight
of the building could cause the sides of the gull to fail and this failure
could propagate to the surface up to 45o, leaving a disturbed area as much
as 6 m upslope of the actual gulI position. Since this lower guII was not
to be spanned by the house foundations a less massive plug was designed
consisting of layers of coarse aggregate 650 mm thick and concrete 350 mm
thick to within 2 n of the ground surface, again with a lower layer of
aggregate. These designs are given in Figure 3.44 but were not constructed
for several months after the conpletion of the rest of the site because of
the changing denand for new houses.
FIGURE 3.44: - Plan of Plots 34b - 39b showing the trace of a
deep gull downslope (SE) of the plots that was to be
filled with layers of aggregate and concrete; and the
trace of the deep gull along the back walls of the
plots and the positions of the concrete plugs.
- Section A-A through one of the concrete pI-ugs
showing the stepped profil-e needed, the lower drainage
layer and the ground beam above;
- Section B-B through the gull between plugs
showing the infllIlng of coarse granular fill to al1ow
free drainage.
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3.6 COAL MINING
Since Radstock is an old coal mining area the possible influence of old
workings must not be overlooked. l{ithin possible influencing distance of
the site six seams of the Radstock Series were exploited prior to 1904. A
maxj.mum total of 3.4 m was extracted between 78 and 145 n depth below the
site. Four seams of the Farrington Series below were mined at later dates;
1.78 ut lryas removed from two seams between 396 - 594 m depth, prior to 1948;
1.05 ut from 530 n depth prior to 1956; and L.22 m fron 649 rn depth prior to
1965. Mechanised nining was by long waI1 methodsl previously coal was hand-
worked using a stepped long waII nethod. These methods removed nearly 100/,
of the coal. The positions of the collieries are shown on Figure 3.2.
It is known that subsidence in the area has affected sone buildings, but
the total extent is not accurately known. In order to give some quantitative
assessment of the ground settlenent bench mark levels were obtained from the
Ordnance Survey for the four grid squares surrounding the site (Figure 3.45a)
These data are presented in Tab1e 3.8. The total amount of settlement
occurring up to 1961 has been calculated and is presented in Table 3.9.
It is noted, however, that the 1961 and 1956 New1yn altltudes were adjusted
to a different controlling network to those of 1954, 1947 and 1912 and some
at least of the difference may be attributed to this fact.
It is obvious that there has been a large amount of settlement where the
records cover a sufficient length of tine; this is shown diagrammatically
in Figure 3.45b. Unfortunately the data does not al1ow the main period(s)
of subsidence to be identified.
It is known that in north-east England where significant mining subsidence
has occurred, sub-vertical discontinuities have opened. lVhere these
features occur on the edge of a subsiding area they will have a similar
morphology to camber induced gul1s. ALthough it cannot be stated definitely
that the coal mining has or has not had any influence on the formation of
the gu1ls at Waterford Park, the close paraIlellsm of the extension features
with the topography strongly suggests that the dominant process was
cambering.
FIGURE 3.45a: The locations of 19 Bench Marks in the four Grid squares
surrounding l4raterford Park for which aLtitude information
was obtained from the Ordnance Survey.
FIGURE 3.45b: The variations in altitude of the eight Bench Marks
with the most complete records.
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397.68
398. 84
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307.72
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TABLE 3.8 Altitudes in feet(Neulgn Datwn) of the bench marks shoun
in F'igune 3.45a, as obtained from the h,dnance Sunsey.
Bench
Mark No.
L23.
1956-1961 1954-1961 1947-1961 1912-1961 1902-1961 1884-1961
2261
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
11
t2
13
L4
15
16
L7
18
19
36
9
o
0
9
64
158
42
27
24
+3
+6
362
98
55
128
226
91
70
61
670
3L1
274
43
34
46
52
52
43
+3
0
18
18
15
427
1381
t265
TABLE 3.9:
27 165
LL37
1021
936
NO 1961 RECOB.D
Total settlement of bench marks dround Waterford Patk in
miLltmetres, up to L96L,
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3.7 CONCLUSTONS
The writer became involved with lTaterford Park when the developer
discovered two large gulls in foundation trenches and this study has
progressed with the site. As knowledge was gained the investigation
techniques were updated in order to best solve the developer's problen of
suitable foundations for these houses. During the course of this study nany
gulls have been investigated and geotechnical tests carried out in order to
interpret the conditions on site. The following concluding remarks are made:-
1. In the area of the site ideal conditlons existed for the development
of cambering during periglacial conditions, namely well jointed, competent
Iimestones with nudstone,/clay interbeds overlying a sequence of over-
consolidated, stiff, fissured mudstones that weather to plastic clays
containing expanding lattice clay minerals. Unfortunately, however, no new
evidence has been found which can be used to add to our understanding of the
mechani.sm of cambering.
2. Prior to thisrlittle work had been carried out on the geotechnical
properties of the Cotham Beds, which are believed here to have played a major
role in the development of the guJ.Is. These beds have 1ow shear strengths
and it is considered that the large shear surfaces seen in excavation were
originally part of a basal shear sinilar to those postulated by Vaughan
(1976) and Chandler (1979). Oversteepening of the valley or removal of toe
material has produced rotational slips incorporating part of this shear
surface.
3. The gul1s on this site are formed in the Blue Lias. They are very
variable, both in size and form, reflecting the interbedded nature of this
horizon. Indeed a single guIl nay change in character along its length.
4. Previous observations that gu1ls run paraLleL to the hillside are
confirmed at this site and there is evidence to suggest that individual
gu1ls may only be constituent parts of larger scale extensional zones; the
gu1ls often terminatlng rapidly creating an en 6chelon arrangement wlthin a
zone.
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5. Even assuming a residual state under the site as well as on the
valley sides, analyses have shown the site to be stable under present
conditions.
6. The writer has worked in close association with the developer and
the consulting engineers to produce safe foundations that are also viable
to the developer. Standard ground beams were utlLised which could span
gu1ls up to 6 rn wide. The increase in house prices during the development
of the site allowed more expensive foundation types, where previously it
was too expensive to build safely.
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CHAPTER 4
TIIE INVESTIGATION OF RHAETIC EXPOSURES AT WILLSBRIDGE AND WINFORD
4.L INTBODUCTION
During research work at Waterford Park, Radstock, it became apparent that
the Rhaetic mudstones had been impcrtant in causing the cambering of the
overlying limestone horizons with the production of guI1s. Testing of
samples from ltlaterford Park revealed the Cotham Beds of the Rhaetic to
have low shear strengths and high plasticities with, in places, a high
proportion of expanding lattice clay minerals.
There is a Iack of literature dealing with the geotechnical properties of
the Rhaetic horizons and their susceptibility to superficial disturbance.
lYest and south of Bath the Rhaetic crops out over a wide area and it is
inevitable that a certain.amount of engineering construction has and will
take place on Rhretic strata or the beds irnmediately overlying the Rhaetic
which may have been affected by the superficial disturbances.
For these reasons it was decided to investigate the Rhaetic mudstones at
Iocalities other than l4raterford Park in order to gain more geotechnical
data and to establish whether superficial disturbances have occurred
elsewhere.
A site at Ventura Farm in Willsbridge (ST 668704) between Bristol and Bath
and one at Winford (ST 539653) 10 km southwest of Bath were visited. Both
of these sites were hillside housing developments and with similar geology
to Waterford Park. Saurples were obtained from the Cotham and lYestbury Beds
for geotechnical testing.
The superficial structures at each of these two sites will be discussed,
followed by the geoteehnical test resuLts.
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4.2 VENTURA FARM, WILLSBRIDGE
The solid geology in the viciuity of the site, as depicted on the 1:1056O
Geoiogical Map, is given in Flgure 4.1. In order to provide level plots
for the houses, a number of benches had been cut across the lower part of
the sj.te. Between the benchesrthe developer proposed to use retaining
wa11s in some cases and to leave 3Oo batter slopes in others. Plate 4.1
shows a 3Oo slope cut in the Cotham Beds soon after excavation. A small
failure occurred in this slope during the site developnent. PLaie 4.2
was taken nine months after Plate 4.1, but it ls not know when this
failure actually took p1ace.
Bag and U38 sanples were collected from the sldes of a sewer trench dug
up the centre of the site at a position where the junctlon between the
Cotham and l{estbury Beds was 2.2 n below ground level:
vF1
vFz
vF3
O.5 m below the top of the lfestbury Beds
0.3 m above the base of the Cotham Beds
O.7 m above the base of the Cotham Beds
Subsequently a foundation trench was dug for a retaining wall to support
the eastern margin of the site (see Plate 4.4>. Thls trench revealed the
following lithologies :
Cothan Beds
0.25 n Moderately weak, light yellow brown, fine gralned lmpure
LIIVIESTONE wlth extrenely elosely spaced discontinuities
1.3O m Very weak, firm to stiff, grey green, calcareous, highly
weathered MUDSTONE with extremely closely spaced
discontinuities. Contains some lithorelicts up to 5 mn
and calcareous concretions up to 10 mm diameter
ye!!!err-!e9!
Very weak, firm to stiff, mottled gtey/gteen,/orange brown,
calcareous, highly weathered MUDSTONE with extrenely closely
spaced discontinuities and some lithorellcts and calcareous
concretlons. Contains very thin (40 run), sllghtly s1lty,
yeltow brown to orange brown bands. ITith depth colour
becomes increasLngly darkly mottled then black. The black
material contains yellow crystals of Jaroslte.
1.50 n
The geology around Willsbridge after the 1:10560
Geological Map. The Ventura Farm development is
outlined with heavy dots.
FIGURE 4.1:
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O.14 m Very weak/soft, orange brown, light yellow brown, highly to
compl-etely weathered SILTSTONE with oceaslonal lithorelicts
up to 5O nm.
0.35 m Very weak, firu to stiff, mottled orange brown/grey, highly
to completely weathered MUDSTONE, becoming si1ty clay wlth
softened Lithorelicts. Contains patches of jarosite.
O.38 m Very weak, firm to stiff, black, thinly laminated, completely
weathered MUDSTONE with brown,/yeIIow staining along discon-
tinuities (Sa,nple VF4). In places softened to firn, black,
sitty CLAY especially in the lower half (Sample VFS).
Passes into
O.35 m Very weak, stiff to very stiff, light greyr highly weathered
MUDSTONE with extremely closely spaced red brown,/yellow stained
( jarosite) discontinuities.
Top 
- Sample VF6
Base- Sample VF7
Tea Green Marl (Triassic)
0.10 n Very weak, firm to stiff, Brey green, highly weathered
MUDSTONE with extremely closely spaced discontinuities
O.06 m Very weak, firm to stiff, mottled red brown/grey green,
highly weathered MUDSTONE, with extremely closely spaced
discontinuities.
O.06 m Very weak, firm, yellow green, moderately to highty weethered
MUDSTONE with iron stained, extremely closely spaced
discontinuities.
0.O6 m Soft, mottled grey green/yellow green,
with iron stainlng.
fine sandy, silty CLAY
Passes into
O.60 m (seen) Very weak, stiff to very stiff, Iight grey brown, sllghtly
weathered MUDSTONE with iron stained, extremely closely
spaced discontinuities.
4.2.L Superficial structures
As at lVaterford Park the Cotham Beds at Ventura Farm have been superficlally
disturbed. These superflcial structures were displayed in the cuttings
made in the hillside. Cambering has taken place with the White Lias
draping the slope, dipping parallel to the ground surface at 5 - 1Oo
(Plate 4.3). No gu11s were seen in the White Llas, nor in the limited
exposure of the Blue Lias.
lltithin the Cothan Beds there are numerous excellent examples of involutions
and contorted hedding. These were produced during periglacial conditions
by cryoturbation mechanLsms, the heavlng of soils in response to the
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development and growth of ground ice within them. Plate 4.4 is of a
section along the eastern site boundary; the foundations for the retaining
waIl are visible at the foot of the excavation and the original ground
surface is evident. The beds are highly disturbed, a lighter coloured
band dips into the hillside and terminates abruptly. Here closer
examination of the nid grey material shows it to be highly contorted.
Downslope the lighter band rapidly thins and dips in the opposite direction.
It has been streaked out down the hillside by near-surface solifluction
processes and can be seen on the far right hand side of Plate 4.4 beneath
a layer of rubbly llead.
Cryoturbated bedding was easily distinguished by the colour variations of
the sediments, for example P1ate 4.5 shows a 2.5 - 3 n vertical face prior
to being cut back to 30o. Snall diapiric structures of darker material
are seen penetrating the overlying lighter bed. Vestiges of these structures
are still visible on Plate 4.1 but degradation of the free face has been
rapid.
Another vertlcal face elsewhere on this site did not contain the numerous
involutions as described above, but revealed gently dipping strata with
occasional discrete small flexures. Figure 4.6 shows a small antifornal
structure at the top of a dark band; the bottom of this band, however, is
relatively undisturbed. A thin, discontinuous limestone band (light in
colour) has been displaced above the nose of this fold. There appears to
have been thickening of the darker bed and substantial displacement of its
upper surface but without any evidence of layer-para1lel shortening at its
base. It is the writer's opi.nion that this single fold (not occurring as
part of a fold train) was produced by vertical movements as a result of
heaving and swelling within the darker band, presumably by the action of
ground freezing. This is substantiated by the snall-scale flexures seen
1n close-up (P1ate 4.7) which verge in the opposite direction to the main
structure. This implies that the fold was not produced by layer rotation
with a transport direction from right to left (westwards) but nore
probably by expansive forces from below.
Abundant shear planes were seen in the Cotham Beds; indicating further
evidence of internal shearing movements, see Plate 4.8.
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At lfinford a spurrbetween two small valleysrhas a gently sloping top
comprising a capping of Lias limestones. These overlie Cotham and lVestbury
Beds and have side slopes that reach a maximum of 2Oo. Leve1 benches were
cut into this hillside spur to provide plots for houses, the uppermost
bench exposing the Lias and Rhaetic deposits whll-e Triassic Tea Green Marl
and Keuper Marl crop out on the lower slopes. A conposite geological 1og
follows : -
O.25-0.75nthick Topsoil and llead contining up to 50% cobbles and
small boulders-
White and Blue Lias (littoral facies)
2.65 m Moderately strong to strong, light creany Brey,
thinly to thickly bedded, shelly, slightly cavernous(Z 
- 6 mm) LIMESTONE, with some thin (30 nm) clay
bands (some lnpersistent). With medium to largely
spaced discontlnuities, open joints and a 350 mm wide
guII. The gull is infilled with clay and stones.
Cotham Beds
L.2 m Alternating layers of moderately strong, llght grey
to white, impure LIMESTONE bands up to 15O mm and
stiff, olive/light grey, thinly laninated to laminated,
silty CLAY or very weak, hi.ghly weathered MUDSTONE
with very to extremely closely spaced discontinuities.
The deposit becornes more clay rich towards the top.
Variable 0.25 m Very weak, stiff , mottled orange brown,/grey,
highly weathered, thinly laminated MUD
Variable O.25 n
O.15 - O.65 n
\4restb
0.3 n
Very weak / stLff, mottled orange brown/grey,
highly weathered, thinly laminated MUDSTONE.
Moderately weak to moderately strong' creamy light
Brey, thinly bedded LIIUESTONE with some silty clay
along bedding planes and joints.
Beef calcite layer.
Very weak/stiff, mottled orange brown/grey black,
thinly laminated to laminated, highly to completely
weathered, fissured, s1lty MUDSTONE with iron
staining along extremely closely spaced discontlnultles
Also varying amounts of yellow jarosite.
O.71 n
Es9s
4.3 WINTOBD
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1.25 m (seen) Moderately weak, bIack, thinly lamlnated,
fissured, silty MUDSTONE with iron staining
along extremely closely spaced discontinuities.
Contains up to 50% lithorelicts and is less weathered
with depth.
Two small failures occurred in a near vertical cutting at the rear of one
of the house foundations (P1ate 4.9). Water seeping from the face softened
the Cotham Beds and initiated these two flows. Bag and U38 samples were
collected from one of these slips:-
Sample WD1 - from the softened zone at the top of the Westbury
Beds, immediately below the Cotham Beds;
Sample WD2 from the less weathered Westbury Beds;
Sample WD3 from the Cotham Beds immediately behind the failure.
4.3.L Superficial structures
The strata are cambered and consequently they dip generally at 10o southerly
along the spur, but at the edges of the spur they thin and dip locally into
the valleys. The joints in the Lias limestones have been widened and
infilled with silty clay. At one locality a small infilled gu1l occurs.
Exposed in one of the upper bench cut faces, a 2OA mm thick horizon
within the Cotham Beds was seen to contain a train of asymetric folds.
These folds had a wavelength of 300 
- 
400 mm and verged southwards (downslope)
with vertical or overturned southerly linbs, see Figure 4.2. The basal
orange brown layer of the Cotham Beds has been irregularly folded, the lower
surface has been little affected whereas the upper surface is strongly
folded. The fold style of the top of this orange brown layer has been
inparted in the overlying 200 mn light grey Iayer. The anplitudes of the
folds decrease with distance away from this surface. This folding has been
produced by yielding at a number of points at the top of the orange brown
layer resulting in bedding rotatlon. Plate 4.10 is a close-up of one of
these folds. The southerly vergence implies a transport direction from the
north, i.e. in the direction of caubering. Closer examination of the folds
in the field revealed accommodation structures such as micro-contraction
faults in the fold noses.
Snal1 overturned folds in the Cotham Beds at Winford
produced by downslope movement.
FIGUBE 4.2:
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Bedding-paralle1 extension would normally be expected within cambered
strata, therefore another factor must have been in operation to cause
contraction of the Cotham Beds in this instance. The folding appears to
be a local occurrence and not of tectonic origin. The Cotham Beds must
have been moving downslope during the process of cambering and been
obstructed by either a stable or slower moving block, resulting in
contraction. Ore explanation is the thawing of permafrost to produce an
upper "active" layer. High pore v/ater pressures local1y could have aided
dournslope movement with a d6collement surface produced at the base of the
Cotham Beds. A shear surface was observed at this horizon in one small
part of the exposure but could not be found eLsewhere. Buckling of the
beds took place at a time when downslope stresses were operative but
translational movement was restricted.
4.4 TESTING PROGRAMME
The following tests were performed on samples of Cotham and lYestbury Beds
from Ventura Farm and Y{inford: Atterberg }inits, grain size distribution
(pipette nethod) , consolidated undralned triaxial shear strength, residual
shear strength and X-ray diffraction. The methods used have been described
in Chapter 2 and the results are presented in Table 4.1. Some of the
parameters have been used elsewhere, for example in Chapter 8.
4. 4. L {ttelpelg_l :ei!E
Figure 4.3 is a Casagrande plasticity chart showing the data from Ventura
Farm, Winford and those from lTaterford Park (Table 3.2). A11 the samples
plot close to the A-line with a large spread from intermediate to extreme
plasticity. Although there is some overlap, in general the Cotham Beds
are more highly plastic than the Westbury Beds. It can be seen from the
figure that those sanples from Waterford Park are more highly plastic
than those from Ventura Farm and Wlnford.
4.4.2 Grai.n size distribution
Figure 4.4 shows the grading curves as determined by the pipette method of
sedimentation. Very similar results were obtained for a1t three sites
although the percentage less than 2 Un varies between 79 and 53 for
Waterford Park sanples and 75 - 37 for the others.
Sanple w% *t% *p% Ip% 11 Vo 12 Vm
56. 5 24.8 31. 7 -0.04
Ring shear best
Activity fit straight line
0' 
" 
{o) c '* (kPa)
Bulk unit
weight
(kN/mr )
20. 30 23.5
19.60 19. 5
L7.56 L2.O
18. 30
0' (o) c' (kPa)
47.O
60. o
37 .5
L7.O 46.O
Cotham
l|ie stbury
vI.2
vF3
WD3
vF1
vF4
vF5
vr6
vF7
WDl
wD2
23.4
23.5
42.8
26.L
32.5
23.9
22.9
29.O
29.3
L9.2
60. 9
60. 8
59. 3
50. 7
40.5
57.O
53.7
32.3
35. 3
29.2
25.L
20.5
30. 5
27.5
28.6
25.5
30. I
25.6
20.o
26.5
26.2
-o.22
-0. 11
0. 16
-o. 08
0.43
-0.05
-o.32
48.7
51.4
74.6
56.0
51. 9
53.7
4L.6
36.5
64.2
50. 9
0.65
0.69
o. 55
0. 5r.
o.49
o.56
o.62
0. 55
0.41
o.51
11.6
7.4
8.4
8.O
L3.6
19.6
15. 0
2L.7
r_0.0
9.O
9.8
Ll.7
2.6
5.2
7.5
9.2
2.O
3.0
6.5
4.5
18.80
20.o4
19.0
27 .O
46.O
44.O
60.6 25 .L 35 .5 -0. 04
73.7 32.3 41.4 0.25
TABLE 4.1: Surrunaznl of Geotechnical d.ata on Cothan wtd Westburg Beds, Venttpa Fatm qnd Winford
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FIGURE 4.3: Plasticity chart for Rhaetic samples from Ventura Farm,
lTinford and Waterf ord Park.
Grading curves for Rhaetic samples from Ventura Farm and
Trlinford.
FIGURE 4.4:
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a) Triaxial compression
Care was taken to obtain samples from beds which, when carefully examined,
did not show any shear surfaces. Consequently the strengths obtained are
representative of the field mobilized strengths where there are no residual
shear planes present. The accuracy of the results is questionable, however,
since only 38 rnn diameter samples could be tested. Five out of the six
cylinders tested for Sauples VF2 and VF3 (both Cotham Beds) did not fail
abruptly with a sudden drop in the stress-strain plot. The shear stresses
rose steadily as the cylinders bulged and sheared in several places,
probably related to internal fissures. Small kinks on the stress-strain
curve were caused by either the initiation of later shears or by the
presence of stiffer lithorelicts within the sample. It is felt that
sample heterogeneity would have been reduced had it been possible to test
larger diameter samples.
b) Residual strength
Block samples of the Rhaetic Beds were collected fron llinford for reversal
shear box testing. Unfortunately because of the stiffness of the sample
and the presence of extremely closely spaced discontinuities, the prepara-
tion of the l{estbury sample proved inpossiblel hence only the Cotham Beds
were tested (WD3). Using a pre-cut plane and testing over a range of
normal stress up to 125 kPa a best-fit straight line approximation gave
a residual strength of:
fi't = Llo, c'r = 2.3 kPa
The results of Bromhead ring shear testing are presented in I'igure 4.5 as
residual failure envelopes. Figure 4.5 also demonstrates the variation
of A' 
" 
with effective normal stress by the ptotting of t/o'1 against o'n.
In general the Cothan Beds have lower residual shear strengths than the
Westbury Beds, the lowest value of 0'r recorded is 7.4o (see Table 4.I)
which is slightly higher than that obtained for Yrraterford Park samples.
The lYestbury Beds from Ventura Farm have values of 0'" as hi-gh as 22o,
this sanple (VF7) has the lowest "clay fraction". Differences in clay
mineralogy or the presence of small lithorelicts may also account for
this high friction ang1e.
4.4.3 Shear strength
FIGUBE 4.5: Residual failure envelopes and the variation of 6'r
with effective normal stress. Sanples VF4, VFs, Vf'6,
VF7, 14ID1 , WDz and VFl are from the trVestbury Beds and
WD3, Vtr'1 and VF2 are from the Cotham Beds.
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4.4.4 Mineralogy
a) X-ray diffraction
Qualitative studies using the methods described in Ctrapter 2 indicate
the existence of quartz ard some feldspar in all the sanples tested. The
doninant clay mineral is iIlite with some interlayering causing a wide
shoulder on the low 20 angle side of the 104 peak.
i) Cotham Beds
Sanples VF2 and VF3 both contain calcite whereas IVD3 does not. WD3
contains some kaolinite. Glycolation and heating produces a slight shift
in the interlayered illite peahs. This is more marked in the case of WD3
than for those samples from Ventura Farm, but there are no strong
montmori.llonite peaks like those obtained from Waterford Park material.
ii) UeplE1qy Beqs
Sample nrubers VFs, VF6, VF7, WDI and WD2 all possess only slightly
expausive interlayers with the ilLlte. VF1 and VF4 have more exp€uldible
interlayers together with some expanding chlorite, which is destroyed by
pretreatment with hydrochloric acid. Other minerals detected were
kaolinite and jarosite in VFl and small amowrt of pyrite in WD2.
b) Electron microprobe
Difficulties were experienced with flocculation during pipette analysis
and so transnitting electron micrographs of Samples Vtr'l and VF2 were
obtained. These have been discussed in Chapter 2. At the same time
electron microprobe traces of the settled portions and the fl-occulated
gels were produced. These traces indicated the presence of the following
elements : -
VFI (Westbury): tr'e, AI , Si, K, Ti, S, MB
VF2 (Cotham): Fe, A1, Si, K, Ti, S, Mg, Ca
Calcium was only detected in the settled sanple fron the Cotham Beds,
this was from the calcite grains;
The Westbury Beds contained a higher proportion of sulphur than the
cothan Beds, reflecting the "bIack share" anaerobic couditions of
deposition. Sulphur is present i.n pyrite and jarosite.
1
2
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3. Sillcon occurs in quartz, feldspar and clay minerals;
4. Aluminium occurs in feldspar and clay minerals;
5. Magnesium occurs in clay minerals;
fron occurs ln the minerals pyrite and jarosite and also in
amorphous compounds which increase the level of background radiation.
7. Titaniun is a substitution ion in the lattices of clay minerals.
c) Secondary miaeralisation
Exposures of the Westbury Beds frequently show the development of a light
ye11ow powdery mineral. This secondary nineralisation has the appearance
of sulphur but is jarosite, an hydrated potassium, iron sulphate
(KFe3(So4)2(oH)6) 
.
No secondary growth of gypsum was observed at any of the exposures visited.
Some months after the collection of sanples from the Westbury Beds at
lVinford, however, fine white crystals were forurd growing on the surfaces
of the samples sealed in polythene bags. These gypsum crystals grew as
fine needles, often in the form of sma11 clusters (Plate 4.LI). The
writer has also noted this phenonerlon in connection with bagged samples of
Fullert s Earth.
Gypsum is formed by the oxidation of pyrite to produce sulphuric acid
which in turn reacts with calcite. The oxidation of pyrite is complex and
passes through a nunber of phases. Krauskopf (1967) states that the
following reaction is catalyzed by the action of bacteria:
4FeS2 + 1502 + 8H2O ->-?FeZO3 + 8H2SO4
According to Lepp (1975) the above reaction is true in humid conditions
but in more arid areas iron surphates are produced in addition to, or
instead of, oxides. The followiug reactions are given by Lukashev (1970):
2FeS2 + 2H2O + 7O2--+ 2FeSO4 + 2H2SO4
L4L.
4FeSO4 + 2H2SO4 + 02 * 2re2(SO4) 3 + 2H2O
and
Fe2(SO4)3 + 6HZO -> ?Fe(OH1, + 3HZSO4
Gypsun ls then produced by the following reactlon:
H2SO4 + CaCO3 + 2H2O + CaSO4.2H2O + H2CO3
Storing the sanples in polythene bags does not allow the water to escape
and provides enough oxygen for the reactions to take place 1n a saturated
atmosphere.
The above equations hold true for Fuller's Earth but the X-ray dlffraction
analysis of the I{estbury Beds from Winford indicated no calcite; one
explanation is that the calcium ions are derived from feldspars. The
Westbury Beds from Ventura Farm did not grow gypsum crystals since they
contained no calcium, as shown by the electron mlcroprobe.
4.5 CONCLUSIONS
Three sloping sites of similar geology and topography have been investigated;
Ventura Fatm, Winford and, in Chapter 3, Waterford Park. In each case
there has been camber disturbance of the White and Blue Lias over the less
competent Rhaetic mudstones /clays.
Evidence of superficial movements is apparent within the Cothan Beds,
both as shear surfaces and contorted bedding. At Ventura Farm cryoturbatlon
features have been recognised proving that periglacial conditions prevailed
in the past. It has not been possible to determine whether frozen ground
tectonics are responsible for camberlng or whether they took place in
already cambered strata. At l{lnford, however, it is concluded that non-
tectonic folding near the base of the Cotham Beds may have been caused by a
moving "active 1ayer". Downslope movement of these horizons will have
contributed to the cambering of the overlying Lias at thls locality.
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Comparing the geotechnical parameters of the l4restbury and Cotham Beds
it has been found that, in general, the Cotham Beds are more plastic
and have lower shear strengths. There i.s, however, a certain degree of
overlap. It is also noted that the Rhaetic strata sanpled at trVaterford
Park have higher plasticities than those from Ventura Farm and Winford;
they tend also to contain slightly greater amounts of clay grade material.
Clay mineralogical differences largely account for this variation in
plasticity; X-ray diffraction has shown that the Waterford Park samples
contain uontmori.llonite whereas those samples investigated during this
study possess only weak peaks assoclated with expanding lattice clays.
At Ventura Farm and Winford weathering of i1Iite has resulted in "frayed
edges" (e.g. Jackson, 1963) and has not proceeded as far as montmorillonite.
The Rhaetic is well known as an aquiclude which causes sl1ps along the
hillsides. Since the clay rich Cotham Beds lie immediately below the
permeable lVhite and BIue Lias this will have a pronounced effect,
promoting softening and weathering. The Cotham Beds will therefore be
more greatly affected than the underlying Westbury Beds. Further localised
weathering/softening is related to the presence of more permeable limestone
bands which occur more frequently in the Cotham Beds than the Westbury Beds.
L43.
CHAPTER 5
ENGINEEBING GEOMORPHOLOGICAL IVIAPPING OF FOIJNDERED STRATA
5.1 INTRODUCTION
On.the Institute of Geological Sciences Maps large areas of the south
Cotswolds are depicted as either foundered strata or landslip (Hawkins
& Privett, L979>, notably on the Bath and Gloucester Sheets. These
non-tectonic deformations are the result of superficial movements such
as valley bulging, cambering and landslipping, some of which have been
discussed more fu1ly in Chapter 1.
Engineering geomorphological mapping has been undertaken in an attenpt
to depict the superficial disturbances on the sides of the Swainswick
Val1ey, between the Great Oolite capped hills of Charmy Down and
Lansdown Hil1.
?he corridor for the proposed re-alignment of the A46 trunk road has also
been mapped (Chapter 6). Part of this comidor runs along the eastern
side of the Swainswick Val1ey.
In addition to these two large study areas three smaller discrete areas have
been investigated: a large landslip at North Stoke (ST 6968) to the west
of Lansdown Hill indicated clearly on the Geological Maps; a shallow
mudflow at Heather Farm (ST 723682), which is classified as Head; the
Bailbrook SIip (ST 7767>, which occurs within the A46 corridor (this is
conpared with the slip at North Stoke).
Figure 5.I shows these areas and also gives some information from 1:6336O
Geological Map, Sheet 265.
5.2 ENGINEERING GEOMORPHOLOGICAL MAPPING
Engineering geomorphological maps were designed as a method of depicting
the surface features of the land and particularly those geomorphic
phenomena such as landslides or disturbed ground. The maps presented as
part of this research record the shape of the ground, any evidence of
superficial movement and any hydrologlcal information.
Map of the areas north of Bath that have been covered by
engineering geomorphological mapping in Chapters 5 and 6.
The map includes some geological information from the
1:63360 Geological Map, the unshaded area is "foundered
stratatt.
FIGURE 5. ].:
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The basic principles of this type of napping are well known. Savigear's
metlpd(1965) was used,with modifications as suggested by the Geological
Society Working Party Report (Anon, L972). Figure 5.2 gives the key to
the symbols used.
5.2,1 Method
The base plans for the field napplng were the 1:2500 Ordnance Survey Sheets.
Top copies nrere nade by tracing the field slip data and any relevant
information from the base maps, such as the roads or streams. By doing
this any superfluous information from the Ordnance Survey plans does not
obscure the important geomorphological information. Buildings are
included only on the 446 naps (Chapter 6) since the existence of buildings
is a significant consideration in route planning.
The subjectivlty of this type of napping means that it is essential to
follow a routine in the field that is conducive to a consistent mapping
procedure.
Mapping progressed field by field in the following manner:
Obvious geomorphic features such as slip scars, springs and hunmocky
ground were drawn in by eye. Having nentally identified the breaks of
slope that divide the land into segments and facets, these were drawn in
and the slope angles measured using a hand-held Suunto clinometer.
It has been found that it is more accurate to work from the top of the
slope, moving along the hillside taking clinometer readlngs then to move
down to the next seguent and back along the sIope. In this way a more
consistent view of the landscape was attained especially where it proved
difficult to plaee a break of slope boundary. Experience obtained during
the research indicated that "looking up" and "IookJ.ng down" a hi1lslope
may give different impressions of the shape of that hillside. Looking
down was found to be more reliable and was adopted as the standard
technique.
For planning purposes the 1:10000 scale map has beea found valuablersince
the large 1:2500 plans had to be cut to convenient fieldwork sizes.
Key to symbols used on engineering geomorphological maps
in this thesis. Based on the Geological Society l{orking
Party Report 1972.
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5.2.2 Difficulties
i) Even at a scale of 1:2500 it was sometines difficult to fit in features
such as small slope segments or fresh scars without exaggerating their
sLze.
ii) Where large areas of nearly level ground occur (< 50) it was often
difficult to be sure of the direction of these gentle slopes. This is a
function of slight irregularities, especially near hedge boundaries.
iii) Representing the slopes of a smoothly rounded hillside can be a problem
if there are no definite breaks of slope. One way is to use a single
arrow with,for instance, a convex symbol on it (Figure 5.3a), but the
average slope will give no impresssion of the flatter upper area or the
steeper lower area. Alternatively the slope may be divided into two
segments, (Figure 5.3b), but the choice of the boundary is very often
arbitary. The third, and probably best, method is to divide the slope
into three segments, a flat one, a steep one, and an intermediate one
(Figure 5.3c). There is no hard and fast rule for dealing with this type
of slope since each is slightly different and the nethod must be used
that most correctly portrays that s1ope. The only restriction is that
where the slope is of wide lateral extent then the segments must be
consistent in order to be able to produce a final map. In such areas
subtle changes of slope must be appreciated, sonething that is only gained
by experience. In Figure 5.3d, for example, a third segment is recognised
in one section of the slope. It is in such situations that working down-
slope was found to be most valuable in keeping consistency of the segnents
mapped.
iv) Since this is a geomorphological mapping technlque it is necessary to
consider the mode of origin of the various features. For example a
definite slip scar should be shown by the appropriate symbol, whereas if
napping was being undertaken solely to show the shape of the ground it
would be depicted as a steep facet with sharp breaks of slope.
Where large-scale undulations occur that are the rennants of successive
shallow rotati.onal slips, it is often dlfficult to distinguish between
the degraded scars and toes. This form of instability will often nlgrate
FIGURE 5.3:
a)
b)
c)
Bepresentation of a convex slope.
Single arrows with convex symbol;
Division into two segments, a flatter upper one and a
steeper lower onel the break of slope is arbitrary.
Divison into three segments, a flatter upper one, a
steeper lower one and an intermediate niddle one. The
breaks of slope are sti11 arbitrary.
Slight changes in the curvature of the slope are often
sufficient to be able to position a break of slope. In
this example an internediate segment is recognised in
part of the slope.
d)
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upslope and hence scars may have been surmounted and hidden by the toes
of the higher slips. With the passage of time processes such as soil
creep have reduced these geomorphic phenomena to a series of undulations.
Those features that could confidently be identified as old scars lyere
given a "rounded scar" symbol and the definite Lobes were also delineated.
In less obvious cases it was considered prudent, where scale permitted,
to record a series of breaks of slope, otherwise an undulating slope
synbol was used.
5.3 GEOLOGY
The geology of the country uorth of Bath consists of Lower and Middle
Jurassic strata, having low regional dips. The sequence is one of inter-
bedded slltstones, limestones and mudstones. In many places the strata
are overlain by a surface veneer of disturbed Head comprising a n6lange
of material from the upslope lithologies. The individual stratigraphic
units have been described in Chapter 1. Figure 1.1 is a composite
drawn from the vertical sectj.ons of the four smal1 scale Geological Maps
of the Cotswolds (Hawkins and Privett, 1979) .
5.4 SUPERFICIAL STRUCTURES
From an engineering geological viewpoint the important aspects of the
geology are as follows:-
The limestones are well jointed;
The limestones and sandy silts are aquifersl
The silts are highly susceptible to the effects of freezing and to
leaching by ground water movement;
The nudstones are effectively aquicludes. They do however contain
thin, impure limestone bands along which water movement takes place;
Near the surface the nudstones will swell, take up water and weather
to clays;
This swelling is aided by the presence in some horizons of expanding
lattice clay minerals;
The area has recently been subjected to the effects of periglacial,
or even 91acia1, climatie conditions.
I
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These factors, in combination with the topography and physiography of
the region, notably the deeply dissected plateau, have led to the
formation of extensive superficial structures such as cambers, val1ey
bulges and landslips. Solifluction movements probably account for
much of the Head that covers many of the hillslopes. This llead often
acts as a semi-inpervious obstruction to \rrater moving along confined
aquifers and in times of high rainfall sufficiently high pore pressures
may develop to initiate mudflows at the positions of new springs.
In this Chapter there is no attenpt to establish the orlgins of these
structures. It is the intention of the writer to determine if they can
be detimited by geomorphological napping for the purpose of the design and
planning of engineering works. Although some of these structures are
shown on the Geological Maps the degree of precision of the information
is not satisfactory for engineering purposes.
5.4.L Superficial structures on Geological Survey Maps
Four small scale (1:63360 and 1:50000) Geological Maps cover the area of
the south Cotswolds; the Gloucester (234), Malmesbury (251), Bath (265),
and Frome (281) Sheets. Only the Malnesbury Map has a Sheet Memoir
(Cave, L977>.
On these maps the disturbed areas are not shown in a consistent martner.
The Bath Sheet distinguishes between "Foundered Strata" and "Landslip"
but does not define either terml whereas the remaining three Sheets
only use "Landslip", Figure 5.4. Officially the Institute of Geological
Sciences has not yet explained the use of the two categories, the only
reference is that by Ketlaway in llawkins and Kellaway (1971).
In some regions of landslipped or foundered strata dashed boundarj.es
are shown to indicate the assumed position of the underlying solid
geology. In other areas no indication is given.
1
It is generally considered that all the major superficial movements,
includlng the large slips, of the region had been formed by the end of
the Devensian and that nodern movements are confined to smal1 scale
adjustnents as the hillslopes try to attain equilibrium.
t'Landslip" and ilfoundered strata" as depicted on the
four Geological Maps of the south Cotswolds.
FIGIJRE 5.4:
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Some large landslips are shown as such within the area of foundered
strata but others are not, for example North Stoke is depieted but
the large Beechen Cliff, Beacon Hill and Bailbrook Slips are not
di stinguished.
In some cases, notably on the Gloucester Sheet, the small scale
maps show the solid geology areas with high dip angles, inclinations
inconsistent with the regional geology and invariably associated
with superficial disturbance and therefore not really "solid" geology
as indlcated by the maps. In other areas, however, notably on the
Bath Sheet, the word "Camber" has been overprlnted on geology shown
as solid, presumably to indlcate that it has been disturbed. Examples
are given by Hawkins and Privett (1979).
5.4.2 Superficial structures on geomorphological maps
OnIy the effects of cambering and landslipping are investigated, since
known valley bulges are relatively unimportant in the study area and all
topographic evidence has usually been eroded.
a) Cambers
At ST 7567 on the 1:63360 Geological Map (265> is an area of Inferior
Oolite sho\r/n to be nearly surrounded by foundered strata, between
Swainswick and Charlcombe. A reasonable interpretation of the Geological
Map therefore is that this spur consists of undisturbed strata. It is,
however, crossed by two long arrows indicating "general or regional dip
of strata" which inplies there is in fact some variation in the dip of
the beds. Alternatively the 1:10560 (unpublished) Geological Map shows
this as a "cambered spur", truncated by degraded slip scars. The best
evidence for the cambered nature of the Inferior Oolite is that flve
contours (at 5O ft intervals) cross the outcrop while the key indicates
a thickness of about 50 ft (15.25 m), confirmed by a borehole at
Swainswlck (Cave, L977, p 109). The top of the Inferior Oolite outcrop
is mapped at 166 m OD whilst at its lowest elevation the outcrop is only
about 91 m OD (Figure 5.5), giving an apparent thickness of 75 m.
The engineering geomorphological map (Figure 5.6) shows that the cambered
spur can be divided into relatively broad segments/facets, which, away
2
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from the crest, have slopes increasing from 50 to 15o. The degraded
scars at the edge of the Inferior Oolite are very prominent, but the
napping has failed to identify any norphological features that night
prove the existence of cambering, such as evidence of gulls as linear,
shallow depressions.
It is the wrlter's experience that rarely is there any surface expression
where gulls are known to exist; iu the South Cotswolds the gul1s are
narrow (cf the Maidstone area - lVorsam, 1963), usually they do not reach
the surface, and subsequent soil creep has generally obliterated any
evidence, should it once have been present. The long slope arrows,
although indicative of probable cambering, are not conclusive evidence
on their own.
b) Large landslips
The research carried out has indicated that geomorphological mapping is
more suited to recording the various features produced by landslipping
than by camberiag. Cambering is a gradual process which probably
occurred as a result of periglacial conditions and is believed to be of
Wolstonian and Anglian age, in excess of 1001000 years. Most of the
large land slides, however, are probably Late Devensian and as such have
had less time to degrade. AIso laudslipping produces more dramatic land
forms since the surface suffers a sudden rupture, often with the formatiou
of high and steep back,/side scars. These scars will remain prominent
features of the landscape for a long tine. By comparison the only topo-
graphic expression of cambering in the Bath area is usually the slope of
the hi1lside, which in 1tself provides no direct evidence of cambering.
Large rotational landslips are connon along the banks of the River Avon
in and around Bath. Beechen C1iff, Beacon Hill and Bailbrook have been
described by Kellaway and Taylor (1968), Hawkins and Kellaway (1971), and
(Beacon Hill) by Hawkins (L977 a and b). A11 these slips are included in
the area referred to as "foundered strata" on the smalI scale Geological
Maps. During this research the Bailbrook Slip has been mapped and in
this thesis it is compared to the North Stoke SIip, shown as a distinct
feature on the small scale Geological Map. Neither of these two slips
has been investigated by drilling or pitting, but their sinilarity to
Beacon Hill and Beechen C1iff suggests that the basal slip shears occur
in the Lower Lias.
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i) North Stoke
The crest of the slip is at L22 m OD while the river alluvium beneath
the toe of the slip is at 12 m OD. From a study of the Geological Map
and the topography it is probable that ln the past the river channel
passed much closer to the base of the hillslope (in the northern area)
than at present. There is a complex, now degraded, back scar of
variable height, reaching a maximum of 25 m where it cuts the camber
crest of the Inferior Oolite (Figure 5.7>. In thls highest section the
slopes, up to 4Oo, are mainly composed of Midford Sands. The Inferior
Oolite capping accounts for the steep slope. This steep backscar cannot
be cultivated and, like so mrtny sIlps in the area, has become wooded
(Plate 5.1). The classic humnocky topography caused by ground movements
can be seen downslope of the main scar. This is indj.cated on the large
scale as alternating steep and less steep slope segments. In places
small degraded scars and lobes can be recognised, but in general it is
impossible to determine whether these undulations are the result of
retrogressive failures (which have been proven to exist at Beechen Cliff)
or of ground displacements caused by toe bulging. Present day instabili-
ties are very local in extent; for example a small degraded slip is seen
at ST 69256922 and a fresh slip at ST 69756837. After many years of
road failure, at ST 69656838 the naln A431 below this slip has been
stabili.sed by driven piles to combat contiuued rlver erosion renoving
material from the slip toe.
il) Bailbrook
In several respects the Bailbrook Slip is similar to that at North Stoke;
there exlsts a 25 m high backscar wlth its crest at 1O7 m OD. It is
composed of Mtdford Sands producing slopes of around 40o with a capping
of Inferior Oolite.
The topography of the slipped mass is simpler than at North Stoke
(Figure 5.8). This important difference is believed to be partially as
a consequence of human activity. The North Stoke Slip is generally
under pasture and from the better preserved hummocky terrain it is
probable that it has been so for a long time. At present part of the
Bailbrook Slip is used for horticulture and some is built upon. Most of
the original micro-topography has been obliterated by the landscaping
of the house gardens and continued ploughing of the fields (Plates 5.2
FIGURE 5.7: Engineering geomorphological map of the North Stoke Slip.

FIGURE 5.8: Engineering geomorphological map of the Bailbrook Slip
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and 5.3). The pasture just below the wooded scar is both smoother and
flatter than the equivalent ground at North Stoke. There is strong
evidence that at one time this field was cultivated; lineations at
ST 773673 are believed to be the remnants of mediaeval field systems
(strip lynchets). The smooth nature of the ground and the linear
features, one of which is now the line of a footpath, can be seen just
below the nain scar in Plate 5.4.
From the engineeri.ng point of view it is inportant to recognise the
existence of a large landslide even though locaI topography does not
display the usual hunmocky nature. Once this has been established,
subsequent site investigations can take this into consideration.
iii) Heather Farm
A nudflow occurs near the top of the Fuller's Earth outcrop on the
southwestern slopes of Lansdown. It is shown as Head on both the 1:63360
and 1:10560 Geological Maps. Material has moved from a roughly circular
area and has been directed downslope atong a steep-slded (up to 360)
guIly, along which a stream now flows (P1ate 5.5).
The geomorphological mapping (Figure 5.9) has shown that there has been
much recent movement of debris near the head of the mudflow. The lower
extent of the mudflow (the toe) is difficult to delineate. There are a
number of raised features and undulations visible at ST 72156803, but no
distinct lobe; it is possible that this has been "smoothed" by ploughing.
Field evidence suggests the gully resulted from erosion by spring water
issuing from a li.mestone band within the Fullerrs Earth, and was
accentuated by slumping of the gully sides. Aided by water from the
overlyiug Great Oolite, debris was channelled downslope through this
gully producing the nudflow type topography seen at present.
On both sides of the Heather Farm Mudflow (Figure 5.9) the ground
surface within the outcrop of the Fullerrs Earth is very disturbed. To
the southeast these features have become degraded by ploughing but to
the northwest the topography is nuch fresher, enabling individual
features to be mapped.
Engineering geonorphological map of the Ileather Farm
Mudflow.
FIGURE 5.9:
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5.5 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY AND THE TOPOGRAPHY
OF THE SWAINSWICK VALLEY
Engineering geomorphological maps of the Swainswick Valley are presented
as Maps A, B and C (see Map Pocket). A local grid independent of the
National Grid, on each map, enables localities to be identified. Maps A
and B are of the western side of the valley, between Charlcombe and Lang-
ridge, while Map C includes part of the eastern side of the valIey below
the A46. Figure 5.10 is a sunmary sketch map of the valley, incorporating
information obtained from the 1:10560 Geological Map (unpublished).
The figure highlights the relationship between the various lithostrati-
graphic units and the major land forms and slope segments that have been
identified by geonorphological napping. The 1:2500 maps (A, B and C)
give the small detail that nakes up the broader plcture of Figure 5.10.
It is proposed to describe the physiognomy of the various units using
examples from these maps (A, B and C). Reference should also be made
to Chapter 6 where other examples, related to the A46 route, are
discussed.
5.5.1 Great Oolite
The Great Oo1ite outcrop forms a plateau surface, the ground slopes (and
indeed geological dips) of which are less than 30. Towards the edge of
the plateau cambering has produced outfacing slopes of between 50 and 10o,
for example on Map B and 0301.
The Great Oolite is known to be gulled at Charmy Down (ST 75769L), to
the south of Bath at Springfield Quarry (ST 748625) and at Bath University
(ST 768645); it is therefore reasonable to assume that gulls exist in the
Great Oolite at other locations overlooking the Swainswick Valley. There
is, however, no indication of gulls in the fields on the plateau since
conmonly they do not reach the surface (see Chapter 3).
The outcrop of the linestone at the edge of the plateau usually takes
the form of either a steep (15o - 3Oo ) scar, up to 3 n high; or else a
degraded, hummocky slope of less than 15o. As a consequence of cambering
this second type of slope probably contains foundered blocks of limestone
over the Fu}lerts Earth below and is coynmonly referred to as the "foundered
Summary sketch map of the Swainswick Valley showing
superficial structures including information from the
1:10560 Geological Map and Enclosures 1 - 3. The
arrows represent the direction of the hillslopes.
FIGUBE 5.1O:
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zonett of the Great Ootite (Map B, O15O1O). In places along the edge of
the Great oorite small quarries have been worked, for exarnple Map B at
011016, often with near vertical faces.
5.5.2 Fuller's Earth
Generally the outcrop of the Fuller's Earth ls marked by the hummocky
nature of the disturbed surface material, formlng both landslips and
mudflows. See, for example, Plates 5.9, 6.8, 6.10, 6.L4, 6. 15 and 6.20.
This was noted by lfillian Snith (c1799) who described the Fuller's Earth
as "vi.sible at a di,stance, by the steps on the declivlties of the hills
round Bath" (Phillips, 1844) .
The Fuller's Earth lithology ls a 25 - 3O n thick mudstone with very thln
to thin interbedded impure limestones above the 3 - 5 n Fuller's Earth
Rock. The Lower Fu11er's Earth is 10 m thlck and contains less limestone
bands (see Chapter I). Usually, however, the Fuller's Earth is not
exposed but is nantled by a solifluction Head up to 5 rn in thickness,
often possessi.ng a basal shear surface. This Head ls a mixture of
Ful1er's Earth derived material and Great Oolite limestone rubble.
It has been noted in the fleld that the dlsturbance 1s more pronounced
on the Upper Fuller's Earth then the Lower Fuller's Earth. Thls ls the
result of hydrogeological factors, namely the water issuing from the
Great Oolite and the impure limestone bands of the Fuller's Earth near the
top of the outcrop.
An example of the general disturbance of the outcrop can be seen ln the
area bounded by Lansdown Road, Granville Road and Collier's Lane (Map A
O5O1). Many shallow lobes and degraded shallow slips exist in this area.
Most of these features can be accurately portrayed by thls form of mapping
but not all the smaller scale surface undulationa can be recorded separately,
in which case an undulating slope symbol has been used. At grld reference
055018 (Map A) there j.s a recent, well defined, shallow slip with some
evidence of bulging. Aerial photography of this area (Plate 5.6) records
these surface disturbances as a tonal variation, probably representing
vegetation and/or molsture content dlfferences. The recent slip occurred
after this photograph was taken.
L62.
r63.
An excellent example of instability occurs near the top of the Fu1ler's
Earth in the field to the south-east of Soper's Wood. The fresh mudflows,/
slides can be clearly seen on the aerial photograph (Plate 5.6).
Geomorphological napping has identified a suite of geonorphic phenomena
(Map A, 050030). There is a linear back scar parallel to the lane which
forms the head of a shallow slab-type slide. In the top corner of the
fieId, next to the wood (Map A, 050026) a number of smal1 rotational
slips can be seen. These movements have produced a series of surface
undulations which are represented on the nap by alternating steeper and
less steep slope segments. Many of these narrow segments are not smooth
but have a surface of smaller irregularities. On a map of this scale it
is only possible to record these with an "undulating slope" arrow. The
topography of this hitlside has been further conplicated by the formation
of shallow nudslides. Broad sheet-1ike lobes exist together with more
pronounced tongues with clearly defined head scars adlong toes. These
mudslides are active in times of high rainfall. Lack of surface vegeta-
tion and the "earth ro1l" makes them especially suited to detection by
false colour infra-red film, see Plate 6.2O,
Much of the conplexity of the Fuller's Earth outcrop in this area can be
depicted on a 1:25OO engineering geomorphological nap. Such a map is
ideal for such purposes as route planning (see Chapter 6). Ilowever, for
projects such as house building a much larger scale plan would be needed
to record aII the small-scale features of the nudslides.
In the winter many mudslides and small landslips of these types have
areas of standing water or marshy ground occupying depressions near the
head or on the flatter parts of the toe. If mapping is done in the sunmer
this nay be missed.
Further along the strike around the edge of Lansdown are more examples of
instabilities associated with the Fuller's Earth. North of Soper's lYood
the aerial photographs reveal mudslides similar to those to the southeast
but for reasons of access this section was not mapped.
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Even in the winter the dense vegetation of Soper's Wood did not aIlow a
sufficiently accurate standard of napping to be undertaken. This is
unfortunate since a very large mudflow occurs within this wood. The toe
of this mudflow has pushed over trees up to 250 mm in dianeter (Plate 5.7)
showing that vegetation of this maturity will not necessarily stabilise
a slope.
The east side of the Swainswick Va1ley contains three large mudflows of
Fullerrs Earth material. These features are very fresh as they are
reactivated at tines of high raiufall and are therefore clearly visible
on the aerial photographs (Plate 5.8), and in infra-red (Plate 6.19).
The southernmost mudflow at O45O25 (Map C) was produced by tipping of
Fuller's Earth on this slope when the A46 cutting was built in the early
1960s. The central mudflow at O34O25 has been crossed in its head region
by the A46. Material has flowed from the outcrop of the Fuller's Earth,
above the present road, over the Inferior Oolite and onto the Mldford
Sands. It has been channelled in a steep guIley to for'm a very long and
narrow feature. ?he surface slopes vary from nearly level to 29o,
probably i.n response to the underlying, more resistant, bands of rocks.
The northern mudflow is also loag and thin but not as large. The head of
this flow is in the outcrop of the Fuller's Earth i'nmedlately downslope of
Butcher's Wood (Map C, OL5O27> where well developed back and side scars
are visible (Plates 5.9, 6.18). The toe of this mudflow also has variable
surface slopes, reaching a maximum of 29o, probably where it crosses the
edge of the Inferior Oolite (Plate 5.10).
These three mudflows are defined clearly in the field and therefore can be
portrayed very well on engineering geomorphological maps,while the
indication of minor undulations depends very much on the scale of the map.
5. 5. 3 Inferior Oolite
Broad, low-angled ground slope segments are a characteristic of the Inferior
Oo1ite outcrop as a result of severe canbering of this formation over the
underrying Midford sands. one such exampre is the cambered spur at
Charlcombe (Map A, 0603) which has already been discussed, Section b.4.2(a).
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Another large cambered area, marked by 6 - 90 slopes, is seen northwest
of Woolley on Map B around 04O07O. The Inferior Oolite in the Bath area
can be sub-divided into three main horizons, the Upper Trigonia Grit, the
Upper Coral Bed and the top divislon comprising the Doulting Stone and
Anabacia Limestone, see Chapter 1. The Upper Coral Bed, when disturbed,
forms a loosegravel to boulder sized deposit, often with a clayey matrix.
The upper and lower divislons are more competent and break into joint
bounded blocks. Consequently where the Inferior OoIite is cambered, it
often drapes the hillside for a considerable distance as a much thinned,
rubbly layer.
In many places the lower linit of the Inferior Oolite outcrop is marked
by a steep slope up to 30o, for example on either side of the cambered
spur at Charlconbe (Map A). These steep slopes give the appearance of
being Iarge, degraded slip scars and have been recorded on the engineering
geomorphological maps using the synbol for a backscar. These features
have been mapped as old slip scars on the 1:1O560 Geological Maps
(unpublished). One example of such a slipped edge to the Inferior Oolite
j.s seen on Map B at 063024. This 30o slope is very similar to the back-
scars of the Bailbrook and North Stoke Slips, belng composed nainly of
Midford Sauds protected by a capping of Inferior Oolite. Plate 5.11
shows the presence of 1arge, joint-bounded blocks which, having been
displaced from the top, have come to rest on the slope.
In places tbe outcrop of the Inferior Oolite has been overrun by nudflows
from the Fuller's Earth. The three long nudflows crossing the Inferior
Oolite in gullies on the eastern side of the Swainswick Va1ley have
already been discussed. Broader solifluction sheets of Fuller's Earth
derived material have flowed onto the Inferior Oolite, for example, to
the east of Soper's Wood (Map A, 053038). The result is that the
hunnocky, disturbed ground surface reaches almost to the slip scar at the
far edge of the Inferior Oolite. Consequently the lower linit of the
Inferior Oolite is often clearly defined and can be picked out by the
geomorphological mapping of the steep degraded scars. The upper extent
however, is very often obscured, especially where the landslipped surface
of the transgressing Head has been "smoothed" by agricultural activity.
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5.5.4 Midford Sands
The Midford Sands are slightly calcareous, silty fine sands. They are
capable of standing at steep angles, especially where protected from
erosion by a capping of Inferior OoIite. There are numerous degraded
sl1p scars composed of Midford Sands in the Swainswick Va1ley. These
are certainly the surface expressions of deep-seated, non-circular,
rotational faiLures that occurred probably in the Late Pleistocene.
Overdeepening of valleys by high discharge meltwater streams resulted in
large failures developing, the shearing taking place predominantly in the
Lias Clays but penetrating the Midford Sands and the Inferior Oo1ite
leaving a slipscar in the Midford Sands eapped by Inferior Oolite. Land-
slips such as Beechen Cliff in Bath have favoured this model (Ke1laway
and Taylor, 1968; Hawkins and Kel1away, 1971).
The Midford Sands are highly susceptlble to the effects of ground freezing.
This has contributed greatly to the camberlng of the Inferior Oolite above
by the process of frost heave with subsequent solifluction during the
sprlng thaw. Much of the outcrop of the Midford Sands i.s covered by a
Head deposit incorporating material both from this fornation and derived
from those above. Where the Head is rich in clay the outcrop of the
Midford Sands is marked by hurnmocky ground and numerous mudflows,/slides.
Good examples are seen on Map B south of Langridge - for example at
056028 is a sma1l nudflow/slide and a degraded slip scar with Midford
Sands exposed. Smal1, fresh slips are seen below the scar narking the
probabte edge of the Inferior Oolite at 028038 and at O37O25 (see Plate 6.17).
5.5.5 Lower Lias CIay
The actual junction between the Midford Sands and the Lower Lias CIay
that occupies the botton of the Swainswick Val1ey is impossible to resolve
without trial pitting or boreholes. Further the silty horizon of the
Middle Lias, known as the Dyrham Silts, make the boundary difficult to
distinguish. This boundary is certain to have been disturbed by canbering
or valley bulging and is overlain by solifluction Ilead which gradually
becomes more clay rich as i.t crosses on to the outcrop of the Lower Lias
C1ay. As already discussed, the rapid downcutting of valleys has caused
oversteepening, hence rotational failures which may reach back into the
Midford Sands. There are many examples of rotational slips along the
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Lam Brook in the Swainswick Valley. From the eastern corner of Map A
degraded slip scars c€ur be traced along the river side as periodical
embayments, these are illustrated clearly on Figure 5.11. In the vicinity
of grid reference 080055 on Map A smaller undulations have been recorded
near the head of one of these embayments. These undulations are formed by
small rotational failures within the larger slipped masses and in one
case have back tilted a small section.
The position of the springs on the valley sides gives some indication of
the location of the junction between the perneable Midford Sands and the
underlying less permeable Lower Lias C1ay. This does not give a precise
location for two reasons: firstly the grouudwater may move for some
distance in the liead over the Lias Clay (where it contains silt from the
Midford Sands) before issuing as a spring. Secondly, the upper part of the
Lower Lias CIay sequence has been noted in Chapter 1 as containing a number
of silty, more permeable horizons and some limestone bands.
The Midford Sands are iu hydraulic continuity with the overlying Inferior
Oolite. Water fron this aquifer escapes at the junction with the Lower Lias
Clay aquiclude along a spring line. In a number of places springs are seen
issuing from the heads of the landslips along the river; for example on
Map A at 023058 and 029063, and on Map B at 070050. Springs occur at
similar elevatj.ons where there are no large landslips, for example on Map A
at OL2O57. Water from this line of springs has softened the underlying
elays and has played a siguificant part in the formation of the large land-
slips within the Lower Lias Clay.
In addition to these Iarge, probably rotational, landslips, there are m€ury
small scale failures associated with tlcoutcrop of the Lower Lias Clay. The
continued downcutting of the river has initiated nunerous small slips along
the banks; see for exanple Map A, where a smal1 rotational failure has
occurred at 0485O675. At 062056 is a small slip with fresh backscars and a
hummocky toe region.
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5.6 SI\,IALL SCALE PEENOMENA IN TIIE SWAINSWICK VALLEY
5.6.1 Collapse Structures
lltithin the study area smaIl,
and up to 1 m deep have been
engineering geomorphologic aI
scale of the map (1:2500) is
to make the synbol visible.
on Map B.
ci.rcular hollows in the order of 3 n across
observed. These are recorded on the
map using the symbol for a sink hole but the
such that their size has had to be exaggerated
Two types have been seen south of Largridge
At 036027 is a grassy depression on the outcrop of the Itlidford Sands
(Plate 5.L2>. The Iocal farmers confirm that such depressions form rapidly,
probably by collapse from below. It is believed that these collapse
structures form as a result of a phenomena known as piping. The hydraulic
gradient is such that water flows through the highly permeable Midford Sands
at a rate sufficient to cause the internal erosion of the sediment, producing
natural conduits; Plate 5.13 shows a spring issuing from such a conduit in a
silty, Midford Sands derived soi1. The subsequent collapse of these conduits
produces the grassy hollows seen at the surface. Masannat (1980) reports
similar examples from Arizona developed in the silts and sandy silts of
aIluvial deposits.
At OLLOzz on Map B a number of hollows have been observed between the
degraded scar that marks the edge of the Great Oolite plateau and the one
at the downslope linit of the Inferior Oolite. The geology of this area
consists of Fullerrs Earth derived Head passing on to the caubered, much
disturbed Inferior Oolite. These depressions are of a different form to
those seen on the Midford Sands, with steeper sides revealing bare earth and
limestone debris (Plate 5.14). A small stream disappears into one of these
depressi.ons. Four of these features occur in a line downslope of a small
spriug, but their exact mode of foruatlon is unknown. Piping erosion is
usually associated with permeable silts and sands, not clays like the Ful1er's
Earth; however it is possible that the inclusion of much sand-sized limestone
debris in the Head has signifieantly increased the permeability. Their more
rugged appearance exposing bare ground indicates surface erosion as well as
collapse from below. These features are more likeIy to be sink holes
produced either by solution of the Inferior Oolite or collapse of material
infilling gulls.
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5 .6.2 Springs
There are many springs in the Swainswick Val.ley which are usually not
drained by ditches or pipes. The spring locations are useful, however,
in helping to relate geomorphic features to the underlying geology,
since spring lines occur dominantly at the base of the Midford Sands and
near the base of the Great Oolite. Springs also issue from limestone
bands near the top of the Fu1ler's Earth.
The hydrological information recorded on the engineering geomorphological
maps are sprlngs, seepage zones, streams and marshy ground. In places a
dashed line is drawn for a stream where no definlte channel exists,merely
a waterlogged zone of seepage, e.g. on Map B at 028028. Lam Brook is
the main stream flowing through the Swainswick Valley; this is wide
enough to have had both banks mapped individually on the original 1:2500
Plans. Other than this and the occasional use of the dashed li,ne, no
distinction has been made on the engineering geomorphological maps between
streams of differing sizes. In hindsight more information could have been
included by the use of a simple classification of stream slzes and
approximate rates of flow. In this way the relative importance of the
various streams would be assessed and would give a better indication of
possible drainage requirements for any engineering project.
A variety of spring types is seen, but it is not always possible to
distinguish between then on the geomorphological map. lYith reference to
Map B, for example, there are well-defined springs at the heads of small,
fast flowing streams such as the one seen in Plate 5.13, or at 035019.
Other springs, however, are not so well defined, breaking out as marshy
seepage patches in the fields. These often have small bare-earth scars
and snall-scaIe hunmocky ground, especially when used by cattle for water
supply (Plate 5.15). One such spring issues at 044038 on Map B, which is
displayed by the use of symbols indicating marshy ground etc. However,
since the same spring and strea^u symbols are used it is not possible to
distinguish larger and smaller springs. Those with snaller discharges
often do not produce well defined streansr for example at 0858o430 a
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zone of seepage occurs downslope of a spring. A ditch is shown connecting
this spring with a stream downslope; i.t is likely that a proper stream
develops in this ditch at times of high rainfalI, possibly only in the
winter months. The spring at 03100275 never flows strongly enough to
produce a stream; a seepage zone is here marked by a line of marshy ground.
The snallest springs (eg at O78O44) only affect the ground in their
immediate vicinity, producing a marshy patch that may move as a smal1 flow
in times of high rainfall.
Finally there is also evidence of the ephemeral nature of many springs
which have ceased to flow, leaving a dry ditch with a depression or small
scar at the head, eg on Map B at 032019 and 04350422.
5.6.2 SoiI Creep
The action of soil creep can be seen in three ways; firstly as sma1I
terracettes or turf rol1s on the steeper, grassy slopes such as degraded
slip scars or strip lynchets. These are included on the engineering
geomorphological maps where space permits; see for example Map C at A37O27.
Here terracettes occur over most of this concave slope segment, but the
synbol has only been drawn intermittently, so as not to obscure other
information.
Secondly, by the continual, gradual, downhill movement of the soil, trees
growing on steep slopes have become bent (P1ate 5.16).
By far the nost conmon feature of creep movement is the terracing of the
hillsides at the field o",rt.lurirq 
- 
On the upslope side of nany hedges and
roads is a narrow slope segment, often with angles as 1ow as 2 - 4o,
where soil has gradually accummulated against the obstruction. Correspond-
ingly there is a steep bank on the downslope sides, usually between O.25 -
1.0 n high. This is depicted on the geomorphological maps by a small scar
synbor and annotated "soil creep at hedge" or similar. A good example of
the shallowing of the ground slopes can be seen along the southwest side
of Woolley Lane on Map A. Creep-induced "scars" are evident further to the
northwest at O43O47 and in square O4O2.
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It is important not to confuse these features with landslip features,
for example on Map A at 012053 a hedge has been removed to increase the
size of a field. This has left a break of slope that is rapidly
degrading and at first sight resembles an o1d slip scar.
5.6.4 Strip Lynchets
Steps sinilar to those found associated with oId hedges can be wholly
the result of man's activity. Strip lynchets are smal1 benches constructed
to provide leveI field strips on sloplng round. They are conmon in this
area and probably date from the Mlddle Ages. They are depicted on the
engineering geomorphological maps by scar synbols sinilar to those used
for soil creep phenomena, for example Map B at O22OL4. See also
Enclosure 4 (Chapter 6) where strip lynchets exist to the west of the A46
near CoId Ashton (Plate 6.2> .
5.7 CONCLUSTONS
Superficial structures j-n the south Cotswolds area are depicted
inconsistently on the Institute of Geological Sciences' maps. The use of
engineering geomorphological maps enables the effects of ground movements
to be appreciated and as such provides a good basls for further investigation.
It has been shown that landslldes, mudflows and soil creep are best
illustrated by this form of mapping and that other information is necessary
to identify cambered strata, especially where solifluction deposits overlie.
Large rotational landslips are rellct features that occurred soon after the
glacial maxima. The smaller scale phenomena are more recent adjustnents
as the slopes try to attain equilibrium under present climatic conditions.
It is doubtful whether this will ever happen until the rivers reach base
level; in the meantime they will continue to erode the lower slopes,
cuttiug through the toes of landslips and pronoting instability upslope.
Many of the higher slopes are only marginally stablel mudflows,/slides
develop at tines of increased pore water pressure.
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Cave (L977> puts forward an idea to explain why the Fullerrs Earth in
the Malmesbury district bas large rotational l-andsllps 1n the valIeys,
and nudflov/s on the higher hill slopes. IIe attributes the difference to
the thawing of permafrost. On the higher slopes nelting is said to have
taken place from the surface, producing an unstable waterlogged layer
which failed i.n a series of mudflows/slides. In the valIey bottoms,
however, nelting propagated from below; the frozen ground above behaved as
a rigid block and 1arge, deep-seated, rotational landslips occurred.
Shearing took place within the thawed (higher moisture content) Iayer
wlth little surface disturbance of the stil1 frozen slipped mass.
Within the Swainswick Va1ley the large rotational failures have occurred
near the valley floor in the Lias Clays whereas mudflows/slides are common
on the higher, Fuller's Earth, slopes. This is sinilar to the distribution
of features noted by Cave. An important factor is the relative rate of
valley erosion. Erosion is greatest where the rivers cut into the floor
of the valleys and diminishes with distance a\{ray from the river. Hence
the slopes at the bottom of the valley sides will be oversteepened
considerably (in late-glaciaI tines) pronoting rotational landslips. The
upper slopes will be less affected and smaller, mudflow failures will be
conmotr, produced by the increase in water content following the melting of
ground ice.
Engineering geomorphological urapping has enabled the following concluslons
to be drawn regarding natural stable slope angles:
b) The Head over the Midford Sands commonly has slopes of between 60 and
18o. Sna1l flows have been seen on those slopes steeper than 13o, almost
certainly where there is a higher proportion of clay from the Fuller's Edrth.
The Midford Sands themselves cErn stand at angles up to 33o, especially
where there is a protective capping of Inferior Oolite such as on the largep
slip scars.
a) The slopes of Fu1ler's Earth and Ful1er's Earth llead are commonly
between 80 and 17o and even the 80 slopes have some shallow mudflows/slides.
These are the result of 1ocal variations in the ground water conditions, i.e.
sprlngs issuing fron the Great Oolite and from more perneable bands within
the Fullerrs Earth itself. It would not, therefore, be prudent to state
that the Fuller's Earth slopes are entirely stable even at 80.
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c) The outcrop of the Lower Lias Clay has slopes between 60 and 20o
and in this respect is similar to the Ful1er's Earth. There are, however,
fewer fresh scars since the Head will be "diLuted" with non-cohesive silt
from the Midford Sands above and will be less prone to mudflowing.
The importance of man's activity in nodifying the landscape must not be
underestimated. The ridges left by old field systems or hedge removal
could be nisinterpreted as signs of instability but more importantly,
ploughing and intensive agriculture can destroy the microrelief that is so
often lndicative of slipped ground. An isolated degraded landslip occurs
on Map B at 057043 (ST 73956925). This is obvious at present (Plate 5.17)
but after a few years of ploughing will become completely obliterated.
The shear surface(s) would still exist, of course, below ground, and
movement could be reactivated by any construction work should their presence
not be established at an early date.
The engineering geologist should be wary not only of present land use and
its effect on microtopography but must also remember that previous activities
could be responsible. This is weLl illustrated by two adjacent pastures
along the valIey of a smal1 stream running south from Langridge. Vertically
they have very similar geology, but one (Map B 061025) shows much evidence
of nass movement (P1ate 5.18) whereas the other (Map B 061035) has broad,
smooth slope segments (Plate 5.19). This smoother field has either been
ploughed up in the past to improve the quality of the pasture or to grow
crops.
Engineering geomorphological napplng is an ideal technique for the start
of an engineering feasibility study. It provides a base map showing, in
the case of this study, potentiaLLy bazardous areas resulting from slope
instability and as such can be useful in planning the further stages of
site investigation. It can be valuable in the siting of structures or in
route planning (Chapter 6) and the positioning of boreholes and trial pits
can be made nore meaningful and economic.
Engineering geomorphological napping is no substitute for a proper site
investigation but is cheap enough to be of great benefit beforehand.
Despite the certain amount of subjectivity that nust exist with this type
of interpretive napping, the exact cause of a disturbance is relatively
\
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unimportant since its recognition should be sufficient to ensure that it
will be investigated at a later stage and so the mapping has served its
purpose.
The experieuce of the field mapper is all important in realising the
potential that manrs activities have for disguising the evldence of mass
movement. It is necessary to draw attention to such areas in any
accomparrying text since often this will uot be evident from the napping
alone.
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CHAPTEB 6
PROPOSED REALIGNMENT OF THE 446 NORTH OF BATH
6.1 INTRODUCTION
This study eoncerrs the realignment and upgrading of a section of the A46
trunk road between its junctlon with the A4 at Bath (ST 764664> and with
t}ae A,42O to the north (ST 745727>. It was considered that the undertaking
of an assessment of the proposed routes would be a valuable part of the
research work reported in this thesis. Although this was done partly in
association with Mander, Raikes and Marshal1, Consulting Engineers to the
S W Roads Construction Unit, the views expressed are solely the opinlon
of the writer.
A 800 m stretch of the A46 above Swainswick was straightened and widened
to three lanes between ST 759686 and ST 754694 in the early 1960s. This
was because parts of the old road had continually required maintenance as
they were gradually slipping downhill. Similar problems sti11 occur on
otber sections of the road, where high naintenance costs are necessary.
To the south of the three-lane sectlon there is more than one proposed
line for the new road, the most westerly of which (the Ballbrook Boute)
was originally put forward in 1970 by Mander, Raikes and Marshall and has
recei.ved planning approval. The easternmost route was suggested by Scott,
lltilson and Kirkpatrick, Consulting Engineers, in 1976, as being a possible
alternative. Lastly, the central route (east of Bailbrook) was proposed
in 1979 by Mander, Raikes and Marshall as having some geological and
environmental advantages over the eastern route.
Taking into account the geological, engineering, environmental and route
planning aspects, previ-ous reports iudicate the Bailbrook (western) Route
is preferable.
Between th.e A42O and Down Farn (ST 754696) traffic estimates and gradients
indicate a single 1O m carriageway 1s adequate but south of Down Farm
(including the three-lane section) the gradients are such that a dual
(7.3 m) carriageway is necessary. The only exception to this is a 500 m
stretch of the eastern route between Upper Swainswick and Swalnswick Lane
that can be a single (10 m) carriage\{ray. The size of the proposed new road
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places limitations on the curvature of any bends, the maximum visibility
necessary and the gradients. This is especially inportant since a high
proportion of traffic is heavy goods vehicles and that this road may
eventually forn part of a link from Southampton to the M4 at Tormarton
(ST 758781). The maximum gradients, which should be no more than 7%, vLLL
necessitate najor earthworks. The longitudinal section of the route is
given in Figure 6.1 and (the two westerly alterzratives) in Figure 6.2.
The proposed corri.dor (Figure 5.1) has been mapped using the engineering
geonorphological techniques considered in Chapter 5 (Enclosures 4 - 7>.
These maps are numbered I to IV from north to south and include the
proposed road alignments (with chainages). Mapping was undertahen in the
winter when more springs and seepage zones were visible. Aninal water
troughs and some manhole covers are included as an advance warning Of the
possibilities of extra drainage. Buildings are also included on the
engineering geomorphological maps.
6.2 SHEAR STRENGTH PARAMETERS
The geology of the area has previously been described (Chapters 1 and 5)
and at least nine site investigation reports have been compiled between
1960 and L977 in connection wlth this section of the A46 north of Bath.
Geotechnical data from the Mander, Raikes and Marshall report (1979) are
presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Other data on the Upper Fuller's Earth
at Down Farn (ST 75456953) are discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
Most of the hillsides along the proposed re-alignnent are veneered by a
mantle of soliluction deposits. The thickness of this Eead is commonly
between I - 5 m and it contains a basal shear surface where there ls a hlgh
percentage of clay-grade material. It is the writer's opinion that every
slope in this area will have been disturbed to some extent in the past, no
matter how shallow it is now. In this respect it is necessary to enploy
residual shear strength parameters in any stability analyses. In places
where cuttings are designed to penetrate the near-surface slipped layer,
peak strength parameters could be enployed for the in situ material,
beneath the slip leveI, providing site investigations can prove that it is
indeed in situ, and not part of a large, rotationally slipped mass with
shear planes existing beIow.
FIGURE 6.I: Longitudinal section of the proposed new A46 alignment
from the A42O to Upper Swainswick. The topography is the
solid line and the road level the dashed line.
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Material
In Situ
Upper Fu1ler's Earth
Lower Fu1ler's Earth
Midford Sands
Itliddle & Lower Lias
Disturbed
Head over
Fuller's Earth
Head over
Midford Sands
Head over Lias
wlo
nean (range)
2l
*24
15
L7
22
+21
(15-33)
(15-40)
(LO-22)
( 7-34)
(L8-24)
20 (13-s4)
* 33 (12-46)
20 ( 3-30)
27 (L6-36>
*t%
mean (range)
48 (26-64>
56 (38-e5)
40 (25-4e>
49 (34-6e)
45 (33-55)
*p%
mean (yange)
Tp%
mean (range)
50 (28-6e)
7L (2L-e7>
43 (26-59)
4e (31-69)
20 (L6-27>
27 (L6-39>
20 (L8-24>
24 (20-32>
19 (13-26)
25 (18-38)
17 (L4-23)
non plastic
22 (L4-29>
2L (16-24>
29 (L2-44>
30 (16-57)
23 ( 8-29)
27 (L4-43>
24 (L7-3L>
31 (12-55)
45 ( 5-70)
24 (t4-39)
25 (Lt-45)
x Exploration Association, L977
TABLE 6.1: Sunrnary of uater content cad plastietty data, A46
+ Le Grand, Sutcliffe & GeII, 1970
Sample
BH No.
Depth
(m)
1.5
1.5
3.5
7.O
2.5
5.O
4.O
3.28
7. 01
9.37
10.9
LO.44
13.49
Lithology w?o y(kN,zm3) *L% *p% 12 ltm% c'(kPa) 0'(o) 0'r(o) c'r(kPa)to%
e/2
28/2
30/5
L9/LO
P3/3
s/8
L7 /6
R6/7
Rt6/t6
RL7 /t7
RL7 /t9
R37 /8
R37 /L2
Head/IO
Head/UFE
UFE
MS
Head/MS
MLi
LLi
LLi
LLi
LLi
LLi
LLi
LLi
31
18
24
16
30
25
31
24
22
22
2t
20
18
r_9.4
20.7
20.0
20.o
L9.4
L9. o
20.L
20.4
20.L
20.3
20.7
20.7
43
25
39
6
32
23
43
L7
19
3l_
28
24
23
54
50
35
10
16
25
27
34
50
52
52
53
10
7
t2
0
0
6
10
9.6
9"6
20.7
41.9
20.7
20
28
30
4L
36
33
24
29 
"5
15
2L
L7
32
28
18
2L
24
22
27
26
16
20
24
2L
24
23
7T
43
60
30
54
50
69
33
39
5b
49
48
46
0
o
0
o
33.5
26
23
31
23
L7
26 
"5
2L
18
11 .5
13
L2
o
0
0
L7 .2
0
13.8
t5.2
L2.4
TABLE 6.2: Geotechnical data, A46
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In engineering practice a confj.dent estimate must be made to decide on
strength parameters for design purposes. Table 6.3 is a srutmary of the
recommendations fot fit 
" 
made in the three Mander, Raikes and Marshalt
reports.
Lithology L970 L973 1979
L70
30
L70
150 L40
o
35
L2.5
L2.5
181 .
o
o
Fullerrs Earth Clays
Head over Fuller's Earth
Midford Sands
Ilead over Midford Sands
Lower or Middle Lias Clays
Head over Lias
L4
oo
lgo180
150
TABLE 6.3: Reconrnended ualues of Q't (c', = 0) from preuious A46 r,eports.
Figure 8.7 is based on previous A46 data (from Mander Raikes and Marshall
reports and Ingold (1975a)) and shows the variation of l'* with plasticity
index. The dashed line has been used to estimate values of il' 
" 
from the
plasticity data of soil samples. It has been argued in Chapter 8 that the
ring shear gives a better indication of the true residual strength than
the reversal direct shear box techniques that were used to produce the
original dlagram. The best-fit straight }lne ring shear results determined
during this study have been included on Figure 8.7 and it is apparent that
the original correlation needs modificatlon. The use of such diagrams 1s
unsatisfactory for the determination of shear strength parameters, since
the correlations are too poorly defined and residual strenEth (/'r) is not
a unique property of a soil. Most residual failure envelopes are curved and
so the only way to choose the correct value for a given situation is to read
it fron the experinentally defined curve of T/o,n against o',,(see Chapter 8).
LBz.
Fourteen samples of the Upper Fu11er's Earth from two boreholes at
Farm have been tested in the ring shear apparatus. Over the range
effective normal stress from 3O - 1OO kPa, equivaLent to 1.5 - 5 rr
overburden, the values of l' 
" 
calculated from graphs such as those
Figures 7.7 and 7.8, are gi.ven in Table 6.4
Sample No 6' ,(o) at 30 kPa /'a(o) at IO0 kPa
Down
of
of
in
DFUl
DFBl
DFU2
DFB2
DFU3
DFU4
DFB4
DFU5
DTBS
DF3
DF4
DF5
DF6
DF7
L4.6
L2.6
L2.L
10.6
t1 .5
L2.4
2t.7
13. O
19. 8
10.8
14.3
11.6
18. 8
19. 3
14.5
(3.8)
10.0
9.8
9.8
7.4
9.6
8.5
20.8
8.5
18.5
8.9
LO.2
11. 3
16.8
17.0
11.9
(4.4>
mean
( standard aeilivatton)
TABLE 6.4: The range of Q'r (c'o - 0)" as detev,rnined by ring sheax, for
Upper FuLlerts Earth at DouJn Farrn at o'n = 30 kPa and L00 kPa.
Over this stress range the average values of /'r vary between ta.So (at
30 kPa) to 11.90 (at 100 kPa); however it can be seen from Table 6.4 that a
number of samples have significantly higher residual strengths that will
bring the averages up (eg DFB4). A najor advantage of the ring shear over
more conventional shear box methods is that a large number of tests can be
conpleted in a relatively short tine. This will draw attention to any
anomalously high or low values that would not be realized with fewer tests
lB3.
For design purposes it is prudeut to use a lower value of i' 
" 
than the
mean va1ue, since this has been raised by relatlvely few higher strength
samples. A more realistic lower bound design value for the Fullerts Earth
would be 13 - 1Oo for shear surfaces from 1.5 - 5 m depth respectively.
If, however, greater overburdens were to be considered, the value of i'r
would diminish further. As a guide, Table 6.5 shows how the mean values
of /' 
" 
faII with increased normal load. These are the average values
calculated from the Down Farm samples, ignoring the four highest ones.
Effective nornal stress (kPa) 30 40 60 80 r00 160 200
/'a (ctr = 0) L2 .40 11.40 r0. 30 9 . 8o 9 . 40 8.60 8. B o
TABLE 6.5: Auerage oaLues of d'y, at oarious nownal Loads calculated
from ten Doutn Fann FuLLer's Eav,th sqnples.
Tbe majority of shear surfaces that would be encountered along the proposed
route are those occurring near the base of the solifluction Head. In this
situation of mixed geology several factors will combine to raise the field
nobilised strength above the true residual:
1. Inhomogeneity in the type of material along the slip zon'e, the ring
shear results above are for Fuller's Earth Clay but in practice the Head
will include other rnaterial.;
2, Inhomogeneity in the grain size of the material along the slip zolre,
for exanple the incluslon of powdered limestone debris.;
3. Natural undulations of the shear surface, the ring shear tests a
planar surface.;
4. Electrochemical rebondlng or secondary cementation across the shear
surface. This is probably not a major contributor since it is usually
easy to part shear surfaces in the field when they are examined in trial pits.
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Back analysis of slope segments, see for example Section 6.4.L, indicates
that the field nobilised strength is several degrees hlgher than the true
residual (for the Fuller's Earth Clay). If there is no likelihood in the
future that lt 
" 
will fall to the laboratory measured value then the writer
suggests that it will be acceptable to take the values presented in
Table 6.5 plus 30 for design purposes.
The Lias Clays have not been tested as part of this study. Table 6.2
indicates similar to slightly lower values for the residual strength of
the Lower Lias C1ays compared to the Fullerrs Earth Clays. The ring shear
tests carried out by Chandler (1976) on the Upper Lias Clays are summarised
in Table 6.6; the figures presented here have been calculated from his
fallure envelopes.
Effective normal stress (kPa) 30 40 60 80 100 160 200
6', (c'r = 0) 9 9 g.10 go
TABLE 6.6: Aoerage Dalues of d'r at Dar.ious noynuL Loads for the upper
Lias CLay at Barmsdale and. Enrpinghan.
According to Chandler (1976) these laboratory values underestimate the
back-analysed strengths by 6 - LL.51o.
The Midford Sands have been tested both by ring shear and by reversal
direct shear box. The values of /'r (c'r = 0) obtained varied littIe with
normal load (36 - 33o) and so 33o is recommended for design considerations.
Where Head exists over Midford Sands it nay consist mainly of silty fine
sand, in which case 6' 1 will be close to 33o, or may be mixed with varying
proportions of Fuller's Earth derived clay. lVhere the Head is clay rich
the writer believes that lrl could be as low as 15 - 19o over the stress
range of interest.
In conclusion, the desiga strengths recomnended are presented in Table 6.7.
It is assuned that the Head deposits have slightly higher residual strengths
than the underlying mudstone/clay formations by virtue of the inclusion of
a less plastic fraction.
3070rl. so 10.60 g. 40
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Lithol-ogy
Head over FuIler's Earth
Fuller's Earth Clay
Head over Midford Sands
Midford Sands
Head over Lias Clay
Lias Clay
Effective normal stress (kPa)
60 100 >150
13. 5 L2 .5 11. 5
10.5 9.5 8.0
30
15.5
L2.5
r_9. o
36.0
13. 5
11.5
17. O
35.0
11. 5
ro. 0
16. O
34.0
10.0
15.0
33. 0
9.0
8.09.0
TABLE 6.7.' Suggested Louer bound desdgu. strengths (d'r, c'r, = 0) for
the Suainsuiek VaLLey.
The geotechnical considerations of the various routes for the new
alignment will now be discussed with reference to the engineering
geomorphological maps (Enclosures 4 - 7), working south from the junction
of the A46 with tlre 4420.
6.3 A42O TO CHERRY ORCHARD (ST 762682>
6.3.1 A42O to Slough Lane (Map I)
Between the A42O and Chainage 97OO the proposed route crosses what is
shown on the (1:63360) Geological Map as in situ Fuller's Earth. The
slopes are between 40 and 11o. As it will be necessary to have a shallow
cutting, trial pitting should be employed in the site investigation to
ascertain whether the Fullerrs Earth has been disturbed, if there is any
Ilead and to look for shear planes. The ground surface is typically qulte
smooth (Plate 6.1) but this nay be the result of previous agrarian activity,
indeed neighbouring rough pastures south of CoId Ashton show evidence of
slipping. The western side of the present road, in the vicinity of
Chainage 10000, is raised above the level of the fields by 2 - 3 m. It may
be necessary to either construct the new road partly on fill or to move
the aligoment slightly to the east so that the whole road is in cutting,
in which case a deeper cutting would be required.
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The stability of such a cutting can only be analysed after site
investigation work has produced more informatlon. If there 1s no
solifluction Head and it can be proven that the Fuller's Earth is in situ
then peak strength parameters may be used. Testing of Down Farm samples
has produced values of l', between 16 - 25o with c', from 2 - 28 kPa.
Chandler et al (1976) give typlcal values of the pore pressure ratio' ru,
from the Swainswick Valley; the maxinum height of a cutting for a given
slope can be found using the helght-slope curves of Chandler and Skempton
(Lg74). The Fuller's Earth is an overconsolldated, stlff, flssured clay
which will behave in a similar manner to the weathered London Clay and Upper
Lias Clay discussed by these authors. \{lth the aid of thelr Figure 4 it can
be shown that a 2.5 m deep cutting with side slopes of l:2.5 can be constructed
in material with a 6,p = 2Oo and c'p = 1.5 kPa at a pore pressure ratio of 0.35
If the batter slope is lessened to 1:3 the maximum height increases to 4.5 m.
The situation is sempletely different lf a solifluction Head is present
with a basal shear. For example, if the conditions known to exist at
Swainswick Lane (Section 6.4.1) occurred here then the stabllity of the
cutting would be severely affected. There, where a 4 m deep shear surface
and a winter maximum ground water level at 1.5 m depth exists, the back-
analysed value of 6' 1 is 14.50 assuming limiting equilibrium. Therefore
before the shear surface is reached a cuttlng of l:3 would have a cut-
slope of 9 m vertical extent. In this case a plane wedge fallure analysis
(see Figure 3.32) reveals the side slopes to be unstable. Despite there
being a drawdown of the piezometric surface in response to the new slope
the uplift pressure caused by the water is high enough, when balanced
against the weight of soil removed, to reduce the factor of safety to O.83,
should tension cracks develop at the top of the cut s1ope.
l4rith a 5 m deep cutting there ls the posslbility of non-circular rotatlonal
slips developing along the basal shear surface for the sane reasons. One
possible s1ip, analysed using the Conventional Method of slices (see
Section 6.4.1) gives a factor of safety of only 0.67.
In order to ensure the stability of such a cutting, drainage measures
would be necessary to reduce the water levels and hence the pore water
l)rossurcs. lu vlow of the 1ow permeablllty of thc Fuller's IJarth Clays
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it would be advisable to install these drains prior to construction.
The water removed by these drains would have to be put into the storm
drainage system and not allowed to discharge on the $restern side of the
road otherwise serious problems could be caused by the initiation of
Iarge mudslides in the steep sided valley south of Chainage 1000O.
Between Chainage 9700 and Slough Lane the route crosses a gently sloping
bench that is thought to be the outcrop of the Fu1ler's Earth Rock. Here,
again, the road will have to be in cutting to lessen the helght of the
embankment needed at Slough Lane. In view of the quality of the material
to be removed it is highly likely that it will provide good rock fill for
embankments along the route; a significant consideratlon at the site
investigation stage.
Drainage will have to be installed to take water from the Fuller's Earth
Rock. If the cutting penetrated this limestone horizon and entered the
Lower Fuller's Earth CIay, the water flowing from the base of the
permeable layer would soften and leach the underlying material. This
would result in a loss of shear strength and progressive failure would
develop a shear plane along this softer horizon alLowing the joint (or
guIl) bounded blocks of linestone of the cutting slopes to fail.
Where Slough Lane joins the present A46 available land is restricted. To
the west is a steep sided valley with strip lynchets, the benches of
which have 1O - 260 slopes often with terracettes (P1ate 6.2>. To the
east, gentle (3 
- 
80) slopes occur at the head of another east-west
trending steep sided valley. On the south side of this valley is Henley
Hill which has a capping of Gr"eat Ootite and 7 - 15o side slopes of
Fuller's Earth. The outcrop of the Fuller's Earth shows typical signs
of instability and clay rich Ilead may have soliflucted onto the narrow
zone at Slough Lane capable of taking the road. This saddle must be
investigated carefully since it is here that the road embankment will
reach its maximun height. Figure 6.3 shows the siting of an 8 n high
embankment.
The l:6336O Geological Map indicates a sma1l strip of Lower Fu1ler's
Earth at this locality, with Inferior Oolite to the west (ST 748718)
FIGURE 6.3: The new embankment necessary on the ridge of land where
Slough Lane joins the present A46. Both 1:2 and L:3 siile
slopes are shown.
188.
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The steep slded vaIley is recorded as "foundered strata" and it is
highly likely that the Inferior Oo1ite shown has also been disturbed by
cambering. The llmestone may be fragmented and lowered from its true
stratigraphic elevation. The FulIer's Earth Bock can be seen in the
snall cutting to the south of Slough Lane. The foundations of the
embankment, therefore, will cross Inferior Oo1ite, Fuller's Earth Clay
and perhaps Fu1ler's Earth Rock before the road again goes into cutting.
Problems of differential settlement and the provision of underdrains will
have to be consi<iered. Any <iisturbed Fu1ler's Earth Head will have to be
removed to provide a stable foundation.
6.3.2 Slough Lane to Leigh Lane (Map I)
In order to avoid any sharp bends the route must go to the east of Nimlet
(ST 7467L4> since it will have to swing eastwards to climb Charmy Down
further to the south. The original plan put the road even further east
than shown on Map I but thls had to be moved to avoid the edge of the
Inferior Oolite bench that forms steep slopes south of Henley Tyning Farm.
Behind Ninlet the road will again be in cutting to mininise the height of
the Slough Lane embankment and similar considerations apply as to the
north of Slough Lane. The FuIIer's Earth Rock at Nimlet is less Iikely to
have received a very thick mantle of soliflucted Head from Henley Hill.
Leigh Lane follows an east-west trending dip-slope valley with 4 - l0o
sides (Plate 6.3), which will have to be crossed by the new road on either
an embankment or a bridge. To the south of the Lane the 1:63360 Geological
Map indicates a small fault running parallel to this valley (Chainage 8600).
The erosion of this valley has almost certainly been controlled by this
fault. Bridge foundations will be sited on the 40 slopes that mark the
edge of the Futler's Earth Rock. This fornation will have been disturbed
to some extent by canbering and so the bridge piers will have to be
founded in in situ Fullerfs Earth beIow. In order to design piled
foundations for this structure, values of the undrained shear strength
c, will have to be measured. The results of some tests from Heather Farm
<ST 727679> are given by Cook (1973) for both the weathered Fuller's Earth
and the upper levels of the blue material. He obtained values for c,, of
10 
- 
50 kPa for weathered and 25 - L?O kPa for less weathered horizons.
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The strength properties of the Fullerrs Earth are like1y to be very
similar to other overconsolidated mudstones, in wtrich case the results
presented by Marsland (1974) can be used for preliminary design considera-
tions in the absence of any test data from the site. Average values of c,
for unweathered London Clay range from about 80 kPa at 10 n to 150 kPa at
25 n depth. These figures were obtained from many tests on 98 mm diameter
samples and as such will partly take into account the fissured nature of
the clay. Marsland demonstrates that as the fissure spacing widens below
about 12 m the 98 mn samples overesti.mate the undrained strength. Plate
loading tests gave values of up to lOO kPa at 25 n depth.
6.3.3 Leigh Lane to Hartley Farn (Maps I and II)
The broad, flat-bottomed valley at Chainage 8220 is the main obstacle to
the new road in this section. Between the level platforn of the Fuller's
Earth Rock in the Nimlet/Leigh Lane area and the Great Oolite plateau of
Charny Down the valley sides are in Fuller's Earth with slope angles of
7 - go. The road alignment cannot be taken any further east because the
slopes steepen and the edge of the Inferior Oolite is reached with an old
scar of up to 30o. The valley slopes are smooth, again a function of
agricultural activity as it is known that they have been ploughed
repeatedly. Plate 6.4 shows this valley; it should be noted that the
edge of the Great Oolite outcrop has no scarp unlike most of its extent
elsewhere. Along this valley side the Great Oolite is downthrown to the
south by a fault that brings a small area of Fuller's Earth Rock into
juxtaposition with it at the top of the slope.
To carry the road horizontally from ground Level on the northern side of
this va1Iey an embankment 27O m long would be necessary, reaching a
maximum height of 8 m (over a length of 60 n). To the south this would
entail a cutting 8 m deep into Charmy Down. If the naximun height of the
embankment was reduced to 4 m the length would be reduced to 160 m but
the depth of the Charny Down cutting would be increased to L2 m. This
would also necessitate a 4 - 5 m cutting in the Fuller's Earth Rock to the
north. A compromise will be required to off-set the depth of the Charmy
Down cutting against the height of the embankment, with the road climbing
part way up the south side of the valley on an incllned embankment.
191 
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Normally an 8 m embankment would present few probleus but in this
situation may be ruled out for stability reasons. The site investigation
must include an examination of the sides and floor of this valley to
establish the thickness of the Head and to look for shear planes at depth.
It is the writerrs opinion that this valley may at one time have been
deeper and has become partially infilled with disturbed material produced
by side-slope instability. The Head in the floor of the valley may be in
excess of 5 m thick. To add to this, the ground water level may be near
to the surfacel water was seen seeping from areas on both sides of the
valley. If the near-surface disturbed material is too thick to be removed
then a structural solution will be necessary, such as a piled viaduct.
The stability of the cuttings will depend on the thickness and nature of
the rocks and investigation is needed to establish the levels of the base
of the Great Oolite and the base of the Fuller's Earth Rock. The thickness
of the Great Oolite on Charmy Down is variable, a borehole at ST 758691
penetrated 10.9 m whereas only 4,4m were seen in another at ST 756694. In
the light of this evidence, even an 8 m cutting seems unlikely. Any cutting
should not reach the base of the Great Oo1ite, because lower slopes composed
of Fuller's Earth would be unstable. The passage of water at the boundary
would cause considerable problems of softening and leaching and the
limestone would have to be cut a long way back to lessen the overburden
pressure to prevent the cutting sides failing and moving inwards. A
thickness of linestone will have to be left in the cutting floor to act as
a toe weight and prevent undue heave of the Fuller's Earth. The amount
required will depend on the total thickness of the Great Oo1ite but about
one-third is a suitable figure for design estimates at this stage. If
the Great Oolite is too thin to take a deep cutting and a high embankment
across the valley is ruled out then the alternative of a viaduct will have
to be considered.
The angle of the cutting slopes in the Great Oolite will depend on how much
disturbance has been caused by cambering. It is anticipated that 1.5:I
faces can be cut in the thicker bedded limestone if the beds have not been
tilted but the top two metres or so will have to be battered back since
this is a zoue of thinly bedded, often rubbly, material that has suffered
the effects of stress release and weathering near the surface. Plate 6.5
shows a guIl at the southern end of Charmy Down near Horsehouse Break
L92
(ST 75756905); it should be noted that the gu1l does not penetrate the
thinly to very thinly bedded upper zolae. There is no evidence of this gull
j.n the fleld above so such features cannot be detected prior to excavation.
Masonry reinforcement and possible dralnage of any gu1ls encountered nay be
necessary. Masonry reinforcement will also be needed if the faulting near
the cutting entrance has produced a zone of fracturing.
A rock fence at the base of the cut would prevent any loose debris from
falling onto the roadway. In this way the cutting width could be kept to
a minimum. Alter:ratively it uright be desirable to enlarge the width to
provide rock fill for embankments along the route.
6.3.4 Hartley Farm to Down Farm (Maps II and III)
The route in this section crosses the Great Oolite plateau (Plate 6.6),
running close to the edge at Chainage 7470, which for most of its length
is only a sma11 scar 1 - 2 m in height with uniform 1Oo slopes below it
(Plate 6.7>. In places the edge of the Great Oo1ite has been quarried
leavlng a steep face.
At Chainage 7000 is an area of made ground, comprising dumped Fullerrs Earth
fron the construction of the 3-lane section in the 196Os. Some of it will
have to be removed since it was not compacted at that time.
To ninimise the gradient south of Down Farn it would be preferable to begin
reducing height by cutting into Charmy Down in the southern stretch; it
may be desirable to continue the cutting for the whole length of Charny Down,
especially lf large volumes of rock fill are required. Similar considera-
tions apply as to the north of Hartley Farn. The potentially most hazardous
section will be where the road drops down from this proposed cutting to the
present 3-1ane section at Down Farm. Here the cutting will intersect the
top of the Fu11er's Earth and the chances of a failure are greatly increased;
it will be necessary to cut back the limestone above to preven this. The
Great Oolite in this region (ST 755694) is only about 3 m thick so this
should be possible. Adequate drainage will be needed to remove water from
the top of the Fuller's Earth which is known to contain impure limestone
bands in this area (see Chapter 7).
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More difficult areas exist to the west of Charmy Down hence it would be
impractical to move the road in that direction. Many nudflows/slides
have developed on the outcrop of the Fuller's Earth, often initiated by
springs (see Plate 6.8). The existing road skirts round the head of a
major nudflow at Ashcombe Wood (ST 751701) where a large, steep-sided
gulley exists sinilar to the one at Ileather Farn (Chapter 5). Several
road drains discharge on the inside of this bend and active slipping
continues; the road here is a constant maintenance problen and new cracks
appear in a matter of weeks after re-surfacing (P1ate 6.9).
6.3.5 Down Farm to r Swainswick (Map III)
The proposed alignment runs along the outcrop of the Fullerrs Earth.
From Down Farm to the A4 the road 1s planned to be a dual-carriageway.
The existing, widened road (3-lane section) is to be utilised as the north-
bound carriageway. The southbound carriageway must folLow a similar line
and cannot continue along the Great Oolite plateau,in order to avoid
steeper gradients further south. The najor problem in this section will
be the positioning of the new carriageway.
The the west and downslope of the present road the steep slopes are up to
3Oo and have been discussed in Chapter 5 (Enclosure 3). There is much
evidence of shallow slipping on these slopes (Plate 6.10) and there are a
number of much larger mudflows of Fuller's Earth derived naterial that
have moved down steep-sided gullies into the valley below. One such failure
can be seen opposite Butcher's Wood within well marked side scars (Plate 5"9)
with a spring issuing at the head, a few metres fron the road. The marshy
slopes vary between 13o and 20o and at the edge of West Wood steepen to 29o
where they cross the Inferior Oolite (Plate 5.10).
To the east of the route the edge of the Great Oollte is a well marked
feature, often a vertical rock face. In places the tipping of rubbish and
rubble has obscured the edge produclng a steep, irregular slope of up to 40o.
Immediately down slope of the edge scar is a "foundered zone" containing
cambered and slipped blocks of Great Oolite. This has complex, hummocky
slopes (Plate 6.11).
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These restrictions on each side mean that the southbound carriageway
must be constructed along the 8 - 15o bench shown in Plate 6.L2. The
upper part of this slope contains blocks of limestone and a rubbly llead
extends downslope becoming more clay rich away from the Great Oolite.
There are many signs of instability on this slope, caused by water from
the more permeable bands which locaIIy increase pore pressures beneath the
Head in times of high rainfall. Before any earthworks are started it will
be essential to investigate the Head and to establish lf there are any shear
planes associated with it.
Part of this area (at Chainage 6500) has been regraded to 15o by Avon
Cor:nty Council who have installed drains and planted saplings in an attempt
to lower the ground water level and inprove stabllity. This section has a
history of instability.
The exact alignment of the new carriageway will depend on the results of
further site investigation. Two main alternatives are possible; firstly to
cut back the present batter and construct the southbound carriageway next
to the northbound, with a vertical separation of no more than 2 m. The
second proposal is to build the southbound carriageway above the present
cuttiug slopes, necessitating the use of both cut and fiII, with the
possibility of a retaining wall where the two carrlageways join at
Chainage 6700.
The slopes of the existing cutting are at 1:1.5, which 1s obviously too
steep as several shallow slips have occurred (Plate 6.13). In order to
ensure the safety of the road above it will be necessary to cut these back
to 1:2 or L:2.5 and install drains to lower the water table. Many of the
slips on this slope occurred following a very heavy rain storn in July 1968.
Water from the more permeable bands caused a sudden increase in pore
pressure which softened the clay and caused the failures. The same rain
storm also stimulated movements in the large mudflows to the west of the
present A46.
Both alternatives have thelr problems so there is no clear cut choice as
to the better solution. With the low-leveI separation the southbound
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carriageway is less steep (6%) than it would be with the high level
separation and it will be easier to bring the two carriageways together
without the necessity of a retaining wall between them.
Figure 6.4 shows the earthworks for the low-Ievel scheme assuning batter
slopes of 1:2.5. The upper 2 m of the present cut slopes are composed of
rubbly Fuller''s Earth rich Head. 1.83 m of Head was proven at ST 75756895
and a piezometer in the same borehole revealed a maximum ground water level
of 1.03 m depth. Back analysis of the 17o (average) slope gives a fty of
21o assuming limiting equilibrir:m. This is clearly higher than the
minimum laboratory-determined residual strength. Apart from the smaI1
surface slips (Plate 6.13) the upper slopes of the cutting are stable,
there being no tendency for the solifluction lobe to reactivate.
The major problem will be the depth of the cutting at Sections Chainage
6000, 6100 and 6300 (flgure 6.4). It will be a maximum of 27 m and so
will require at least one berm to break the slope. This will increase the
width so the top of the cut slopes will reach the edge of the Great Oolite
at Chainage 6300 and the rotationally slipped blocks in the "foundered zone"
at Chainages 6000 - 6100. Removal of some of the Great Oolite will be
necessary to avoid unfavourable loading at the top of this slope.
A cutting of similar proportions to the one postulated here exists at
Tormarton (ST 747778) where the M4 crosses the Fullerrs Earth. This cutting
is 15 n high with batter slopes of 22o separated by two berms.
Some of the material removed will be suitable for embankment fill but there
will still remain large quantities to be disposed of, a rough estimate puts
the excavation figure at 185,OO0 n3. Care must be taken to ensure that the
serious problems caused by the dunping of material when the present cutting
was made are not repeated.
The high-Ieve1 separation (Flgure 6.5) would involve smaller cuttings but
would stilI encounter similar problems as the 1ow-leveI separation at
Chainages 6500 and 6300 where the edge of the Great Oo1ite would be reached
at the top of the batter slope. This solution would involve fill to support
FIGURE 6.4: Cross-sections drawn every 10O n to show the positioning
of a dual-carriageway in place of the present 3-1ane section.
The southbound and northbound carriageways are at approximately
the same level. Cutting is shown by red shading and fill by
green.
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the road in a nurnber of areas. The feasibility of building embankments
at Chainages 67OO , 6200 and south of 59OO on disturbed material would
need to be investigated more fuI1y. If enbankments are built over the
Head, care must be taken to avoid the development of a raised water table
which could lead to long term failure. The removal of the soliflucted
material would greatly increase the stability of the slope, if it were
certain that the lowest shear plane had been reached. This precaution
would be advisable, considering a failure of the south-bound carriageway
would also restrict or close the northbound carriageway.
There is insufficient room available to cut back the existing batter
(between the two carriageways) to 1:1.25 between Chainages 6000 and 6100
without moving the southbound carriageway at least 15 m to the east. This
would mean that a L22.5 upper batter slope would involve some cutting
within the Great Oolite, with possible similar consequences to those
discussed above.
A third, uore costly, alternative to an earthworks solution to this section
would be a structural one. In this case the road would be constructed on a
low-level viaduct with piles set into in situ Fu11er's Earth (or Inferior
Oolite) .
6.3.6 Upper Swainswick to Cherry Orchard (Map III)
South, from Chainage 5750, the route crosses the gentle (q - Zo'l slopes of
the Inferior Oo1ite. This is a good example of a canber drape. The
Inferior Oolite has been demonstrated to be 3 m thick in a borehole at
ST 76156845. It is probable that it is disturbed and broken into loose
fragments; the top soil contains numerous cobbles of limestone. The camber
crest can be identified on the engineering geomorphological map.
Immediately to the east are steep slopes marking the edge of the Inferior
Oolite. No major difficulties are anticipated in this region.
At Cherry Orchard an east-west trending valley has to be crossed. Here it
is proposed to link the-new road to the old A46, which willremain open for
access. The link road will pass along this vaIley while the new road will
be carried above by a bridge. This valley marks the position of the
Solsbury Hill Fault which downthrows the Fu1ler's Earth to the south
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against the Inferior Oolite. The presence of discontinuities in the
Inferior Oolite means that this formation is likely to be highly disturbed
in the region of the fau1t. Also, since the Inferior Oolite is an aqulfer,
the juxtapositioned Fuller's Earth will have become softened and weakened
by the action of ground water. The siting of bridge piers will be critical
in this valley and the strong possibilities of differential settlement
should be allowed for.
The three alternative alignments shown on Map IV south of Cherry Orchard
will now be discussed separately.
6.4 BAILBROOK ROUTE
6.4.1 Cherry Orchard to Bav Tree Kennels (Map IV)
Previous investigations have shown that above Swainswick Lane Head exists
over the Fuller's Earth. There is clear evldence of instability on the
map and Plate 6.14 shows a prominent mudflowr/slide at ST 763681. Below
the Lane the ground has been levelled for gardens, and has slopes of 8 -
1Oo. In this area cambered Inferior Oolite was exposed by trial pitting
(Mander, Raikes & Marshall, 1973). Between Swainswick Lane and the A46 a
thickness of 2.5 m of Fuller's Earth rich Head was recorded with a basal
shear surface. Two trial pits at Chainage 1720 proved up to 4mof Head
but no shear surfaces were recorded. In view of the topography above the
Lane, it would be prudent to use residual strength parameters in any
calculations of stability.
This is exemplified at Bay Tree Kennels which stand on the toe of a large
nudflow/s1ide, which originated on the FuIler's Earth slopes of LittIe
Solsbury Hill (Plate 6.15).
In this region the road will need to be on 
€uc embankment reaching a maximum
of 5 m hj.gh, to be constructed on a 4 m thickness of Head. Chandler et aI
(1976) bave reproduced the valley slope section and details of the trial
pit sections (their Figures 4 and 5). rn Triar Pits 6 and z the basal
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shear is shown to approach the surface above blocks of cambered Inferior
Oo1ite. Further up the slope, Trial Pits 4 and 5 reveal no basal shear,
but it would be unwise to assume peak strength.
Two possible alternatives for this embankment have side slopes of 1:2 and
1:3 (Figure 6.6). Seepage is assumed to be parallel to the 10o slope
with a maximum piezometric surface 1.5 m below the ground surface (as
recorded in the winter of L972/3).
A number of possible slips have been analysed using the conbination of
entrant and emergant surfaces shown on the diagram. The shear surface at
thedownslope linit of the Head, seen in Trial Pit 6, is represented by XX.
The sa,me Figure can be used to analyse the stabillty of an embankment in
this area as part of the East of Bailbrook Route (Section 6.6.1). In this
case the equivalent limit of the Head will be at ZZ sLnce the embankment
will be sited further upslope.
The factors of safety of the slip surfaces analysed are given in Tables
6.8 and 6.9. These have been calculated both at a maximum winter water
leve1 and with no water above the shear surface, ffid usiug values of c'r = 0
and A' r = 14o and 80, and for both normal density fill (2O kN/m3) and low
density fill such as PFA (14.4 kN/n3).
The Conventional Method of slices
of these potential slip surfaces.
was used to investigate the stability
The factor of safety is given by:
p = X(WCoso - uI) Tan 0'r.
Iw sin q
where o is the angle of inclination of the base of the slice
Y[ is the weight of the slice
1 is the length of the base
u is the pore water pressure
The choice of strength parameters is critical when calculating the stability
of such works. Assuming a value of /'r of 14o it would be possible to build
a 5 m embankment out of lightweight fill with side slopes of 1:2 providing
some underdrainage lowered the maximum water 1evel. Previous shear box
Potential failure surfaces for the Conventional Method
of stability analysis for a 5 m embankment constructed
on Head over Fullerfs Earth at Swainswick Lane. (Both
1:2 and 1:3 side slopes are shown).
FIGURE 6.6:
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tests on the Fuller's Earth have ylelded I'r of L7 - zto Gable 6.2) and
13.50 (Cbandler et a1, 1976) for the Swainswick Val1ey. Sanples of the
Fuller's Earth from the Down Farm boreholes have yielded values of f'"
of 7.1 - 11o for near surface material over an effective normal stress
range of 80 - 180 kPa (equivalent to 4 - 9 m of overburden) (Chapter 7).
Back analysis of the slope at limiting eguilibrj.um, assuming seepage
parallel to the surface at the maximum ground water leveI, gives a value
of O' 
" 
of 14.40. The shear strength nobilized in the field is thus
greater than the residual strength of the Fuller's Earth C1ay. This has
been discussed in Section 6.2 Consequently, if a large area of this
hillside were underlain by a shear surface at the residual strength of
the Fuller's Earth, then it would not be stable even without an embankment.
The shear strength must therefore be at some value above residual but below
peak. A value of 14o has been taken here, based on back analysls, as being
a reasonable estimate.
It is apparent (Tables 6.8 and 6.9) that an entrant slip surface near to
the downslope edge of the embankment is potentially the most unstable
(CC). Calculations showed the effect of any shear strength developed
within the embankment fill to be nininal in contributing to the factor of
safety, so this has been ignored and vertical, dry cracks are assumed for
sinplicity.
lYith no water above the slip plane, both embankments are stable if /'r = 14o.
A factor of safety of only 1.02 is obtained with normal density fill at ZZ
for 1:3 side slopes and 1.08 at WW with I:2 side slopes. By using light-
weight fill these factors rose to 1.3 and 1.5 respectively. In general the
1:2 enbankment is more stable than the 1:3 in this situation, because there
is less load on the hillside.
At the maxi-mum recorded ground water level, however, the I:2 lightweight
embankment is only narginally stable (F 
= 
1.08); all other combinations
are unstable. Counterfort drains would be needed to lower the ground water
Ievel to raise the factor of safety (e.g. Weeks, 1969). According to
Chandler et al (1973) this is especially important when constructing
embankments over landslipped ground in order to prevent the development of
a perched water table in the fill, with the resulting fall in effective
stresses and consequent long-term failure.
Side Slopes L:2
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A second way to increase stability would be to reduce the load by lowerlng
the height of the embankment; this nay not be possible within the
restrictions of the vertical alignment of the route.
Assuming it was possible to construct the road at a lower elevatl,on,
cuttings could be made use of. The stability of such a cuttlnglas already
been dissussed in Section 6.3.1 (at Cold Ashton) where it was concluded
that drainage measures would be essential to lower the piezometric surface
and hence increase stability. The continuing stability of the llead at the
top of the existing 3-1ane cuttlng has also been noted. In the vicinlty
of Swainswick Lane a split-1evel dual-carrlageway could be constructed
with two 1:3 cut slopes 3 n high. The base of the cuttings would only Just
reach the maximum recorded ground water level (Figure 6.7') .
If it was consj-dered probable that the shear strength could fall to a
value close to the laboratory measured resldual strength, then the only
alternative would be to build the road on a low-level, piled viaduct to
avoid unduly stressing the ground. In this case the possible lateral
forces that could affect the piles would need careful conslderatlon.
6.4,2 Seyfree Kennels to A4 (Map IV)
South of the hennels the route again crosses the cambered Inferlor Oolite,
with slopes of 8 - 1Oo, then passes downslope of a degraded sllp scar
composed of Midford Sands standing at up to 33o. Soil creep ln this area
has produced significant surface level changes between adjacent fields
(Plate 6.16). Downslope of the slip scar the road will cross the
depression, with a base of 13o, on aD embanknent with a maxl.lrun height of
7.5 m. The Head here ls a silty flne sand with llmestone fragments and
some clayey horizons with a fi'r of 360 (Table 6.2).
As the route passes over a line of springs to the south of the slip where a
cutting is planned in the Midford sands, with a 6't of 33o, free drainage
is essential, in which case 1:2 side slopes will be stable.
South of Chainage 1OOO the Head over the Middle and Lower Lias has 4 - 80
slopes. Market gardening and house gardens have modlfied the natural
topography so removing any signs of instability
FIGURE 6.7: Siting of a split-Ievel dual-carriageway along
Swainswick Lane with 1:3 cutting slopes.
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6.5 SCO(IT, WILSON AND KIRKPATRICK ROIJTE (l[ap IV)
6.5.1 Upper Swalnswick to Swainswick Lane
Thei geology of the Cherry Orchard area has already been discussed in
Section 6.3.6 in connection with the Bailbrook Route. The Scott, lVilson
and Kirkpatrick Route also crosses the valley above Cherry Orchard,
necessitating a 10 n high embankment and an underpass for a trunk road.
Similar considerations apply as those discussed previously.
The alignment along the slopes of Little Solsbury Hill, as far as
Swainswick Lane (PIate 6.1-4) would have serious constructional problems
because of the marginally stable ground considered already. In order to
site a dual carriageway on these I - 15o slopes, even if split-Ievel,
extensive earthworks will be necessary. The site would have to be drained
efficiently prior to constructj-on of the road and any necessary retaining
structures. The alternative would be to support the roadway on a low-level
viaduct. Whichever method was adopted adequate drainage must be installed
to remove water from the limestone horizons in the Fuller's Earth.
6.5.2 Swainswick Lane to Bailbrook Slip (Map IV)
The proposed road crosses tine 7 - 80 slopes of the Inferior Oolite. The
limestone here is probably cambered and lowered from its original level. A
borehole at ST 766675 revealed 5,7 m of Inferior Oolite but the 1og describes
it as "fragments of weathered oolite ... in a paste-like matrix of fine
limestone debris, clayey in places". The exact nature of this disturbed
deposit would have to be investigated by trial pitting, but no serious
problems are antlcipated even if cuttings are needed.
6.5. 3 Bailbrook Slip_le__44 (Map IV)
The Bailbrook Slip has been discussed in Chapter 5. The proposed
alignnent would cut the 39o back scar obliquely, at about 45o, cross the
slipped uass before being carried over the A4 and Rlver Avon on a viaduct
in order to join with either the 436 or A363 further south. Two alternatives
are available: either the road would leave the top of the slip and
consequently require a 1 - 2 km high-Ieve1 viaduct over the River Avonl or
secondly, a lower viaduct would cross the sllpped mass alnost at ground level,
eutailing a deep cutting through the back scar of the slip.
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maintenance costs are high where the road is gradually slipping
downslope, especially where it crosses the outcrop of the Fuller's Earth.
Having established the need for a new road there are difficulties with its
positioning. The gradient and proportion of goods vehicles requi.res that
the new road be of dual-carriageway standards south of Down Farm. Being
a vaIley-side route the topography is such that the horizontal and vertical
alignments are restricted, especially for a road of this si-ze.
The disturbed and cambered nature of the geology creates difficult geo-
technical problems, such as the construction of embankments over landslipped
colluvium. These problems further restrict the alignments because some
areas of suitable topography have to be avoided for geotechnical reasons,
for example the slopes of Solsbury Hi11.
The road can be built through this corridor, but relatively the costs w111
be high, both at the investigation and construction stages. Site investiga-
tion has been carried out on some of the route (e.g. Mander, Baikes and
Marshall , L97O, L973 and 1979) . Many more problem areas not referred to
previously have been highlighted in this study. The narginal stability of
many of the hillsides will make it necessary to construct the road on a
low-level piled viaduct in places. These are more expensive than a conven-
tional embankment that could be used had better ground conditions
prevailed.
It will be inportant to adequately drain the site to remove water from the
more permeable horizons, so as high water pressures do not build up
beneath any structure or earthworks. The lowering of ground water levels
in areas of old landslips will increase the factors of safety. It would
be wise to install drains at an early date to minimise problems during the
construction phase.
Batter slopes of cuttings in the Fuller's Earth will have to be tess steep
than those previously designed; this poses difficulties for a split-1evel
dual-carriageway along the side of Charmy Down where cuttings would have to
go back iuto the Great Oolite and "foundered zone" above the Fullerrs Earth.
Excessive loading of the upper cutting slopes must be avoided to ensure
the safety of the road.
6.8
2L0.
CONCLUSIONS ON THE USE OF ENGINEERING GEOMORPHOLOGICAL MAPPING
IN ROIITE PLANNING
Engineerlng geomorphologlcal mapping has been found valuable for route
planning ln an area of hillslde instability.
1. The method is a oheap one that can be carried out by one man with
the minimum of equlpment, utilising exlsting base maps. l4lith a little
practice the napping of a route corridor can progress fairly quickly,
depending on the conplexity of the ground.
2. It is the best method of conveying lnformation about the ground
morphology to those engaged ln the design, providing they have the necessary
geotechnlcal background to appreciate its full significance.
3. The maps show the slopes, springs, water courses and areas of unstable
ground, and as such help to ldentify areas of hazard or potential hazard
along the route.
4. The maps can be used for planning the proposed routes, enabling
different alignments to be compared and evaluated.
5. Infornation away from the ceutre line can be utilised as a wide
corridor is shown enabling the posslble effects of ground conditions to
eactr side of the road to be tahen into account.
6. Site investigations can be planned more economically as regards the
number and positloning of boreholes and trial pits. Since all the hazard
areas are vlsible on the urap, the site investigation should be more
efficient. Further site investigation at a later date should not be
necessary unless any subsurface problens are encountered during construction.
7. The positions of streams, springs, water troughs and seepage zones
enable early estimates and prellmiuary costings to be made of probable
drainage works required.
8. Tentative eostings can be made for estimates of necessary cut and
fill works and any retaini.ng structures.
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9. Natural and existing cut slopes may be used in design considerations
as indicators of stable angles.
10. Information can be supplied as to previous land use, such as o1d field
systems, or present land use, such as gardens or agriculture. Extra care
must be tahen in these areas as evldence of past instability may have been
removed by these activities.
11. A vast amount of information can be gathered without any interference
to the ground.
6.9 INFRA.RED PHOTOGRAPHY OF T]NSTABLE GROIIND
Infra-red film is available wlth black and white or colour emulsions,
the colour emulsion often being referred to as "false colour" because
the filn records both visible light and near lnfra-red by means of a
colour shift. Instead of having blue-sensitive, green-sensitive and
red-sensitive emulslon layers, infra-red false colour film has green
(5OO-6O0 nn), red (600-7O0 nm) and lnfra-red (700-90O nm) layers. A11
the layers are sensitive to blue light so this is removed with a yellow
filter (see Kodal( L972 aad 1976).
False colour infra-red filn is a very good remote sensing nedium for the
identification of landslip features since vegetation appears red and bare
earth blue grey. It also has the advantage of having good haze penetration
properties. Norman et al (1975) compared a number of photographic
technlques and concluded that infra-red was the best method especially
at the "threshold of visibility" end of their clarity sca1e.
No infra-red aerial coverage exists for the Swainswick Valley and the
cost of a cornmercial flight was too high for the pruposes of this research.
This Section describes an experlment with 35 nm filn to establish whether
reliable information can be gained using a very cheap method.
Infra-red Ektachrome film is available from Kodak Ltd in 2O exposure ro11s.
It is exposed through a yellow filter using a norual 35 mn camera. However,
since photographic light meters are not sensitive to infra-red, the
exposure has to be found by experiment. Kodak suggest exposing a test
film at I00 ASA. Since infra-red reflection varies with the illumination,
the weather is very important. For this experiment a test film was
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exposed in bright sunny weather and it was found that 160 ASA was an
ideal setting for distant shots and 125 ASA for closer ones. These
settings, however, would nob apply on an overcast day. This variatlou
metuls that the emulsi-on is very constrasty; for example the shadows cast
by small clouds are very dark (see Plate 6.19).
Between batches, infra-red fllm is prone to variation in speed and
colour rendition, so it is best to purchase in bulk to minimise the
differences between ro1ls used on a single job. During use it should be
kept as cool as possible and when not being used, stored in a freezer.
Parts of the Swainswick VaIley thathave been mapped using the geomorphological
technique were photographed from the ground. Selected examples are
described beIow, illustrating the ability of infra-red photography to
detect unstable ground. With reference to these examples it should be
posslble to anticipate the type of information that would be gained from a
conmercial infra-red aerial survey.
Plate 6.17 illustrates how snall, bare earth scars are portrayed by false
colour infra-red film in an area south of Langridge (037O25 on Map B,
Enclose 2). The blue grey slips are clearly defined against the background
of pink grass. This dramatic colour difference emphasises these sma1l
features that could easily go unnoticed on a conventional panchromatic
black and white photograph, especially if taken from the air.
Plate 6.18 shows the head of a large landslip below the A46 in the vicinity
of Butsher's Wood (O15O28 on Map C, Enclosure 3). Nearly the same view
can be seen in black and white in Plate 5.9. The bare earth of the edge
scars and the slipped mass is very prominent when photographed in infra-red.
This slip can be seen on the left hand side of Plate 5.8, a black and
white aerial photograph, where the slipped mass has a lighter tone than
the surrounding parent slope. An infra-red aerial photograph, at a
similar scale, would highlight this feature far more.
Plate 5.8 also shows the tongues of two other large uudflows below the 3-
lane sectlon of the A46. Snall failures are visible on the cutting slopes
above the road. This area has been photographed in infra-red frorn the
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other side of the valley (Plate 6.19). These mudflows, which are
prominent in black and white, are also excellently recorded in infra-red.
The disturbed nature of the surface, with patchy vegetation cover, renders
mudflows especially suited to detection by this rnethod.
The most dramatic, and probably the most important, example of infra-red
photography taken for" this experiment can be seen in Plate 6.2O. Shallow
flow lobes and earth rolls have been photographed in a field south east
of Soper's Wood (0502-3 on Map A, Enclosure 1). These features are of
very low relief, often in the order of I00 mn high, and occur in the Head
over Ful1er's Earth. Only the more pronowrced features, such as the well-
developed tongue, can be seen on black and white air photographs (see
Plate 5.6). The infra-red film reveals much more information, since only
a small line of bare earth is visible in contrast to the surrounding
vegetation. This extends the "threshold of visibilityr' (Norman et al,
1975) thereby allowing the detection of less obvious features under the
same conditions. Compare also Plate 6.20 with the Frontispiece.
Plate 6.21 is a view of Little Solsbury Hill (Map IV, Enclose 7) taken
from across the vaIley. Exposures of the Great Oolite, that caps the hiII,
are clearly visible because of the difference in infra-red reflectance cf
grass and rock. Close-up photographs taken in this region show the
irregularities of the "foundered zone". On the lower slopes there is much
humnocky ground resulting from surface movements, see for example Plate
6,L4. The ground irregularities in this area can be seen on Plate 6.21
since the haze has been elininated. Sna1l areas of wetter ground can be
identified by darker red vegetation in field A.
PLate 6,22 demonstrates the haze penetration properties of the film and
illustrates how the sma1l-scale ground irregularities can be recorded.
This is helped to a certain extent by the favourable sun angle. This
area is immediately downslope of Soper's Wood (0303 on Map A, Enclosure 1).
Terracettes and small slips can be seen on the steeper slopes. Near the
centre of the photograph a smalI patch of bare earth marks the location of
a spring. The course of the water flowing fron this spring is shown by a
band of vegetation that is more luxuriant and hence recorded as a darker
red by the filn.
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A close-up infra-red photograph of an area of wet ground is shown in
Plate 6.23. This spring issues at ST 747704 to the west of the A46.
The seepage zone is marked by the growth of marsh grass which is seen
as a deeper red band. This spring occurs at the head of a Landslip and
small breaks in the surface are seen as dark lines and patches.
Colour photography is more useful than black and white photography since
it contains hue and chroma information as well as tonal and textural.
The human eye czrn separate a hundred times more cclour combinations than
grey scale values (Beaumont , L977). False-colour infra-red film is a very
good medium for recording areas of instability:
1. It effectively elininates haze allowing distant features to be
visible.
2. The great difference in infra-red reflection from bare soil or rock
and vegetation containing chlorophyll nakes it ideal for detecting even
the snallest breaks in the ground surface. This means that many areas
of instability can be identified that may go undetected by black and white
photography.
3. Areas of water seepage can be seen by the difference in iufra-red
reflectance of the vegetation growing in these areas. This technique
emphasises damp or wet areas.
It has been possible to record many of the unstable areas associated
with the proposed new A46 alignnent using ground-to-ground photography
at a very low cost; the filur is only slightly more expensive than
conventi.onal colour slide fiIm. The use of aerial photography would be
nuch better because larger areas could be seen with a greatly improved
view point. For a cheap survey, hand-heId oblique photographs taken from
a light plane should provide satisfactory results. This experiment has
shown the type of features that would be detected by such a survey. The
uncertainty of the results, because of the variation of infra-red
reflectance with the illunination,means that it is advisable to shoot
6.9.1 Concluding Remarks
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three exposures around the value given by the light meter, at least
until the operator is familiar with the properties of the emulsion.
This is best acconplished when in a light plane with the aid of a motor-
drive unit on the camera (Curran: pers. com.).
The best coverage is undoubtedly that produced conmercially using plane-
mounted, large format, aerial cameras, but in many cases will prove too
expensive for the job in question. It is in these instances that hand-
he1d, small foruat, surveys could be invaluable. However, if aerial
photography has to be flown for a particular project and it is anticipated
that infra-red would be useful, then the narginal cost of the extra film,
to be exposed simultaneously with the conventional black and white film,
would probably not be great since the najor part of the cost ls nobilising
the aircraft and equipment. The major disadvantage would be weather
restrictions.
2L6.
CHAPTER 7
GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF TIIE IJPPEB FI'LLER'S EARTH AND THEIR
RELATIONSHIP TO WEATHERING
7.I INTRODUCTION
The Fuller's Earth is an overconsolidated, stiff, fissured mudstone of
Jurassic age occurring between the Inferior Oolite and the Great Oolite.
The sequence contains many impure limestone bands, the most prominent
in the Bath area being the Fullerrs Earth Rock which separates the Lower
and Upper Fuller's Earth. For a description of the stratigraphy see, for
example, Arkell and Donovan (1952). South of Bath a montmorillonite rich
horizon (the Fullerts Earth Bed) is thought to be of volcanic origin
(Jeans et aI, L977). This Bed was nined coumercially until the spring of
1980. Fresh Fuller's Earth comprises a blue Breyr calcareous mudstone
which weathers to a light brown, plastic clay on exposure. As described
in Chapters 5 and 6, the Fullerrs Earth is problematic in engineerlng
construction. It is not the aim of this Chapter to summarise the various
aspects of the Fuller's Earth but to investigate the geotechnical
paranetersrof use in civil engineering.
The four weathering zones used by Chandler in his work on the Keuper Marl
(1969) and Lias Clay (1972) have been adopted here. These zones are easy
to identify by visual means and are in common usage. It is proposed to
investigate the variation of the properties of the Fullerrs Earth as the
effects of weathering proceed through these zones. In order to study
this variation it was necessary to obtain a series of samples from a
sequence of weathered material extending down to fresh material. In
addition to the main study, samples were obtained from a borehole drilled
in L974 that penetrated 40 m of the Upper Fuller's Earth at Soper's lYood,
north of Bath (ST 74656775>.
7.2 SAJIIPLE COLLECTION
Trial pitting was not used since it could not be certain that the depths
required could be obtained using this method. together with the
difficulty in taking good undisturbed samples in deep open pits. rt was
2t7 
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decided that continuous U1OO tube samples from a cable percussion rig
would provide better material for testing. A location for a borehole
had to be found near the top of the Upper Fuller's Earth that satisfied
the following:
1. Few limestone bands to mininise difficulties in drilling
2. No great thickness of solifluction Head.
No large scale instability such as cambered blocks or rotational
slumps.
4. Easy access for machinery wlth ninimum disturbance to the ground.
5. A landowner willing to have a borehole on his land.
The siting of the borehole in the Swainswick Va1ley would provide
additional data for the design of the proposed new A46.
A suitable site was found at Down Farn (ST 753869) just inside a gateway
where the farm drive crosses fron the Fullerrs Earth onto the Great
Oolite. This is in the vicinlty of Section 4 of Chandler et aI (1976,
p.5a0) where the existance of deep weatheriug and absence of any
cambered blocks are recorded. This site is on the centre line of the
proposed new road; the land is owned by the Department of the Environment.
A trial borehole (BHI) was put down using a 75 mm Minutem€rn auger owned
by the Department of Geology; this was to check on the suitability of the
site since the cable percussion rig was only available for one day.
Once beneath the llead samples were collected frou 5 auger flights of the
Minutenan rig (90O nm in length) between 2.75 m and 6.40 n.
Unfortunately a continuous series of I'undisturbed" U1O0 samples was not
obtained from the cable percussi.on drilling in Borehole 2. After
removing 1.8 n of Head the first tube sample was recovered (DFUI) together
with the material from the cutting shoe (DFBI). Two attempts to obtain
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the second tube sample resulted in no recovery, most probably caused by
a cobble of limestone falliug from the side of the hole above. After
clearing the obstruction, sampliug continued from 3.0 n to 5.O m when
the material became too stiff to drive the sample tube. The presence of
a thin limestone band at 4.0 n resulted in an incomplete sample for DFU3.
Despite these difficulties, a reasonable sequence was obtained from
conpletely weathered, grade IV, to fresh, grade I, material.
7.3 BOREHOLE DESCRIPTIONS
7.3.1 Borehole 1, 75 mn auger
Sample Depth (approx) Description
DF3 L.82 
- 
2.74 m
2L8.
Soft, light brown, calcareous, silty CLAY
with some fine, sand sized calcite concretions.
Contains extremely closely spaced shears;
however these could have been produced by
augering. Small shears seen j.n some lithorelicts.
? Weathering grade IV.
Soft brown matrix of calcareous, silty CLAY
with firm, dark Brey, calcareous lithorelicts
up to 35 mm across. Oxidation penetratlng
llthorelicts has a sharp boundary. In places
the lithorelicts contai.n numerous, extremely
closely spaced shears and sma1l gypsum crystals.
? Weathering grade III.
Firm, mottled, oli.ve brown, silty CLAY matrix
with up to 80% firn, light BreY, calcareous
lithorelicts, some of which are iron stained.
With sone small calcite concretions and gypsun
crystals on the surface.
? Weathering grade III.
Firm, mottled olive brown/grey, calcareous,
silty CLAY with many weathered lithorelicts
as above. With some sma1l gypsum crystals on
the surface.
? Weathering grade III.
Firm, nottled olive brown/grey, calcareous
silty CLAY with some sand sized calcite
concretions and crystals of gypsum on the
surface. Iron staining penetrates lithorelicts
nearly to the core.
? lYeathering grade III.
DF4
DF5
DF6
2.74 - 3.66 u
3.66 - 4,57 m
4.57 
- 5.49 m
DF7 5.49 - 6.4O m
7 .4.2 Borehole 2 lOO mm driven tubes
Sample Depth (approx)
DFUl 1.8 - 2.3 m
DFBl 2.5 m
DTU2 3.0 
- 
3.5 m
DFB2 3.5 n
DFU3 3.5 
- 
4.O n
2I9.
oeegripl!-qq
Soft to firm, mottled olive/light grey,
calcareous, slightly silty CLAY with sone
small (sand sized) calcite concretions.
Grey patches are lithorelicts of less
weathered cIay. Containing sma1l ,
discontinuous, irregular shears.
lVeathering grade IV
Soft to firm, olive brown with l1ght brown
iron staining, calcareous silty CLAY with
some coarse sand to gravel sized particles
of calcite (probably fossil debris) and
with some brown, highly weathered lithorelicts
up to 5 mm across. Sanple contains extremely
closely spaced discontlnuities (fissures,/
shears) but is highly disturbed.
I4reathering grade IV.
Top 180 mm contains gravel sized pieces of
limestone plus "beef" calcite. Lowest 21O nn
is:
Firm, mottled grey/oLive and light brown,
calcareous, silty CLAY with some coarse gypsum
crystals. Contains the occasional blue grey
lithorelict of Iess weathered naterial. With
iron staining along two discontinuities(?joints).
Weathering grade IV.
Firm, mottled light grey/oLlve with traces of
light brown staining, calcareous, silty CLAY
with some light grey lithorelicts up to 10 mn
and occasionally 25 x 10 nrn in size, With
numerous, extremely closely spaced (?shear)
discontinuities and in places a few coarse
gypsun crystals.
I{eathering grade III.
Firm to stiff, dark bluish grey, calcareous
silty CLAY with the occasional patch of yellow/
brown iron staining and extremely closely spaced
discontinuities (fissures) and the occasional
gypsum crystal. In places contains patches
rich in sand sized "beef" calcite particles.
IYeathering grade III.
Inpure limestone band comprising weak, mottled
yellowy cream, iron stai.ned, fine grained
CALCARENITE. lVith weak, light grey with some
light brown iron staining, fossiliferous,
highly weathered, clayey (narly) fine grained
CALCARENITE to CALCISILIITE.
DFB3 4m
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Sample Depth (approx)
DFU4 4.O - 4.5 m Stiff to very stiff (in places firm) lightgrey, calcareous, silty CLAY. Qg weak to
moderately weak, slightly weathered,
calcareous, fissured CLAYSTONE with numerous
extremely closely spaced discontinuities(fissures) along which is evidence of oxidation.
Weathering grade II.
DFB4 4.5 m Stiff to very stiff (in places firm to stiff),
light Brey, calcareous, silty CLAY to clayey
SILT with numerous snall gypsum crystals along
discontinuities (fissures). Weatherlng
penetrates up to 2 nn either side of fissures.
Or weak to moderately weak, slightly weathered,
calcareous, fissured silty CLAYSTONE to clayey
SILTSTONE with numerous extremely closely spaced
discontinuities (fissures) .
Weathering grade II.
DFU5 4.5 - 5.0 m I{eak to moderately weak, fresh grey, calcareous,
silty CLAYSTONE with extremely closely spaced
discontinuities (fissures). In places contains
veins of "beef" calcite up to 10 nn wide and
some sand sized calcite particles.
lVeathering grade I.
DFBS 5.0 n lYeak to moderately weak, fresh, Brey, calcareous
silty CLAYSTONE with extremely closely spaced
discontinuities (fissures) and occasional sand
sized fossil debris.
Weathering grade I.
7.4 Testing procedure
The "undisturbed" samples were carefully extruded, described and sections
removed for peak shear box testlng and oedometer consolidation. The bulk
unit weight of these samples was measured. fntact samples were carefully
sealed to preserve their moisture content and sent to Inperial College,
London, for lnpregnated thin sections to be made.
The remaining material, the bag samples from the cutting shoe and the auger
samples from Borehole 1 were tested for the following: moisture content,
Atterberg Iinits, grain size distribution, residual shear strength (ring
shear), calclte and sulphate proportions and Fe2O3 to FeO ratio. Clay
mineralogy was investigated by X-ray diffraction.
D,escrlption
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7.5 TEST RESI'LTS
The two boreholes are separated by about 5 n and Borehole 1 shows much
deeper weathering so the test results will be kept separate except when
dealing with correlations between parameters. The results are presented
in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 and for comparison include a sample of the
montmorillonite rich horizon from the Fullerrs Earth mine at Combe Hay,
south of Bath (ST 735612). The paraneters are plotted against depth for
Boreholes 1 and 2 in Figures 7.L arrd 7.2. Although they are discrete data
points and interpolation between them is not vaIid, the points have been
joined by straight lines; this visually emphasises the proflles better
than by the use of bar graphs.
Conparing the two sets of profiles, those from Borehole I are less peaked
than from Borehole 21 this is because the samples from Borehole 1 were
collected from the whole length of the auger flights (900 mm). The trends
of the tno sets are similar, so it is proposed only to discuss those of
Borehole 2 in greater detail, with the aid of Figure 7.2.
Both the Atterberg Linits decrease with deptb, the rate of falI of the
liquid linit being more pronounced than the plastic linit; this is reflected
in the plasticity index profile which also decreases with depth. According
to the Casagrande classification (Figure 7.3) Zone IV naterial is a CV to
CE soil and Zone III is CV. Fresh (Zone I) FuIIer's Earth can be classified
as CH and Zone II material overlaps Zone I falling in the CH and CV
divisions. In general the higher the weathering grade the more plastic the
Fullerts Earth becomes.
The natural moisture content also fa1ls with increasing depth. This is to
be expected with EIn overconsolidated mudstone, since it will swell and take
up water near the surface. The moisture content is 10 - L57o higher than
the plastic linit in Zone IV and drops to about the plastic limit at the
top of Zone T. The liquidity index profile echoes this, as it drops fron
O.3 to zero.
7.5.1 Index Properties
Sample w(%)
43,7
42 ,4
35. 1
42.9
30.4
13. 0
29.3
19.0
19. 9
22.4
35 .4
36.0
25.4
2L.3
20.7
29.4
ctp
(kPa)
lr9r(o)
5.7
7.L
4.7
6.3
7.2
7.O
7.L
9.4
t4.3
t3.7
ctr
(kPa)
6.O
4.4
2.2
2,5
3.6
2.7
4.6
3.2
4.2
5.5
Depth (m)
mid point
2 .05
2.50
3.25
3. 50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5. 00
2.29
3.20
4,L2
5 .03
5 .95
q")
lU
(
wL
(%) q",
rL % <z w Activlty oI(
16.0 18.7 7.2 2.4
24.A 24.5 7 .L 2 .6
Bulk unlt weight
(tN,zm3 )
L7 .7
18.3
t9.2
19.5
20.5
.l(
DFUl
DFBl
DFU2
DFB2
DFU3
DFB3
DFU4
DFB4
DFUS
DFBS
DF3
DF4
DF5
DF6
DF7
CH9
97.5
84,4
90. 1
90. 6
76.5
8L.2
54. 8
70. 5
59.2
80. 7
79.2
66.2
64.2
61 .6
116.9
27.7
24.O
26.O
27.8
22,8
24.6
18. 7
20.6
19. 3
27 .5
26.3
22.5
2L.6
20.4
31 .9
69.8
60.4
64.L
62.8
53.7
69.2
50. 1
63.0
72.O
75,7
non
66. 8
38. I
36 .0
45.2
61 .6
67.O
66. 3
51.4
54.3
47.5
o.23
0. 31
0. 14
o.24
0. 14
56 .6 0.08
36.1 0.01
49.9 
-0.01
39.9 0. 08
53.2 0. 15
52,9 0. 18
43 .7 0. 07
42 .6 
-0.01
4t.2 0.01
85.00 
-0.03
1.01
L.2L
I .02
0. 87
o.7l
p1 ast lc
0. 85
0.95
1.39
0. 88
0.87
o.79
o.66
0.83
o.76
1. 79
L7 .8 9.8
20.6 t2.5
25.5 3.s
t\)
w
v
TABLE 7.1: Swwnary of geotechnieal tests, Boreholes L & 2, Doutn Fatm Fullerts Earth
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Sanple
DFUl
DFBl
DFU2
DFB2
DFU3
DFB3
DFU4
DFB4
DFUS
DBTS
DF3
DF4
DF5
DF6
DF7
cH9
Depth (m)
(nid point) % SOS lo CaCOg % Fe2Og % FeO Fe2O3:FeO
2.05
2.50
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
2.29
3.20
4.L2
5.03
5.95
mine sample
TABI,E 7.2:
0. 16
0. 19
6.40
1. 71
o.44
0. 39
0. 33
o. 35
0. 36
0. 11
1. 01
1.07
1. 15
1. 34
0.03
2L.2
37.4
24.O
16.6
24.6
76.9
27.L
48.7
44.5
48.9
32.7
29.7
48.7
46.2
4L.2
16.8
6. r.5
5.L7
5. 90
6. 18
5.2L
0.87
o.94
0.88
1 .56
r.33
t.22
t.43
r.L2
L.29
o.82
1.41
o.73
1.11
1.48
0.67
7.O7
5.50
6.70
3. 96
3.92
4.72
2.7L
4. 13
2.49
6.66
3.79
6.22
3.87
3.04
5.67
5.76
3. 88
4.62
3.73
5.46
5.34
4.54
4. 30
4.50
3.80
Surnnary of ehemical data, Boreholes L &,2" Doun Farm
FuLLen's Eayth
FIGURE 7.1: The variation of the geotechnical parameters of the
Fuller's Earth with depth, Borehole 1, Down Farm.
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FIGURE 7.2: The variatiou of the geotechnical parameters of the
Fuller's Earth with depth, Borehole 2, Down Farm.
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FIGURE 7.3: Plasticity chart of Borehole 2 samples.
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7.5.2 Grain size distribution
Grain size distribution was measured by the pipette method (Chapter 2), with
sieving of the coarser than 63 pm fraction. The grading curves are all of
simllar shape showing little variatj.on through the weathering sequence
(Figures 7.4 and 7.5> . The nain differences are probably caused by the
presence of calcite crystals or fossils.
The less tlran 2 pm profile shows about 4O!" in Zone T and between 50 - 80%
above. It is thought that better cementation by calcite iu the fresh
Fuller's Earth is the cause of this.
Skempton's activity value (Ip + %<21n> varies between 0.8 and 1.4 for the
Fu1ler's Earth sanpled at Down Farm. There is no correlation with
weathering grade.
7.5.4 Shear strength
Peak shear strengths were obtained using a 60 mm shear box and residual
strengths a Bromhead ring shear apparatus (Chapter 2). The shear stresses
recorded at the various values of normal stress are given in Table 7.3 for
all these tests. The peak angles of internal frlction (0'p) are in the
range of 16 - 25o but the value of 160 for DFU4 is not reliable since a
good fallure envelope was not obtained (Figure 7.6) . The most highly
weathered Fuller's Earth (Zone IV) has 0'p values less than 20o whereas
the less weathered(lgnoring Sanple DfU4) have vaLues around 25o.
The amount of strain occurring before failure shows a gradual increase
with depth (Figure 7.7) becoming twice as large for the fresh mudstone as
for the most highly weathered. Sample DFU4, which is in Zone II, has a
much lower strain to failure and a lower Q'O. Coming from immediately
below a limestone band it may well have been softened and ureakened by the
action of water flowing through this band.
7.5.3 Actlvity
FIGURE 7.4: Gradiug curves of Ful1er's Earth from Borehole 1.
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Residual Peak
Sanple Effective normal stress, or (kPa)
198.91 394.84 615.26 49.4427 .48 51.97 125.44 123.60 202.80
DFUI
DFBl
DTU2
DFB2
DFU3
DTU4
DFB4
DFUS
DFBS
7.32
6.30
6.L2
5. 36
5 .68
6.7L
10. 87
6.68
9.82
11 .46
10. 02
9. 33
8.03
9.57
8. 89
2L.L6
8.52
18.55
19.56
2L.07
2l-.99
L6.27
20.72
r8.21
46. 09
17.93
40.80
26 .13
30.02
32.84
24.47
29.59
26.20
68.20
27.33
61.41
45.88
55.47
64. 9t
46.51
55. 17
52.57
L28.20
52.60
112.30
66. 58
79.26
95.44
69. 50
80.62
80. 33
189.84
78.92
L72.35
28.t2 34. 13 72 .O7
32.76 42.86 49.27
31 .40
30.03
53. 51 LO4.29
59.65av 74.26
49.69 88.73 L20.62
TABLE 7.3: Sheay stresses (kPd recorded for, Doun Farrn Fulley,ts Earth
at dtfferent effeetiue normal stress ualues. Foy, residual (rtng shear)
wtd peak (shear box) sheoy strength tests.
FIGURE 7.6: Peak shear strength failure envelopes for samples of
Fuller's Earth from Down Farm, Borehole 2 (60 mm shear box)
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FIGURE 7.7: The amount of strain before failure is reached for
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The presence of fissures within the Fullerrs Earth will affect its shear
strength properties. If Sample DFU4 was more highly fissured than the
other samples thls would account for the lower strength and lower strain
to failure. The fissures observed in the U10O samples were extremely
closely spaced, even at the 5 n depth. This means that the fissure
spacing was always smaller than the size of the shear box sample. There
j.s no substitute for trial pitting to examine the fissuring of stiff
clays/nudstones. Unfortunately, since it was not possible to dig trial
pits for this study, the effects of fissuring could not be fully
investigated.
The best-fit straight line values of the residual angles of internal
friction (i' i vary 1ittle with weathering grade; being less than 10o down
to the middle of Zone II. ?he profile has two higher values near the base,
DFB4 at 16.80 and IFBS at I5.3o. These two samples have the lowest liquid
limits and plasticity indices. and contain about 50% calcite. Consequently
the residual strength values may have been influenced by some calcite
cementation, the presence of shell debris or calcite crystals of silt/sand
grade. The failure envelopes and plots of T/o t' against o'n for all the
Borehole 2 samples are presented in Figures 7.8a and b; for further detalls
see Chapter 8.
The percentage difference between peak and residual strengths cEtlr be
expressed as a ratio called the Brittleness Index (Bishop, 1967):
rB- Tt - Tr at value of normal stress, O'n
Tf
where T1 and Tr are the shear stresses at failure (peak) and residual
conditions respectively.
The Brittleness Index falls with increasing effective normal stress and
becomes asymptotic to a value equal to:
Tan 0', - Tan Q'"
Tan Q'p
FIGURE 7.8a2 Residual failure envelopes and variation of l'1 with
effective normal stress for Fullerrs Earth samples
DFU1 - DFU3, Borehole 2.
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This relationship is effected by changed in c' and 6'. With a difference
only between c', and cr" the curve is less concave but still asynptotic
to the same value of Ig (Figure 7.9a). The greater the difference between
I'p and f'1, with the same cohesion, the sooner the curve levels off, i.e.
it is asynptotic to a value closer to 1.0 (Figure 7.9b).
The variation of Ig with effective normal stress for the flve samples
tested is given in Figure 7.LO, the asypntotes ranging between 0.56 and O.74.
This is typical of overconsolidated clays where the peak strength is much
higher than the residual. The fresh material has the highest IB curve,
showing the greatest difference between peah and residual strengths. The
most highly weathered Zone IV sanples have the lowest curves reflecting
the decrease in peak strength with weathering. The ultimate value of O.56
for DFU4 should be treated with caution; because of the uncertainty of the
peak failure envelope.
7.5.5 Bulk unit weight
The bulk unit weight, as measured from the sanples cut for the shear box,
shows a steady increase with depth. This is a result of swelling and
j.ncrease of moisture content with weathering.
One-dimensional consolidation properties were determined in an oedometer
cell as per BS 1377 Test 17; the coefficients of consolidation being
calculated uslng the root tine method. Coefficients of volume compressi-
bility (Mr) and consolidation (Cv) are given for the various pressure
increments in Figure 7.1I. Sample DFU1 was tested in a different model of
loading frame to the other samples, hence has slightly differing pressure
increments. In all cases the first load applied was 54 kPa but Sanples
DFUI, DFU3 and DFUS began to swelI as they took up water and the next
load had to be applied to counteract this. OnIy the upper three increments
can be used to produce depth profiles of consolidation rate in Figure 7.LL.
These all show an increase in consolidation rate with weathering; this is
in response to swelling and water uptake near the ground surface.
7.5.6 Consolidation
The effect on the Brittleness Index versus effective
normal stress with (a) an increase in cohesion between
residual and peak conditions; and (b) an increase in I'
between residual and peak conditions.
FIGURE 7.9:
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7.5.7 Calcite content
The amount of calcite in a weighed, dried sample was deternined by
digestion with warm 20% acetlc (ethanoic) acid. After effervescense
ceased the sample was filtered in a weighed filter paper and washed
several times with boiling water to remove as mush calcium acetate, a
reaction product, as possible.
The depth profile, whilst being variable, does show a trend of increasing
calcite percentage for the Fuller's Earth Clay, from about 2oyo at 2 m to
50% at 5 n - the large peak at 4 n is an impure limestone band (DFB3).
These fairly high values are a reflection of the large amount of fossil
debris found in the Fuller's Earth, together with the calcareous cement.
Leaching by acidic rainwater near the surface is responsible for the
upwards decrease iu the amount of calcite present.
The sulphate contents were determined using a gravimetric method
(Akroyd, 1969). Approximately 5 g of dried sample were weighed and
reacted with hydrochloric acid over:right at 8OoC. After filtering and
washing, the filtrate was bolled and barium chloride added. The barium
sulphate precipitate was filtered, washed and, after the ashing of the
filter paper, weighed. The results are quoted as percentage SO3.
Typically, values are less than a percent but at 3.25 m is a peak of over
6% which corresponds to the base of Zone IV where large gypsum crystals
are seen. Gypsum is formed by the reaction of sulphuric acid (from pyrite)
on calcite near the ground water leve1 and its distribution may vary
slightly with the season (see Section 4.4.4e).
The percentage of iron (II) oxide (FeO) was determined by titration with
potassium dichromate. The samples were prepared by digestion in
hydrofluoric, sulphuric, boric and orthophosphoric acids. The percentage
7.5.8 Sulphate content
7.5.9 Iron oxides
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of iron (III) oxide (Fe2O3) was calculated by subtraction of FeO content
from the total iron oxide content; this was determined by atomic absorption
spectroscopy on a solution produced by digestion in hydrofluoric, nitric
and perchloric acids.
There is less than L%o FeO in weatheringZor:e IV and between I 
- 
1.5/o below
that. There is some variation in the Fe2O3 depth profile but there is a
general upward trend in the amount with increased weathering. The ratios
of Fe2O3 to FeO are also given in Figure 7.2 where it can be seen that the
proportion of iron with the higher oxidation state to that with the lower
oxidation state increases from 3 to 7 tines near the surface, with a marked
increase between Zones III and IV.
This change in the oxidation state of the iron within the Fuller's Earth
fron Fe (II) to Fe(III) is reflected by the colour change from blue grey
in Zones I and II to light grey with occasional light brown mottling in
Zone III and finally to light brown or olive with occasional grey nottling
in Zone IV.
7.5.10 Mineralogy
X-ray diffraction indicates the presence of quartz and much calcite in all
the samples. Gypsun peaks were obtained for DFU2 and DFB2, where selenite
crystals were seen in hand specimens. A small gypsum peak was obtained
for DFB5 where no crystals were visible; this is either evidence of finely
divided gypsun at 5 m or, more probabty, secondary growth after collection.
It has been noted that gypsum crystals have grown on the grey clay after
2 or 3 months of storage and this nay have started in DFBS by the time X-
ray analysis was undertaken.
KaoIi-nlte, i1lite and mixed layer expandibles, possibly montnorillonite,
are the main clay minerals occurring throughout the sequence. Kaolinite
is only of minor importance; the dominant clay mineral j.s illite which has
a wide shoulder on the low 20 angle side. This shoulder expands on
glycolation and contracts on heating to 500oC but contains no good peaks
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until the top of Zone III and Zone IV. Ilere more pronounced peaks in
the L5% regi,on may indicate the weathering of ilIite to montmorillonite
near the surface.
7.5.II Thin sections
Extreme difficulty was experienced in making thin sections of the Ful1er's
Earth from Down Farm. Eventually a method of freeze drying was employed
(Foster, pers. con.). The sections are heavily cracked as a result of
shrinkage during drying and have taken on a mottled green,/brown colouration.
Unfortunately, therefore, the fabric of the samples is now obscure and
only mineraloglcal information can be gained such as the presence of
calcite and selenite. The selenite occurs in patches often as small
rosettes of crystals.
7.6 CORRELATIONS
The data from Boreholes 1 and 2 have been combined in an attempt to
identify the relationships that exist between the properties of the
Fuller's Earth at Down Farm. Table 7.4 is a correlation coefficient matrix
of these data; gaps have been left where spurious correlations exist such
as between activity and 7o<2qm since the definition of the former includes
the latter. In order to examine the relationships including 0'p, .'p md
yp Table 7,5 Ls the correlation coefficient matrix for only the five
"undisturbed" samples from Borehole 2. It must be remembered, however,
that coefficients determined with smaller sample numbers will be less
representat ive .
Some of these correlations reflect causal relationships, such as that of
depth with bulk unit weight. Others are merely autocorrelations, A and C
are related because A is related to B which is related to C. Figure 7.12
attempts to show in a pictorial manner the complicated interrelationships
of the more significant variables (those with coefficients greater than 0.6).
Those relationships with good correlations can be sumnari.zed as follows:
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FIGURE 7.L2: Correlagram showing the relationships between parameters of
the Fuller's Earth and correlation coefficients greater
than 0.6.
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1. As expected the Atterberg Limits and indices are interrelated.
Moisture content is positively correlated with the liquid and plastic
limits and the plasticity index. The two Atterberg Limits themselves are
also highly correlated.
2. Moisture content, Atterberg Linits, liquidity and plasticity indices
are aIl negatively correlated with depth, and bulk unit weight is positively
correlated. The bulk unit weight is therefore negatively corretated with
these parameters.
3. Similarly, as the percentage of Fe2O3 and the ratio of Fe2O3:FeO
both decrease with depth then the following are true:
bulk unit weight decreases and plasticity index and the Atterberg
linits increase with increased FerO, and Feror:FeO;
moisture content and liquidity index increases with the percentage
of Fe2O3
4. Since the calcite proportion increases with depth then the moisture
content, Atterberg Limits, liquidity and plasticity indices all have
negative correlations with calcite content. The leaching of the calcite
means that the remaining clay rich materials are i.ncreasingly more plastic.
The relationship of the bulk unit weight to the depth leaves it positively
correlated with calcite content.
5. The oxidation of iron to Fe2O3 and the removal of calcite near the
surface produces a high negative correlation coefficient between the two.
Care must be taken, however, when comparing two sets of percentile data.
6. The nolsture content and Atterberg Limits increase with the clay
fraction, therefore the clay fraction (7o<2Um) is negatively correlated
with the bulk unit weight.
7. Sinilarly, as the proportion of clay size particles decreases with
increased calcareous cementation, thathe percentage of Fe2O3 will be
positively correlated with the clay fraction because of point 5 above.
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8. Peak coheslon increases with the degree of cementation and
therefore decreases wlth increased clay fraction since this is also
related to cementation. The cohesion increases with bulk unit weight and
decreases wlth moisture content and Iiquidity index because of their
correlatlons with depth, consolidation and cementation.
9. l', decreases with increased plastlcity (Atterberg Linits and
plasticlty index) and is negatively correlated with the percentage of
Fe2O3 because this decreases with depth whereas C', increases slightly.
10. I'r is also negatively correlated wlth the plastlcity parameters.
There appears to be a critical value of the plasticity where fit, faLls
rapidly and then levels off at a value less than 1Oo. This critical
value is in practice a zone, not a single value, since factors such as
mineralogy and grain size wlll contribute to the variability. In this
example (Figure 7.13) the critical value is around 50% Ip or 65tsW'L.
This will be discussed also in Chapter 8 where a wider range of data are
presented. The increase in i' 
" 
is related to the increase in calcite
with depth, there being a greater proportion of non plastic material,
probably of silt size.
it Ls related to the amount of Fe2O3 in a similar manner to I'p.
7.7 SOPER'S WOOD BOREIIOLE
Atterberg Limits and calcite proportions were determined every metre
between 3 and 43 m depth, except at 40 m where a limestone band occurred.
Natural moisture contents were recorded by Dr. A. B. Hawkins in August 1974
soon after drilling. Since then the cores have dried out completely so
the sanples were ground 1n a ball nill to pass the 425 pm sieve in order
to perform the plasticity tests. This meant, however, that any snall
fossils or calcite concretions would be ground down and might affect the
results. To check this, a calcite rich sample (41 n) was soaked in water
to disaggregate it and then wet sieved through 425 ym mesh; the Atterberg
Linits of this materlal were fouxd to be:
wtr = 30.3$; wO = L7.2%; IO = 13.1%
The calcite that had been retalned on the sieve was ground down and added to
the remainder of the sanple which was then retested. The limits were not
found to be siguificantly different:
wy = 29.7to; wn = 16.4%; I, = 13.3%
FIGUBE 7.13: The variation of Atterberg's plasticity parameters with
residual strength for Fu1ler's Earth from Down Farnl
above a certain plastlcity threshold there is littIe
variation in the residual strength.
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7.7.1 Test results
The depth profiles for w, wL, u,p and I, are all very slmilar, the liquid
linit has the greatest range of values (Figure 7.L4>. A11 the liquidity
indices but one are negative since the natural moisture contents are
below the plastic linits, the profile shows a similar trend to the other
plasticity parameters.
The calcite percentage profile is nearly a mirror image of the liquid
limit profile, samples with the highest liquid linits contain the least
amounts of calcite. This relationship between calcite and plasticity is
clearly illustrated by the graphs in Figure 7.15. The points cluster in
well defined bands with correlation coefficients between -0.690 and -O.838.
The correlation coefficients between all the data sets are given in
Table 7. 6.
wtr
wp
Ip
I1
to ea]-cite
depth
0. 889
0. 858
0. 864
-0.690
-o.723
-o.834
-0.682
-0.716
-o.632
rp
-0.838
-0.671
-o.783
-o.550 0. 411
ut wp
0. 904
IL to ca1-cite
Table 7.6: Coz,r,elation eoefficient rnatrir, Soper's Wood borehole
The variation of these parameters with depth is a function of the inherent
lithological differences within the Fuller's Earth and is not a weathering
phenomenon since weathering is only active in the top few metres.
7.8 CONCLUSIONS ON THE WEATHERING OF THE FULLER'S EARTH
The weathering scheme used by Chandler (1969 and 1972) can be successfully
applied to the Fuller's Earth. The degree of oxidation seen by the colour
changes (associated with the oxidation of iron) forms the basis of the
FIGURE 7.L4: Depth profiles of plasticity parameters and calcite
percentage of the Upper Fuller's Earth from the Soper's
l4rood Borehole.
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FIGURE 7.I5: The variation of plasticity parameters with caleite
content for unweathered Ful1er's Earth from the Soper's
Ytlood Borehole.
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classification together with the change in fabric from an intact mudstone
to a residual clay. The visual weathering zones are easy to recognise in
hand specimen; however chemically they are indicated only as trends in
data rather than absolute values.
There is a sharp change in certain data profiles when passing fron the
nost highly weathered (Zone IV) to the material below:
1. There is a drop in the percentage of FeO with a corresponding
increase in Fe2O3 to FeO ratio;
2. /'p is lower in this upper region;
3. There is a marked increase In the amount of montmorillonite in
the clay;
4. The bottom of Zone IV is also the hori.zon where gypsun formation
is most pronouuced.
Other parameters change more gradually as weathering proceeds, namely
bulk unit weight, consolidation rates, moisture content and plasticity,
although there is a certain amount of peakedness to the plasticity
profiles. The reduction of cohesion (c'r) with weathering is a result
of decreased bulk unit weight, consolidation, calcite content (cement)
and of swelling and moisture uptahe. The noisture content falls to
approximately the plastic linit in Zone I.
This study has shown that the calcite within the Fuller's Earth has a
major bearing on its geotechnical properties. Thin sections reveal it to
be in the form of concretions and fossil debris and as fine grained,
disseminated cement. The amount of calcite decreases as weathering
proceeds; it is leached by acldic rainwater and in places is altered to
gypsun by the action of sulphuric acid from decomposing pyrite. This
renoval of calcite increases the proportion of clay sized particles from
4O7, in Zone I to 50 - 80% in the weathered horizons. This decrease in
grain size, together with the loss of cohesionless material and the
j.ncrease in expandible cIays, increases the plasticity of the FuIIer's
Earth near the surface with a corresponding drop in shear strength.
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Local vari.ations can modify the overall weathering profile. The Fuller's
Earth contains thin, impure limestone bands which allow the passage of
water. This water can soften the raudstone in the vicinity of a limestone
band, reduclng the peak strength and the strain to reach failure.
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CHAPTER 8
DISCUSSION OF THE RESI'LTS OF RESIDUAL SHEAR STRENGTH TESTING
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The concept of residual strength is widely known and hence it is not
proposed in this chapter to outline the history of its developnent; see
for example skenpton (1964). rn the course of the testing progranme
undertaken during the research a number of points worthy of more detailed
discussion have arisen:
a) the difference between residual strengths determined by ring shear
and with a convent.ional shear box;
b) the nature of the failure envelope;
c) and the correlation of residual strength with other geotechnical
parameters.
Details of the multiple-reversal shear box technique and the Brontread
ring shear apparatus have been given in Chapter 2.
8.2 RING SHEAR VERSUS SHEAR BOX
Practical experience and a survey of the literature both indlcate that ring
shear devices give lower values of 6' r than are obtained using reversal
shear box nethods. In the writer's experienee this is particularly true
for clay soils but both test nethods have yielded similar results for
silty/sandy soils.
Hutchinson et al (1980) show a very good agreement between the Bromhead
ring shear and the much more sophisticated Geonor apparatus at Imperial
College. Using both of these instruments these authors conclude that the
values of /ir obtained for Gau1t CIay are in broad agreement with those
values deternined by back analysis of landslips. Thie $t r determined
from shear box samples, however, is up to 7o higher at the lower normal
stress range. In an earlier study Ilutchinson et al (1973) concluded
that ring shear tests underestimate the fie1rl mobilised shear strength'
whereas shear box tests are an overestlmation. They state, however,
that there may be possible non-representativeness of their ring shear
sampleandalsothaterrorsinbackanalysismeanthatagreementofthe
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ring shear result with back analysis carurot be ruled out. Chandler et al
(1973) reached similar conclusions when studying Lias Clay. Townsend and
Gilbetlt (1973) on the other hand, report that a number of American "cIay
shales" show similar results from both ring shear and reversal direct
shear testing.
In the writer's experience it is difficult to reach a true residual condition
with a reversal direct shear box, whereas this is easily achieved using a
ring shear. This is a major factor causing discrepancy between the results
of the two methods. It is often reported that three or four reversals of
the shear box are sufficient to bring about the residual state, but the
present study has shown that to obtain a true residual, at least ten
forward and backward cycles are required. It is considered that many
workers do not carry the test to fuII completion. This was well illustrated
by Garga (1970) who plotted \/o 'n against the logarithm of displacement for
both types of shear test. He stressed that only when the curve flattens
out is the sample at true residual.
Figure 8.1 shows that it is possible to obtaln very similar results using a
ring shear and a shear box. Consistent results have been obtained using a
Bromhead ring shear, a 60 mm square and a 100 mm shear box. Bing shear
failure envelopes such as this can be obtained in 3 - 6 days with great
reliability, whereas much care is required to obtain the equivalent
envelopes using shear boxes; this can take over two nonths for a single
envelope (see Chapter 2). The uppermost failure envelope on Figure 8.1
was produced using a 60 mn shear box with the saue material (Cothan Beds
from Ytraterford Park) but gives twice as large a value of il' r despite
simllar care in running the test. It was concluded that frictional errors
have been introduced, seriously affecting the results.
There are several factors that could combine to produce higher results
when using a shear box rather than a ring shear:
I. Material is squeezed out between the halves of the shear box during the
course of a test run. This will a11ow the top and bottom of the box to come
into contact, resulting in the production of an inflated reading on the
shear stress dial gauge. This effect can be mininised by periodically
screwingdownthejackingscrewstoseparatethehatvesofthebox,then
slackeningthenoffahalf-turnsoastheyarenotincontactwiththe
lower half of the box'
Residual failure envelopes determined with 60 and 100 nn
shear boxes and a Bromhead ring shear apparatus.
FIGURE 8.1
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2. After each reversal a smal1 peak is produced in the stress-strain
graph. Figure 8.2, reproduced from Skempton and Petley (1967), shows
the orientation of clay platelets in a shear zone fron lYaltonrs Wood.
It is probable that the inclination of these platelets will reverse when
a shear stress is applied in the opposite direction during shear box
test ing.
3. After the small peak the stress-strain curve usually levels off to
a constant value of shear stress. Sonetimes, howeverrit continues to rise.
This has been noted by Petley (1966) who attributes it to three effects;
the tilting of the box (friction), the squeezing out of material, and
the change in the area of contact of the top and botton halves of the
sample. The change in cross sectional area has been shown by Marsh (L972>
to have a negligible effect, but the other two possibilities are likely to
be contributors to this continued rise.
4. The development of low-angle Riedel shears within a shear zone was
demonstrated by Skenpton (1966), see Figure 8.3. It is reasonable to
assume that new shears will be produced having the opposite orientation
when the direction of shear is reversed. This will have two effects;
firstly to contribute to the small peak in the stress-strain graph, and
secondly to create an undulose shear surface. The shear strength of a
sample 60 nn square will be greatly affected by the nature of the shear
surface. The coalescence of Riedel shears to produce a surface like the
one shown in Plate 8.1 will result in an increased shear stress since the
upper half must surmount the undulations as it moves with respect to the
lower half. This will contribute to the rise in the stress-strain graph
noted by Petley (1966) and observed by the writer with sone tests during
this research work.
5. If a intact sample is tested in a shear box as opposed to a remoulded
one then any original structure such as fissures or harder lumps may cause
undulations in the shear surface, contributing to the effects discussed
above.
FIGURE 8.2: The orientation of platey minerals in a thin shear zone.
FIGURE 8.3: The development of Riedal shears within a shear zone and
the production of an undulose shear surface.
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The ring shear apparatus is much more accurate since shearing takes
place only in one direction and there can be no reori.entatlon of the
clay minerals or Biedel shears. The shear planes formed in the Bronhead
apparatus are not undulose.
When using a reversal shear box method it has been found preferable to
cut a plane and polish it with several hard reversals. This produces
a smoother surface and residual conditions are more likeIy to be
reached. It is imperative that the nachine is left running for a
sufficient number of reversals and that the next loading is not applied
until it is certain that the residual conditions for a particular stress
1evel have been reached.
8.3 THE VARIATION OF p'r WITH EFFECTM NORIvIAL STRESS
The resldual failure envelopes of samples tested during the course of this
research usually do not follow the classic text book ideal of a straight
line through the origin. They are more parabolic showing greatest
curvature below about 200 kPa effective normal stress.
A typical residual failure envelope for the Cotham MarI from Waterford
Park is given in Figure 8.4. The variation of /'r with normal stress is
better seen by plotting the data as r./o 'n agai.nst normal stress (o'n) 
"
T/otn is the tangent of 0'r at a particuar value of o'n, with no cohesion.
In this example the value offr levels off above 200 kPa normal stress to
between 6 and 70, a figure that can be referred to as the '?ultimate
residual strength". Figure 8.5 is the same failure envelope but here
drawn with a two and a half tines vertical exaggeration to emphasize the
curvature. A best-fit regression straight line has been drawn which has
a cohesion intercept (c'r) and hence has a slope slightly less than the
ultimate value of fl'r for this sanple.
There are many examples of curved failure envelopes in the literature.
Garga (1970) cites Tiedemann who worked on the l{eser-E1be Canal clay in
1937. Skenpton and Petley (1967) present curved envelopes for the
Atherfj.eld, Weald and London C1ays. They use a best-fit straight line in
FIGURE 8.4: Besidual failure envelope of Cothan Marl and the variation
of 6' 
" 
with effective normal stress.
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the less than 150-200 kPa range. Both Bishop and Chandler, in Parry <L972>,
record the variation of I'r with normal stress. Kenny (1967) states
that residual strength is dependent urainly on mj.neralogy and gives examples
of curved failure envelopes. He notes that soils with a greater proportion
of montmorillonite show the more pronounced curvature. Chandler (1976)
compared the curved failure envelope of the Upper Lias Clay, as determined
by ring shear, with the values of 6' r obtained fron back analyses of five
Iandslides (his Figure 11). Back analysis of slips with effective stress
levels between 12 and 107 kPa give a range of 6'r from L6.2oto 10.30.
These field values fit well to the laboratory deternined curve but slightly
above it.
Not all workers report this curvature; Bishop et aI (1971) show the brown
London Clay to have a curved envelope but the blue London CIay a straight
one. ?ownsend and Gilbert (1976) obtained straight 1j-ne failure envelopes
for their American samples.
According to Garga (1970), since residual strength is independent of the
loading sequence the variation is not due to breakdown of particles. The
only effect is that the residual state is reached sooner at higher normal
loads. He considers the effects of interparticulate contact points, the
pressure on them and the number per unit area. IIe maintains that since
relatively poor contact is made between clay particles at Iow normal loads
the friction angle will be steeper.
One would, however, expect the opposite to be true if interparticulate
friction alone was the controlling factor (c'r = 0); i.e. a lower shear
stress at a low normal Ioad. The problem is a complex one and in the
writerrs opinion is related to the existence of a residual cohesion. Since
cohesion represents the electrochemical bonding effects between particles
in the shear zone it will be controlled to a large extent by mineralogy.
Hence varying mineralogy nay account for why some samples show a greater
degree of curvature than others (cf (enny 1967). There may also be an
element of instrumental/operator variability, but this is unlikely to be
of major significance, since different workers using different machines
(and probably different techniques) have all produced sinilar results.
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Consider the ideal residual fallure envelope where no cohesion is present.
The only resistance to shearing is offered by the grain-over-grain friction
of the material; the envelope will be a straight line through the origin
with gradient /' r (Figure 8.6a). In Figure 8.6b the shear stress recorded
for a particular value of normal stress, p, would beTo If there was
some cohesion, c, developed across the shear surface, then a higher value
of shear stress would be recorded, i.e. T1. At all values of normal stress
some cohesion would be present; Figure 8.6c shows three such points, n, p
and q. By joining all of the points over the complete stress range a new
failure envelope is produced which includes the effects of cohesion.
It is reasonable to assune that less cohesion is developed at lower normal
loads which will produce a downward curve towards the origin. It is not
known whether the envelope actually passes through the origin or slightly
above it due to the difficulties of testing at such low loads, but this
is of no great significance. Above a certain normal stress, typically
200 kPa, there is no further increase in the cohesion developed. The
failure envelope will straighten out and run parallel tothe "idealr'- i.e.
no cohesion line - thus giving the curve that is produced experimentally.
The mechanism producing cohesion at residual state remains obscure but
must involve electrochemical rebonding of clay minerals by forces such as
the Van der Waal. It has been postulated that the cohesion rises with
normal stress up to a maxinum value, then remains stable. Thls rise is a
function of the mineral particles being more closely compacted under
higher loads, aJld may also be in part controlled by the corresponding
exponential fa1I in molsture content as normal load is increased. Kenny
(1967) found the greatest curvature was associated with montmorillonite,
the mineral with the largest cation exchange capacity of the samples he
tested.
8.4 THE USE OT RESIDUAL STRENGTH DATA
Correlations with I'r
Work with the ring shear has shown it to be a far more reliable nethod of
measuring residual strengths than the shear box, since it is easier to
reach true residual conditions. New machines which are relatively cheap
8.4. 1
The production of a curved residual failure envelope by
the effects of snall amounts of cohesion that are developed.
a) The "ideaI" straight line through the origiu;
b) Cohesion will shift every point in the envelope to produce
c) the envelope we see in practice.
FIGURE 8.6:
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and sinple to use are beconing more cortrmon with the result that many
more residual strengths of clay soils are being recorded with fl, r
values much lower than had previously been measured.
An inportant consequence of this is that previously published correlations
will have to be nodified; correlations that practicing engineers often
use to estlmate residual strengths of soils when no shear test data are
available.
Figure 8.7 is a modified version of Ingold's (1975a, Figure 1) and includes
test data fron this research. Since only a linited number of ring shear
tests have been carried out during this research, the curve cannot be
redefined fully. It is evident, however, that it nust faII steeply and
level off at a much lower value than previously thought, as shown by the
large number of points below a 6'r of 10o. Between Ip 25 - 45% there is
some scatter of points suggesting a transitlon zone where there is a sudden
change between residual strength and plasticity. Uudoubtedly thls ls in
part because of other influencing factors such as the mineralogy and also
inherent inaccuracies ln determining the plastic linit of a soil. The
experimental errors in the plasticity index are much greater than those
in the residual strength. This variability causes a broadenlng of the
steeper niddle section of the curve. Vaughan and Walbanche (1975)
published a plot of fi' r agaiust plasticity index; their Linited data showed
a similar trend to that presented in Figure 8.7.
Skempton's (1964) plot of residual strength against pereentages less than
2 Lm esd, also needs similar nodification (Figure 8.8). The present data
indicates that the niddle portion should be steeper and that the boundary
at the "clay rich" end should be lower. A nodification of Skenpton's plot
by Vaughan (1980) is in agreement with the findings presented here. He
had included more data, especially in the O 
- 
50% <2 In range than has
been obtained during this work.
/'r will be affected by grain size if there are no clay minerals present
(c'r = 0) because of the vari.ation in interparticular contacts. If clays
are present the lower values of 6' r will be expected because there will
be some orientation of platey minerals and less friction. 9' r will be
lower sti1l for soils containing montmorillonite because the crystals break
down relatively easily to flakes approaching unit ceII thickness.
The relationship between l'1 and plastieity index as
determined by a number of prevlous u/orkers and by ring
shear testing for this thesis. Sanples with a plasticity
index above a transitional zone between 25 and' 45!o have very
1ow residual shear strengths and show littIe variation.
FIGURE 8.7:
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Ring shear testing indicates that the lower boundary
of Skenptonrs zone needs to be at a lower tevel.
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Hence the correlation of d'r with the less than 2 l.h size fraction
(Figure 8.8) exists as such because much of the material in this raoge
is in fact clay minerals. It is not a perfect correlation because of the
variety of mineral species and the variable proportion of non-clay minerals
in this size range. This accounts for the width of the zone on the plot
fi'r against % less than 2 1.tm.
Kenny (1967), however, fouund no correlation between residual strength and
either grain size or plasticity. This seems unlikely since mineralogy
affects plasticity and also the residual strength parameters, hence it is
probable that I'r aud plasticity are related to some extent.
8.4.2 The choice of residual strength parameters
The above correlations are too uncertain for accurate stability analysis,
in which case there is no substitute for shear testing. Further the
values obtained from the graphs are regression line values and do not
take into account the variation with effective normal stress.
With the advent of the ring shear apparatus it has been possible to
determine the points on a residual failure envelope much more quickly and
easily than ever before. Consequently the sauples have been tested to
much higher stress levels, where the value of d'r reaches a minimum. In
the past the time consuming reversal shear box method has meant that only
the minimum number of points were normally determined (usually three),
only over the stress range of interest. This method only produces a short
section of the failure envelope through which a straight line approximation
was made. The linited range of the testing did not a1Iow the curved nature
of the envelope to be appreciated and consequently it was conmon practice
to assume that it was a straight line and that the value of d'r was a
unique parameter of a particular soil sample. It is important to appreciate
that for any sample the residual strength is not a unique value but depends
on the normal stress.
The question the design engineer must face is how does I'r measured in
the laboratory relate to the field mobilised value, a"nd which value to
take.
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It has been demonstrated in Chapter 3 (3.4.4> that the use of the
regresslon line value of O'r for a couplete envelope ean be an under-
estination of the field strength. This is because a regression line
drawn through the results of a test performed until the ultinate residual
strength has been reached will have a gradient slightly less than that
value. Most stability analyses, however, are carried out for situations
with normal stresses below 200 kPa (equivalent to about 12 n of over-
burden), in the range wbre the failure envelope is steeper.
It is therefore necessary to use a more realistic value of C' r than tbe
lowest possible that catr exist. This can be achieved in two ways:
having plotted the failure envelope as \/o'rr agalnst orn (cf Figure 8.4)
it is then possible to read off a value of i' r for the normal load in
question. This has the effect of naking crr equal to zero. The data
presented by Chandler (1976) supports this nethod. Alternatively it is
acceptable to use a straight Ilne approxlmation to the portion of the
failure envelope being considered, for example Chandler et aI (1976) do
this for the Fuller's Earth Head at Swainswick over a range of normal
stresses corresponding to a depth of material between 1 and 5 n (their
Figure 14).
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION AND ST'MMARY
The south Cotswolds is a scarpland area which, in the vicinity of Bath and
Stroud, is highly dissected with nany of the valleys superficially disturbed
by cambering, valley bulging and landslipping. This research project has
concentrated on engineering geological aspects of cambered and landslipped
hillslopes in the Bath district. Originally it was proposed to study the
Ful1er's Earth slopes in the Bath/Swainswick area. However, when the
significance of the extensional features found at Radstock at the beginning
of the research period became appreciated, a decision was made to include
that area. As a consequence of this comparative studies were carried out on
the Rhaetic from other sites.
The formation of these superficial structures is generally considered to have
taken place during, or at the end of, the Anglian and lVolstonian glacial
maxima (see Section 1.4.1). Although it is impossible to ascertain in detail
the physiography of the region prior to these Quaternary events, it is con-
sidered likely that a high }evel plateau existed, dissected by a nunber of
streams but with the dip of the beds consistent with the regional dip. Any
valleys penetrating the mudstone horizons nay have shown the beginnings of
small valley bulges and sub-horizontal shears developed in response to stress
release during valley excavation (Vaughan, 1976). As erosion of the valley sides
probably kept pace with the down-cutting of the streams, the mudstone/clay com-
prising these vaIley slopes would have been largely undisturbed and consequently
must be considered in terns of peak strength. The presence of fissures and
the effects of swelling and weathering induced softening would no doubt have
reduced the shear strength to some value below peak but above residual
(Skenpton, 1970). Small, first-time nudflows/sIips may have occurred where
locat adverse groundwater conditions prevailed.
Following the glacial periods the topography of the region was greatly
nodified by large volumes of meltwater. Many new valleys were initiated,
including spillways developed when existing channels were sti11 blocked by ice
(Hawkins and Kellaway, 1971). During these periods extensive valley bulging
and canbering took place through the mechanisms discussed in Chapter 1. Large
volumes of material have been disturbed by these processes, an example from a
cambered area in the east Midlands is given by Vaughan (1976) who concluded
that there had been a thinning of the Upper Lias as far as 600 m from the
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valley centre. Strata were lowered from their original elevations and
consequently dip directions were altered from a regional dip to become
sub-parallel to the hillslopes.
The enhanced erosive capacity of the rivers, coupled to changes in base 1eve1,
resulted in the rate of vertical dounrcutting far exceeding va11ey side adjust-
ments. This over-steepening of the valleys caused a lack of support allowing
the formation of many large, rotatlonal slips such as those seen along the
valley of the River Avon at North Stoke and Bailbrook (Chapter 5).
Solifluction f1ows, initiated under periglacial conditions on numerous
vaIley slopes, transported debris from the camber-dlsturbed ground until
eventually most of the hill sides became nantled with a veneer of much
disturbed ilHead" comprj.sing an admixture of the upslope lithologies. In the
Bath area these sollfluction deposits vary in thickness up to Ib m and
frequently, when clay rich, possess a basal shear surface running sub-para1lel
to the ground surface (Hawkins , 1-977 (b) ) .
Under present climatic conditions cambering and large-scale landsllpping have
ceased to be major processes of hills1ope development. Present day slope
modlfications are restricted to small-scale adjustments in an attempt to reach
geomorphic equilibrj.um. Many of these slope modiflcations occur as natural
failures initiated by adverse piezometric conditions following periods of high
rainfall, or artificially by construction works where adequate geotechnical
assessments have not been made.
The overall effect of the Quaternary climatic conditions on the south
Cotswolds has been to increase the amplitude of the relief, impose local
(cambered) dip directions and also to reduce the field mobilised shear strengths
of the argillaceous components from near peak towards the residual condltion.
Many of the failures occurring at the present time are reactivatlons of old
shear surfaces stressing the importance of the residual shear strength concept.
A good example is illustrated by the area to the south-east of Soper's lVood
in the Swainswick Valley. A landslip is clearly visible on the Frontispiece,
taken in October 1980, demonstrating how the tipping of buildersttvaste near
the top of the slope has reactivated a pre-existing slab-s1ide. The backscar
of thls originalslab-slide was recorded on infra-red f1lm in May 198O, prior
to the recent tipping (P1ate 6.20); this slab-s1ide itself being a reactivation
of the basal shear surface of the solifluction mantle.
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Valleyward movement during camberi.ng has reduced the shear strength of the
incompetent strata but true residual condibns will only occur where a
continuous shear surface exists. An example of this was investigated
at llraterford Park (Chapter 3) where, aLthough najor shear planes were discovered,
the najority of the Rhaetic clays contained numerous, randomly orientated,
extremely closely spaced, discontinuous shears consi.dered to be stress-release
flssures which have becone polished and striated by snall scale movement.
Consequently information concerning the residual strength of the strata is
important in any engineering geological consideration of the south Cotswolds
slopes. The existing literature on the measurement and use of residual
strength paraneters is voluminous. An in-depth study of the llterature reveals
differing view points which are liabIe to result in confusion for non-specialist
workers wishing to enploy the residual strength concept. The research under-
taken as part of the present study has highlighted some of the inportant con-
siderations and it is apparent there is a need for an up-to-date manual as a
guide to the experimental determination and subsequent application of the
residual strength of soils.
Following the purchase of a Bronhead ring shear in August 1979, this apparatus
was used to measure the residual strength of clays. A satisfactory testing
procedure was established and it soon became evident that the obtained values
of d'r appeared to be lower than those determined using the more conventional
nultiple-reversal shear box method. Indeed many workers are cautious of
using results obtained by ring shear devices, claimi.ng that they grossly
underestimate the "true" vaIue. This has been proved in Chapter 8 to be
unwarranted in that if the tests are performed with adequate care and a
sufficient number of reversals, the results obtalned using ring shear and
shear box machines are almost identical. However, the experi.nents undertaken
have shown that the inherent probleus using the conventional shear box are
greater, including such factors as possible frictional effects, hence there is
a real danger of obtaining inflated shear stress values that the operator may
be unaware of. It has been found that the ring shear apparatus gives far more
reproducible results.
As it is possibte to obtain more points to define the failure envelope with
the ring shear appratus in a far shorter tine than with the conventional shear
box, a large number of samples have been tested covering a much greater range
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of normal stresses than would otherwise have been possible within a reasonable
time span. One of the mai.n reasons why apparently J-ower results are
obtained with the ring shear apparatus is that this nethod allows a better
appreciation of the true nature of the failure envelope.
Many of the envelopes defined are seen to be curved rather than straight Iines,
inplying that the parameter i'r is in fact stress dependent and is not a unigue
property of a particular soil sanpJ-e. A failure envelope is complete if,
when plotted as T/O'n against Oto the line falls and then levels out at a value
of il'1 (Tan-l T./O'n), here referred to as the "ultimate residual strength". If
straight line approximations are made of complete failure envelopes (in this
thesis using normal stresses up to 600 kPa) then much lower values of A' r are
recorded than many of those in the early geotechnical literature, since the
envelopes show their greatest curvature below normal stresses of about 200 kPa,
and in the past it was not common to test samples at higher normal stresses.
This curvature is believed to be caused by a residual cohesion that increases
with normal load to a maximum around this value. This residual cohesion
represents the electrostatic bonding forces between clay mineral particles
which are eonsidered to be in dynamic equilibrium. lYhilst shearing is taklng
place boads between individual clay mineral erystallites are continuously being
broken and reformed as they nove relative to one another. It is evident that
the oId method of producing a straight line through (usually three) points, at
the low stress end of the failure envelope, does not give a definitive result
but only an approximation of the resldual strength over that stress range.
In order to establish a value of the residual strength for design calculations
one of two metbods can be used:
1. A straight line approximation can be made of part of the failure envelope
occurring between chosen upper and lower bounds for the normal load
(c'* and d'r);
2. If the data are plotted as the variation of r/on with oro the value of dtr
can be read off the graph for the uormal load in guestion (c'r = 0) .
In the absence of laboratory strength ueasurements it is cortrmon practice to
estlmate /', using established correlations with plasticity and/or f'cIay
fraction". Since l', Ls stress dependent such correlations nust be treated
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that would have indicated that the material comprisiug these inherently
unstable slopes is at residual strength.
Even with engineering geomorphological mapping at the scale of 1:2500 it has
been found difficult to define a maximum stable slope angle for the outcrop
of the Fuller's Earth Clay. It has been concluded in Chapter 5 that it would
not be prudent to state that the Fuller's Earth slopes are entirely stable at
80 since some smaII, shallow mudflows/slides exist even on slopes at this
angle. It has not been possible to compare directly the Fullerrs Earth slopes
with those of the London Clay (Skempton and Ilel,ory, 1957; Hutchinson, 1967)
and the Upper Lias Clay (Chandler, 1970 a, b and c).
Since the smalI-scale Institute of Geological Sciences' maps provide little
information on the superficial structures there is clearly a need for another
kind of map, preferably at a larger scale, that attempts to subdivide the
Iarge areas currently indicated as either landslipped or foundered strata. A
map showing large landslips, areas of shallow mudflows/slips, pronounced
cambers, etc. would not be too difficult to construct and would give advance
warning of possible problem areas.
Infra-red photography is another technique that has been found to be cheap and
comparatively easy. The quality of the information recorded on colour infra-
red filn is far superior to panchromatic black and white film in the detection
of unstable slopes and when combined with engineering geomorphological napping
provides an ideal basis for further planning of engineering projects. It is
preferable to carry out both of these techniques in early spring or late
autumn when vegetation is not at its thickest and rainfall is fairly high, as
in summer the nore ephemeral springs may not flow. The limited experiments
undertaken during this research have shown that satisfactory results nay be
obtained using a standard 35 mn format camera to obtain ground-to-ground, or
preferably air-to-ground oblique photographs.
A prime example where the cambered nature of a hiI1slope has caused unforeseen
problems for a developer has been studied at Radstock. The nethods of
investigation and the remedial measures necessary to overcome these problems
have been discussed. Excavation of numerous trenches and pits on the
Waterford Park site allowed a study to be made of camber-induced guIls. These
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have been discussed and classified in Chapter 3 and in the paper by Hawkins
and Privett (1981). Very thin interbeds of silty clay wlthin the Blue Lias
have been a major contributior to the form of these gulIs. Differing extension
styles have been identified, with varying degrees of bed-over-bed movenent.
Such variety has not been seen in other gulled areas visited where the absence
of any clay interbeds has Ied to the formation of a single type of gu1I. It
is anticipated, however, that this variability will be seen in other areas
where similar interbedded limestone,/cLay sequences have been cambered.
The great number and variety of gulls examined at Waterford Park has highlighted
the najor features of these phenornena. These linear extension gulls have been
proved to run parallet to the contours of the hillside and here occur as zones
with larger structures separated by intervening zones containing sma1l-sca1e
features. Differing joint spacing and/or lateral variation of the interbedded
silty clays mean that individual gulls often vary in character along their
length. Frequently they terminate at cross-cutting joint surfaces and often,
when an area is examined in detail, are seen to have an en 6chelon pattern.
The weathering of the Fu11er's Earth has been investigated by observing the
changes in a number of geotechnical and chemical parameters. As weathering
proceeds the fresh, fj.ssured, blue-grey mudstone becomes a plastic, light brown,
siJ.ty cIay. These changes fit the pre-existing classification schemes for the
weathering of nudstones to clays (Chandler, 1969, L972>. Weathering produces
an increase in the percentage of clay grade material, the anount of expandible
lattice clay minerals (montmorillonite) , the moisture content, Atterberg limits
and Fe2O3:FeO ratio. This is accompanied by a falI in bulk unit weight, caleite
percentage, peak strength, and, to a lesser extent, residual strength. The
samples studied provide evidence that the rveathering profile may not be smooth.
The plots of depth against peak strength, sulphate content, FeO content and
Fe2O3:FeO ratio all show pronounced peaks or steps at the base of Zone IV, the
most highly weathered materlal. The weathering profile may be disrupted by the
presence of linestone bands within the sequence, which al1ow the passage of
weathering agents and, as a result, the adjacent mudstones will become softened
and possibly more highly weathered than would otherwise be expected.
Examination of a large number of Fullerr s Earth samples from a borehole
extending below the depth of weatherlng has shown the presence of calcite to
have an important effect on the plasticity. The proportion of calcite i.n a
sample is strongly negatively correlated with its plastic properties.
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Little, if any, published work exists on the geotechnical properties of the
Bhaetic mudstones/cLays even though they are known to have produced some
difficult engineering problems. The existence of expanding lattice clays,
such as montmorillonite, is considered responsible for the low residual shear
strengths recorded, especially of the Cotham Beds. Insufficient evidence
exists, however, to decide which of the two alternatives is responsible for
the origin of the montmorillonite in the vicinity of the large shear surfaces
at Waterford Park. Either slipping has occurred in a montmorillonite rich band
where the shear strength is lower, or else the montmorillonite is a secondary
weathering product formed by the action of water percolating along pre-existing
shear surfaces.
Following the research discussed in this thesis, it is suggested that future
work should consider such things as:
The primary or secondary origin of the expanding lattice clay minerals in
the Cotham Beds.
2. The detailed relationship between the weathering of the Fuller's Earth and
the calcium carbonate content. An opportunity is likely to be afforded
when samples will be available during the site investigation for the new A46.
3. The reaching of residual conditions in the ring shear apparatus; to try and
establish why certain samples show a slight drop in shear stress when tested
with a descending loading sequence following testing with an ascending
sequence.
5. The curved nature of the residual failure envelopel careful testing of
samples at low effective normal stresses combined with a study of the cohesive
properties of the solls, possibly involving the preparation of artificial
mixtures of cohesive and non-cohesive mi.nerals.
The inclusion of far more points on plots of O', against plasticity and
"c1ay fraction" to better define these relationships. Graphs should be
presented for residual strengths at different effective normal stresses.
6
4. The comparison of results from the rlng shear apparatus wlth those from
the shear box Lnvolving more exhaustive testing.
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PLATE 2.1: Gelation of
flocculatlon
the base of
a sample of Cothan Marl
of the clay particles.
the beaker when tilted.
in deionlzed water caused by
The ge1 remains parallel to
Scale in cm.
Transmitting
partlcles and
particles.
electronmicrograph of a
balls of clay flocs in
geI showing darker non-c1ay
a cloud of floceulated clay
PLATfr 2.2:
PLATE 2.3: Transmitting electron micrograph of clay
illite plates. Note how illite crystals
an ope[ structure.
flocs made up of 1ame11ar
bridge between flocs with
Transmitting electron
a ge1, consisting of
flocs (lighter).
micrograph
s11t-sized
of material that has settled below
non-clay partlcles (black) and clay
PLATE 2.42
PLATE 3.1: The large gul1 diseovered
Plot 58 that alerted the
Waterford Park.
during the digging of the foundations fordeveloper to the superficial structures at
A seetion of the Blue Lias exposed in a trench at waterford park, showingPLATE 3'2: the thinly to rnedium bedded limestone and the very thinly bedded silty ctays.Note how the joints within the limestone have opened and become filled withsilty clay' The Blue Lias here is in effect composed of separate blocks oflimestone surrounded by a matrix of silty clay. rt is the variations in thebedding thickness, jointing and amount of silty clay that aecounts for thevariety of extensional features produced by cambering.
3.3: Aerial photograph taken in June 1968 including the area of the presentlliaterford Park site. The slippiug associated with the outcrop of theRhaetic is clearly seen on the valley slopes but there is no evideneeto suggest the presence of gulrs on the limestone plateau.
A machine-dug foundation trench
undulose top of a limestone bed
use of reinforced concrete strip
at lfaterford Park, revealing thein the Blue Lias oecessitating the
footings.
PLATE 3.4:
PLATE 3.5: Large void
occurring between the disturbed
blocks of limestone in a guI1
at Waterford Park. This void
was proved to be at least 3 m
in extent. The taPe is 230 mm.
PLATE 3.6: The development of
at Waterford Park.
calcareous tufa
The pen ls 135
on limestone surfaces in a
nm.
guI1
xPLATE 3.7: The large vold of
the development of
limestone blocks.
a roof gu11 (Tria1
small stalactites
.-../
Pit aI, ITaterford Park).
and paralIel clay rldges
,lt,
I *.' {'/ l',: l'
/ )l' t'{: .f,
Note
on the
The development of paral1el, sirty clay ridges on rimestoneby running water. smalr staractitic struetures are formedis a slight overhang. rTaterford park. The scale bars areintervals.
joint faces
where there
100 mm
PLATE 3.8:
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PLATE 3.9: 20 mm wlde extension cracks in the
lYaterford Park; an opened joint iu
was clay fl11ed and its fu1l extent
is 500 mn.
floor of a foundation trench at
the liuestone. Part of this crack
is shown 1n Flgure 3.7. The tape
The hand-cleaned foundation trenches
The large number of opened joints in
here. A snalI Class IIb guIl crosses
limestone dips into this clay-fi1Ied
square is an open void in the trench
for Plots 76b - 8Ob, Waterford Park.
the limestone are well illustrated
from bottom left to top right. The
gulI and in the top right a darker
floor.
PLATE 3.10:
3.11: Detail of the floor of a foundation trench
for Plot 28b, iYaterford Park. The crack
is about 200 mm wide and there is a void
beneath the overhanging limestone block
above the 100 mm scale. This gul1 would
have gone unnotlced had the trench not
been cleaned by hand methods and earefully
examined.
\ .-, ,{r}
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PLATE 3.13: Trial Pit 3, lVaterford Park. The gul1 is infilled mainly wi-th
1i::restone rubble and the Sheared Clay dips into it from the upslope
sicie. Tape ls 500 mm.
PLATE 3.L4: The north-east
faee of Trial Trench b14,
lVaterford Park, containing
a Class IIa 9u11. The
limestone has not pulIed
apart enough to cause sagging
of the Head. Scale is 100 mm.
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PLATE 3.18: Stereoscopie photograph close up of
blocks in the Trial Treneh 4 gu11 at
horizontal clay ridges. The hammer
the tilted limestone
Waterford Park with
is 350 mm.
PLATE 3.I7:
PLATES 3.19
Close-up of large voids occurring at depth in the Trial Trench 4
guI1 at Waterford Park. The hammer is 35O nm.
to 3.25 are stages in the excavation of a large Class IVa guII at
ltraterford Park, illustrating how a large cavity can exist beneath
ground that appears to be undisturbed, and demonstrate the importance
of careful investigation.
3.19: Photograph taken looking into the foundation trench of Plots LZa - LSa(whieh runs across the picture) showing the original void exposed at a
depth of 1.3 m. The foundation trench fortre party wall between these
two houses runs up the left-hand side of the photograph and has been
deepened to reveal a sma11 void at 2.L m depth. The tape is 500 mm.
PLATE 3.20: Photograph
taken looking along the rear
waII foundation treneh. The
original void has been
excavated a litt1e. The
tape is 500 mn.
i!+ai-4tt: _+.I -
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PLATE 3"2!t The gulI is being opened by a large excavator: here the disturbance
of the limestone is more apparent but the true size of the guIl is
still unknown. Some of the loose rubble at the base of the
excavation has fallen from the trench sides during digging.
PLATE 3.222 General view
of the excavation showing
removed limestone bLocks
piled at the end of the
treneh.
PLATE 3,23: The horizontal
limestone roof of the gulI is
below the workmanrs right knee;
the looser bloeks have faIlen
in during the excavation. The
deep cavity is now also visible.
PLATE 3.242 The excavator
bucket lifted the roof of the
gu1l shown in Plate 3.23.and
a 7.5 u section of the trench
floor collapsed, taking with
lt much of the excavated
rubble seen in Plate 3.22.
PLATE 3.252 Photograph taken
looking back along the rear
waIl forurdation trench from
the deepened excavation. The
guIl is an open cavitY which
does not extend to the surface
but closes just below the base
of the original trench, where
the limestone is more thinlY
bedded.
PLATE 3.26: The rear waIl foundatlon trench of Plot 37b, Waterford park, wi.th
the ,entralxce. to a large Class IVb gull. The trench sides reveal
that there has been more general disturbance orr this part of the
site but do not indicate the existence of the gu1l below.
The
the
north corner
trench floor
Plot 36b, Waterford
the only indication
Park. The snal1 void in
of the large gul1 below.
of
is
PLATE 3.27:
PLATE 3.28: Photograph taken inside a rarge Class rVb gul1 (17 m long) at
lYaterford Park. There has been no vertlcal throw between the two
sides, i.e. no dip-and-fault movement. Scale is 100 mm.
PLATE 3.29: Photograph takea
inside a large Class IVb gull
at Waterford Park showing the
height of the eavity and the
Ioose blocks on the floor.
PLATE 3.30: Stereoscopic photograph looking towards the roof of
a large Class IVb gull at ftraterford Park, comprising
a jumble of wedged limestone blocks. Note the
horizontal clay ridges and the accumulation of silty
clay on the ledge above the scale. Scale is 100 mm.

PLATE 3.33: The roofed gull in Trial
wider voids with depth.
plane sliding has taken
Pit aI at l{aterford park
The silty clay interbedsplace are clearly vlsi.b1e.
which has progressively
along which beddlng
Scale is 500 mm.
PLATE 3.34: Sna11 gull in theInferior Oolite at Me11s Lane,
Radstock. The gull does not
propagate through the upper,
more thinly bedded limestone.
The tape is 500 mm.
PLATE 3.35: Large gull in
the Great Oolite at SPrlngfield
Quarry, Bath. The gull does
not propagate through the
upper, more thinlY bedded
limestone.
Iluunocky, slipped topography north-east
outcrops of the Btraetic and Keuper Marl.
terracettes are a soil creep phenomenon.
of Tfaterford Park on the
The small-scalePLATE 3.36:
PLATE 3.37:. White Lias linestone
lYaterford Park. The
baek-tilted into the
the left.
exposed by trenehing downslope of the site at
100 nn scale is ho:rizontal and the beds have been
hillside by rotational slipping. Dovmslope is to
Planar, striated slip surface in the Cotham Beds exposed by trenching
downslope of the site at lfaterford Park. Two such surfaces were
discovered dipping into the hilIside. The alignment of platey clay
minerals aloag this diseontinuity allows the seepage of water.
PLATE 3.38:
PLATE 3'39: Extremery closely to closely spaced, discoutinuous, striated shearsurfaces is the sheared cray of the Head in Trlal pit a1, lliaterfordPark; here seen dippiag steepry. The scale bars are roo mm
The foundation trenehes of plot 4gb, waterford park. The trenches havebeen dug deep enough to establish that no gu1ls are present and arebeing fi1led to a convenient depth with lean-mix conerete before bulldingcan commence.
PLATE 3.402
PLATE 3.4L2 Mesh reinforcing
for strip foundations at
l[aterford Park. The minimum
foundations used on the site
are capable of spanning 2 m.
PLATE 3,42: Steel reinforcing
for a Type 1 beam, eapable of
spanning 4.5 m, in position on
the site at lTaterford Park.
The steelwork for a Type 2
beam can be seen in the
baekground.
PLATE 3.43t Close-up of the steelwork
capable of spanning 4.5 m
for a Type 2 reinforced concrete beam(lfaterford Park). Scale is 100 nn.
The construction of
here the beams have
that oceurs near to
houses on reinforced
been extended beyond
the front wa11.
concrete beams
the party walls
at Waterford Park;
to span a gul1
PLATE 3.44:
PLATE 4.1: 30o batter slope cut in the cothan Bed,s at vertura Farm.
Some months after the above slope was
occurred in the Cotham Beds.
PLATE 4.2: cut back to 30o a snall slip
PLATE 4.3: Canbered White
the topsoll is
Lias limestone at Ventura Farm.
horizontal.
The 10O mm scale in
The effects of
Ventura Farm"
PLATE 4.4; cryoturbation and solifluction in the Cothaur Beds at
PLATE 4.5: cryoturbation invorutions in the cothan Beds at ventura Farm. Thisis a vertLcaL faee prlor to being cut back to 3oo, the near verticallines are scrape marks produced by the bucket of the excavator!
Small antifor'mal structure
produced by the growth of
Seale is fOO mm.
in the Cotham Beds
ground ice beneath a
at Ventura Farm, probably
thin limestone band.
PLATE 4.6:
PLATE 4.7: Close-up of the sma11 antiformal
smal1-sca1e f,lexuring. Scale is
structure of Plate 4.6 showing
100 nm.
PLATE 4.8: Shear surfaces within the Cotham Beds at Ventura Farm. The lens cap
is 60 mm in diameter.
PLATE 4.9: Two sma1l failures in the Cotha:n Marl at lTinford.
PLATE 4.10 Close-up of a fold from the Cotham Beds at Winford.
PLATE 4.LL: Seeondary growth of gypsum
lVestbury . Beds from lrlinford.
length.
crystals on the . sqrface of a sample of
The needles are typically L 
- 
2 mm ln
Aerial photograph
as a wooded slope.
the position of a
of the North Stoke S1ip,
The llneament near the
gas pipe trench.
baek scar remai.ns
the photograph is
the steep
bottom of
FLATE 5.1:
PLATE 5.2: Aerial photograph of the Bailbrook Slip; the
as a wooded slope. The lineaments dowaslope
remnants of .mediaeval field systems.
steep backscar remains
of the backscar are the
$Iarket gardening has removed the hummocky
expected downslope of the Bailbrook 51ip.
behlnd the cottages.
topography that would be
The backscar is in the wood
PLATE 5.3:
PLATE 5.4: Rough pasture just downslope of the
which is now the 1iae of a footpath,
agricultural activity.
Bailbrook backscar. This ridge,is evidence of previous
Aeriar photograph of the Heather Farm Mudflow. Material from a nearcircular area berow the race eourse has been channelled down a steep-sided gully towards the bottom left of the photograph.
PLATE 5.5:
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PLATE 5.6: Aerial photograph of part of the Swainswick Va11ey north-west of Charlcombe
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PLATE 5'7: Toe of a mudflow in Soper's wood pushing over medium sized trees"
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PLATE 5.8: Aerial photograph
Srvainswi ck .
of the large mudflorvs dorvnslope of the A 46 a_bove
i jt\:
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.ri
Landslip in the Fu11er's Earth opposite
wall for the 3-lane section can be seen
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Butcher's Wood. A retaining
at the top of the slope.
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PLATE 5"9:
PLATE 5.10: Fuller's Earth debri.s that has flowed into West lYood.
Disturbed blocks of
sr 73986875.
PLATE 5.11: Inferior Oolite on a degraded slip scar,
PLATE 5.L2: Collapse structure at ST 738691 occurring as a grassy depression.
5.13: Conduit
derived
flow or
Head.
piping from a bank composed of llldford Sands
PLATE 5.L41 Collapse structure at ST
revealing bare earth and
72769L; the surface has been ruptured
limestone rubble.
5.15; Small sear caused by
Probably accentuated
a sprlng softening the Head where it issues.
by cattle watering.
PLATE 5.16: The action of
degraded scar
soil creep illustrated by bent trees on a steep,
at ST 73986875.
A shallow degraded slip
Such a slip could easily
at ST 73956925 which is now
be obscured by the action
grassed over.
of ploughing.
PLATE 5.L7;
PLATE 5.18: rrregular topography and evidence of slipping ir a rough.
of Laagridge, The adjoining field (background) has much
topograpny.
pasture south
smoother
PLATE 5.19: This
' but
been
zone
field is adjacent to the one in plate 5.16 and has similar georogy
shows no evidence of superficial disturbance because it has probablyploughed in the past. The dark line in the background is a small
of seepage from a spring upslope.
PLATE 6. 1: 4 - 11o slopes
smooth segments
in Fu11er's Earth
with no evidenee
west of Cold Ashton. The slopes are
of superficial movement.
Steep vaIley to the west
with strip lynchets.
PLATE 6.2: of the proposed Slough Lane embankment,
PLATE 6.3: Leigh Lane runs along a sma1I va1ley with 4-roo slopes
PLATE 6.4: Broad, flat-bottomed^va1ley at the northern end of
Charmy Down with 7-gu Fu1lerrs Earth slopes" There
is no scar at the edge of the Great Oolite (near the
derelict buildings).
.l':..F
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PLATE 6'5: Gu11ed Great oolite at the edge of charmy Down.
PLATE 6.6: The Great Oolite plateau of Charmy Down looking towards Down Farm.
PLATE 6.7: 10o tr'uIlerts Earth
Oolite occurs as a
slopes below
small scar in
Charmy Down.
the trees.
The edge of the Great
Sma11 mudflows ln the Head
downslope of Charmy Down.
PLATE 6.8: over Fuller's Earth initiated by springs
PLATE 6.9: present A 46 near Ashcombe lyood.
long after re-surfacing.
Subsidence has caused crackingThe
not
PLATE 6.10: sharlow mudflows downslope of the 3-lane section opposite Down Farm.
PLATE 6.11: The edge
cambered
of Charny Down where theblocks of Great Oolite. "foundered zoae" occurs containing
6.L2: 8 
- 15o FuIIer's Earth slope above the 3-1ane
where the new southbound carriageway will have
section of the A 46
to be constructed.
PLATE
PLATE 6.13: The
and
present 1 :1.5 cutting
now contain numerous
slopes i-n the Fullerrs
shallow failures.
Earth are too steep
PLATE 6.L42 Mudflow in the Ful1er's Earth above swainswiek Lane.
PLATE 6.15: Irregular topography of a large nudflow above Bay Tree Kennels,
downslope of Little Solsbury Hil1.
PLATE 6.16: The wood in the baekground marks the position of a degraded scar in
the Midford Sands south-east of Bellevue Cottage. The outcrop of the
Inferior Oolite is upslope towards the left of the photography. The
ridge in the centre of the picture is a creep phenomena at an o1d
hedge line.











